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PREFACE

The delegates to the 1971-1972 Montana Constitutional Convention
will need historical, legal and comparative information about
the Montana Constitution. Recognizing this need, the 1971
Legislative Assembly created the Constitutional Convention
Commission and directed it to assemble and prepare essential
information for the Convention.
To fulfill this responsibility, the Constitutional Convention
Commission is preparing a series of research reports under the
general title of Constitutional Convention Studies.
In addition
to the series of research reports, the Commission has authorized
the reprinting of certain documents for the use of Convention
delegates.
This Memorandum republishes an analysis by John D. Hicks of the
constitutional conventions which met in the Northwest states of
North and South Dakota, Washington, Idaho, Montana and Wyoming
in the summer of 1889. The study, originally prepared in 1916
as a doctoral dissertation, was later published by the University
of Nebraska in University Studies, Vol. XXIII, Nos. 1-2 (JanuaryApril 1923).
This study, which places the 1889 Montana Convention in a regional and national perspective, was written before the 1921
publication of the Proceedings and Debates of the Montana
Constitutional Convention of 1889 and is therefore not as comprehensive in its coverage of the Montana Convention as it is
of the other Northwest conventions.
This essay is one of a limited number of scholarly works on
Montana's constitutional heritage. Two early articles by Francis
Newton Thorpe, a noted constitutional authority, discussed the
1889 constitutions of the Northwest states:
"Recent Constitution
Making in the United States," Annuals of the American Academy of
Political and Social Science, Vol. II (September 1891), pp. 145201 and "Washington and Montana: Have They Made A Mistake In
Their Constitutions?" Century Magazine (February, 1890) pp. 504508.
A comprehensive analysis of the Constitutional Convention of 1889,
drawing heavily on the published proceedings, press accounts,
biographical material and comparison with the 1884 Constitution,
is provided in John Welling Smurr,"A Critical Study of the
Montana Constitutional Convention of 1889," (unpublished Master's
thesis, Department of History, University of Montana, 1951). Dr.
Smurr later authored a two-part study, "The Montana Tax 'Conspiracy'
of 1889" in Montana, The Magazine of Western History, Vol. 5
(Spring and Summer, 1955). One of his conclusions was that a
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community of interest rather than a dark conspiracy determined
the preferential tax treatment given the mining industry in the
1889 convention. Recently Brian E. Cockhill in "An Economic
Analysis of Montana's Constitution," (unpublished Master's
thesis, Department of History, University of Montana, 1968),
subjected convention voting to computer analysis without overturning Smurr's basic conclusion. Margery H. Brown, a member
of the Constitutional Convention Commission, has written an
excellent summary of Montana's constitutional history:
"Metamorphosis and Revision:
Writing Montana's Constitution,"
Montana, The Magazine of Western History, Vol. 20 (October,
1970) pp. 2-17.
Recognizing that a thorough understanding of the Convention of
1889 will facilitate the deliberations of the 1971-1972 Convention,
the Constitutional Convention Commission respectfully submits
the reprinting of this thoughtful study by John D. Hicks to the
people of Montana and their delegates to the 1971-1972 Montana
Constitutional Convention.

ALEXANDER BLEWETT
CHAIRMAN
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THE CONSTITUTION OF THE NORTHWEST STATES
BY JOHN D. HICKS

This study if reprinted from: University of Nebraska
University Studies, Vol. XXIII, Nos. 1-2 (January-April 1923).
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The Constitutions of the Northwest States

TH E STATEHOOD MOV E MENT

I
I-'
I

Th e T erritorial Sy stem. In the year 1912 the tardy
ad miss ion in to th e Un ion of New Mexico and Arizona
ltrought to an end the terri t or ial syst em of the United
~tates, except as it has been applied or adapted to outlying
possessions. For the first time since th e passage of the
Northwest Ordinance, no frontier section was left to protest against being held in a state of " politica l vassal age "
more oppressive than that which had d r iven t he Colonies
to revolt. This constant outcry from the territories had
never been altogether without justification.
From the
rarliest times, the older and more settled portions of society have esteemed it their privilege to assert a considerable measure of authority over any off-shoot of the parent
~tock which has adventured into a new land. This theory
was not the e\.cl11sive property of the Eighteenth Century
British colonial policy. It was not new then: afterwards,
inherited by the government of the United States, it continued to be applied in the organization of the ever-present
West.
By the terms of the Ordinance of 1787, the inhabitants
of the territory northwest of the river Ohio were to enjoy
no rights of self-government until they should number five
thou~:rnd free male inhabitants of full age. After that
time, a general assembly was to assist the governor and
judges appointed by Congress. This assembly was to coni;ist of two houses; one, a house of representatives chosen
by the people, the other, a council of five chosen by Congress
from a list of ten names submitted by the territorial house.
The governor had an absolute veto over all legislation, and
c-ould convene•. prorogue, and dissolve the assembly at will.
'l'hc only mice which the territory hail in national affairs

durinp and immediately after the War, with the southern
rnte • emovecl, statehood again came to all who wished it. ··
A!. time went on the anomalies of the si t ua tion grew.
The earlier states were admitted when their population
wa.5 comparatively insignificant. But the rapid growth of
th~ United States increased the " congressional ratio "
which, it was generally agreed , wa s the proper measure to
apply in determi ning w hether or not a t err itor y was populous enough to deser ve statehood . F or example, Illi nois
was admitted in 1818 w it h less than 60,000 in habitants
while in 1880, Dakota with 135,000 was not seriously con~
sidered. So large a population was thoroughly conscious
of its fitness for self-government, and resented being deprived of its just weight in national affairs. Moreover
new conditions had arisen which· taxed to the limit th:
powers of the states themselves, and made the old territorial
form of government entirely inadequate.• Great commncia! interests had come into existence, which demanded regulat10n and control beyond the authority of the territories to
act. Congress, absorbed in politics, was indifferent to all
~lse.:. Its veto power, although rarely exercised, always
introduced an element of uncertainty into what legislation
the territories felt authorized to undertake. Nor were the
"carpet-baggers" appointed from Washington to be depended upon. Owing nothing to the people whom they
ruled, they were peculiarly susceptible to local corrupting
. 3 The early movemcnti; towards statehood in the t~rritories are
,:scusscd in a report of the Senate Committec> on Territories in 49th
(\mg., 1st scss., Sen. Rep. no. 15, serial 2355, pp. 6-lG.
4 "It would be regarded as unwise if not dangerous to conduct
the affairs -of any State, however small, with only the safeguards
afforded by i;o incomplete an ini;trument." Report of the Governor
of ~:,kotn, 1885, 4!lth Cong., 1st ~ess., Hou.,c Ex. Doc. no. 1, vol. XII,
~•·rial 237!), p. 937.
'• !Ji-•. for a list of nnwrdments to the organic act of Dakota,
~ ..,. F. N. Thorpe, Frdcrnl u11d Stale Co11stit11tions (Wni;hington,
l!•t• 11 J, \, p. 2845 n.
1

I
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was through a delegate to Congress, selected on joint ballot
by the two houses of the lt!gislaturc, who might speak, but
had no vote.
This ordinance was the hasis of all suh~equcnt organil..'
acts passed under the Constitution for the temporary go\'~rnment of organized territories.
Certain moclitkation:-came with time. The veto power of the governor was limited; the people received the right to elect their councilmen
and their delegates to Congress by direct vote; ancl th,•
legislature was authorized to hold regular sessions, with
which the governor might not interfere. But all the im.
portant executive and judicial officers continued to be appointed from without; the authority which gave validity
to measures of the territorial government was derive<l soh•l:,from an act of Congress; and the national legislature, if it
chose, might interfere in local affairs even to the extent
of disallowing territorial laws.~
The territories were always restive under these restraint:c.
From the time of Governor St. Clair, quarrels betm.•1•11
governors and legislatures were the normal thing. Tht>
admission of new states, however, was not at first atte,ule,1
with great difficulty. Once the demand became sufficiently
clear, Congress ordinarily provided the necessary enahliu}{
act. If, as in the case of Tennessee and Michigan, Congress moved too slowly, the territories by their own authority created constitutions, established state government)!.
knocked boldly for admission, an<l obtained it. Toward~
the middle of the century, the injection of the slavery i:;:--111•
into national politics tended to make the p·rocess of admi:-.
sion more difficult. California, never organized as a lt'rri
torr, put into operation a state constitution months befor,.
the compromise measure of 1850 legalized her action. But
~ Cf. Act of May 2, 18!'10, "To provide a temporary g-11n•r1111u · '
for the territory of Oklahoma," U. S. Statute.~ at /,nrg,·, :,lst ,• .. ,,,; ·
1st Sess., ch. 182, pp. 81-100. This was the last organic act pn~•wcl f .. ,
a territory now comprehended within the forty-eight !'tat,·•·

influences, and at the same time were necessarily :-iuhservient to their political masters who controlle<l the national administration. Even judges were often indifferent
to their duties. They sometimes absented themsclve:-1 u11
duly, and especially in the mining communities, they were•
usually ignorant ot' !oral law."
It was almost impossible to obtain any important changc:c
in the system itself. Occasional measures of partial relit'£
were exacted from Congress, but none of these were of a
fundamental nature. When in 1877 a Dakota delegate dared
introduce a bill " to guarantee to the people of the several
Territories a republi..:an form of government and to secure
them in the right of self-government," his measure died an
ignominious death.: In Dakota, where admission was so
unreasonably delayed, there was a strong movement in favor
of setting up a local state government independent of what
action Congress might take; but cooler heads prevailed, and
there as clse\vhere the issue of reforming the territorial
system was lost in the more popular fight for statehood,
which, if successful, would remedy the greater number of
ills. 9
Towards the end of the 'Eighties the political map of
the United States approached completion. The frontier as
,; See the "Addre,;s to the People" of the Idaho and of the \Vyoming conventions: Proceedings a11d Debates of the Con.~tit11tio1111/
Co11vention of Idaho (Caldwell, Icla., 1912), II, p. 2092; Jo11ninl
and Dcbate,q of the Co11stilntional Conve11tio11 of the Slate of Wynurir,y (Cheyenne, 1893), p. 117.
i Congressional Record, Dec. 10, 1877, p. 99.
In the next Con_g-ress a somewhat similar bill met a similar fate. Ibid., Apr. 21,
187!), p. 645.
~ This movement was leJ by Gen. II ugh J. Camphll, who~c pamphlet "We are a State" bc!it expresses it. See George II. l>ura111l,
J,,.,rph Word of nnlrnta (Boston, 1913), p. 11,5.
"Joseph ,vard, "The Territorial System of the UnilcJ Stal<•"•"
in ,llufoper Rel'iew, July, 1888, p. 51 IT; W. F. Willoughhy, T,·,·,·,
lorir.~ «ml nepe11dt'11rie11 of the United Stale>1 (New York, 1:1t1fi), l'I'
i>:l-78.
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a definite line dividing East and West had ceased to exist.
Three l-tatcs, California, Oregon, ancl Ne\"ada, had Iona
since Leen created in the far west, while Letween them ancl
the westernmost of the other states lay eight organized
territories,- to the north, Dakota, Montana, Wyoming
Idaho, and Washington, ·to the south, Arizona and New
Mexico, and Letween the two groups the Mormon territonof Utah. From the remaining fragment of the old lndia;1
country a new territory, Oklahoma, was about to be carved.
Each of the organized territories had visions of statehood.
anci the well-defined movements towards that end, which
had deYeloped in some of them, deserve to he tra ced.
Dakota. One of the last official acts of President
Buchanan was to approve the law providing for a temporary
government for the territory of Dakota. 10 As organized,
the territory extended westward to the Rocky Mountains.
hut within a fe\\' years it was reduced in size to what are
now the two Dakotas. Until the coming of the railroads
there was no very great influx of population into this country. When created a territory it contained probably less
than five thousand inhabitants, and by 1870 this number
had increased to Lut fourteen thousand. 11 To the north
there were sparse settlements, mainly of Canadian origin,
itlong the valley of the Reel River, but a far larger number
lived in the extreme southeastern corner of the territorv
brought there Ly the natural expansion of the agricultur~l
frontier. In 1872, the Northern Pacific Railroad headed
a(-ross the northern portion of the territory for the Pacific
Coast, and the same year two other railroads entered th e
southern half. Population now came in rapidly, and as the
railroad mileage incrC'ased, the settled a1·eas expanded.
This, nevertheless, failed to bring North ancl South Dakota
into closer contact, as for many years the raih·oads built no
10

Mar. 2, 18Gl.

l'. S. St<1t11/cs

u/

Lury<', 3Gth Cung., 2d ~css.,

d1. RG, p. 239.
11 .\'i111/, C'ni,:11s of /hf' l'11il<'d States, vol." Population,'" p. 17.

cross lines, and the nearest connections were by way of
St. Paul and Minneapolis. Other factors accentuated the
differences which mutual isolation developed. The North
was one vast wheat-field, in ,vhich population was widely
dispersed, and towns sprang up but slowly. The South was
more like the states of the l\1ississippi Valley; the farms
were small, agriculture was diverse , and each holding wa~
occupied l.Jy the owner of the soil. In 1874 gold was discovered in the Black Hills. Here there was no waiting for
railroads, and by 1877 a third section had been added. 1 z
From this time on, the free advertising of the gold rush ,
and the systemat"ic efforts of the railroads, brought thousaF.ds of emigrants into every· part of the territory each
year. By 1880 Dakota had a population of 135,000; uy
1883, close to 300,000; and by 1885, more than 400,000.' 3
As might have been expected, agitation for the division
of the territory speedily developed. Although there waH
considerable talk of a third territory to be created out of
the Black Hills district, 14 the moYement was generally for
the separation of North Dakota from South Dakota along
the line of the Forty-Sixth Parallel. Beginning in 1872
12 Pamphlet, The New Strites, edited by Ilvison, Blakeman and
Company (New York, 1889), pp. 4G-47; Report of the Committee on
Territories of the House of Representatives on the " Admission of
Southern Half of Dakota," in 49th Cong., 1st sess., Honse Rep. no.
2578, serial 2443, pp. 71-72; William H. H. Beadle, "Personal
Memoirs," in Sonth Dal.ota Historical Collcctio11.~ (Aberdeen, 1!)06),
HI, pp. 148-149.
i:i Tenth Ce11s11.~ of the United Stain, vol. "Population," p. 4;
Appfrton'i; A 111rnal Cyclnpa·dia, 1883, p. 2G5; Census taken June I.
1885 by the Secretary of th e Interior, repoi-ted in 49th Cong., 1st scs:1.,
Sen. Rep. no. 15, serial 2355, p. 17.
H In 1878 the Senate Committee on Territories reported a nwa~un•
for the creation of a new territoi-y of Lincoln out of the Bluck II ill~
district. 45th Cong., 2d sess., Sen. Re11. no. 110, serial 178!l. A
memorial opposing the proposition is to be found in Cong. R,•c,11·d,
Dec. 10, 1877, p. 9!). Such a division was advocated, howe\·er, us
lute as 1885 by the Black Hills Daily Times. Quoted by Chicul(o
Times, Sept. 11, 1885, p. 4.

I
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se\'en successive sessions of the territorial legislature memorialized Congress on the subject, but no action was obtained.'~ To some extent, this failure of Congress to recognize a widely felt need, and to a greater extent, the fear that
Congress might dispose of the territorial school lands for
less than they were worth, 1c led to a movement for statehood
which began about 1879 and did not cease until its end hacl
been accomplished.
This movement was primarily a South Dakota affair, the
northern part of the state remaining indifferent, when not
actually opposed to the whole scheme. The object was,
first, to secure the division of the territory, and second,
the admission of the southern half. During the winter
of 1881-1882 the attitude of Congress was felt out by a
large delegation of South Dakota citizens, who visited
Washington and secured the farnrable report of a statehood
bill in each house. But the measure passed neither. i ; Having learned that no assistance was to be expected from this
11uarter, the territorial legislature in the session of 18821883 was persuaded to authorize a constitutional convention
for the portion of the territory south of the Forty-Sixth
Parallel. This bill passed the Council by a vote of eleven
to one, and the House by a vote of twenty-two to two, but
failed for want of the go,·crnor's signature.'" All legal
means hadng been exhausted, a purely extra-legal con\'ention met at Huron, June 19, 1883, and issued a call for a

constitutional convention to assemble at Sioux Fall~ in ~ •. 11
tember of the same year. Acting under no authoritv of
law, but with the general good will and support ,.r" tli,·
people, this con\'ention met and drew up a constil11li1111,
which, when submitted at the polls, was adopted 1,y a ,·111,,
of 12,336 for, to 6,814 against.•~ Congress, howe\'l'r, wa~
still unimpressed. An enabling act passed the SP11al,· 111
1884, but failed in the House.: 0
By no means daunted, the statehood adrncat1•!'1 ~•·
cured from the territorial legislature of 188:i th,·
passage of another constitutional convention hill a11,I
this time the governor's signature was not withheld.'' 111
accordance with the prO\·isions of the law, this scco111l r1111
vention met at Sioux Falls, September 8, 1885.'! Af11•1
sixteen days deliberation a document similar in nwny I"\'•
spects to the constitution of 1883 was produced, and al
the polls it was endorsed with e,·en greater unanimity 11f
opinion than the instrument drawn two years heforl!.''
Provision was also made for the selection of all ollk1•r11
necessary to the prospective state government, and ri·l{•1 •
larly elected senators and representatives carried thl' n1• 1\
constitution to Congress. The justice of the demand ,,n 1
not now open to question, but politics again prevcnlt>d u 1I•
mission. Dakota was Republican; the administration '' ""
Democratic. This second failure had not been unforl'!'lt'1' 11
The convention of 1885 did not adjourn sine die., but only

1.·. F. H. 11:ig-crty, The Tcrrito,·y of D<1kola, 1889: A Stoli•lirnl
AbRtmC'I (Aberdeen, 1889), p. 31.
,,: Beadle, Memoirs, p. 1~7; Durand, Josrph Ward, p. 156.
17 S,11)1 :i bill had been introduced in the s~natc during the pn·l"t-<ling sesi;ion, Co11g. Rum·d, Dec. 8, 1880, p. 34; ibid., Mar. 27, 1882,
fl. 22,8; ibid., July 17, 1882, p. GlfiG; 47th Con~ .• 1st scss., Jluu~c Rep.
110. 4;:iO, serial !!OGG; il11d., Seu. Rr11. no. 271, !-Serial 2004.
is Co11g. Ifrrurd, Dec. !t, 1881, p. IO~. Thl· gonrnor defended his
:1tlion in his annual rcporl, -l!ith Con~.. 1st s1·ss., l/n11sc r,'x. Dor. no.
I. ,·ol. XI, !.<'rial 2191, p. 523. The votr, he said, was secured '' hy
1111usual app!i:1nct•s."

l" Hagerty, A bstrnct, pp. 32-35.
The debates of the rnnnu1, .. n
were not preserved, but the constitution adopted is printl."d in S,,ul 11
Dakota, Co11slitulio11al Debates (Huron, 1907), I, pp. ~-H.
20 Cong. Reco1·d, Dec. 16, 1884, p. 282; 48th Con~ .• list :«•-••·• -"••
Rep. no. 320, serial 2174.
•
.
21 The text of this act may be found in 49th Col"g., 1st "" .. · .,,.
Rep. no. 15, serial 2355, pp. 22-24.
::2 The debates of the convention were published in 1:/0i.
/>.il•'•
Constitutional Cm11·e11lion, 1885, Binder's title, Co11Mtil11tio 11 nl f),/,,,t,•.
vol. I, edited by Doane Robinson (Huron, 1907).
2J The vote stood 25,226 for, to 6,535 against.
Hagrrly, ,1 1••''"''
p. 36.

meet again the follow ing May, and thereafter, if necesThis was don e,
111 part to p rovide for a ny r equ ir ements which Congress
might impose should admission be granted, but also to keep
the matter befo re the public s hould a dmission be denied. 2 1
r•l 11 ns were eve n laid for anoth er election of state officers
111 1887 should statehood be delayed that long, but when
thttt time ca me the ma tter seemed so hopeless that nothing
was done. The best chance of s uccess lay in arousing a
1mtion-w ide interest in t he situation, and thus compe11ing
t ht• action of Congress. It was thi s campa ign which ultim11tcly won out in 1889!:.
Nort h Dakota did not at first take kindly to the idea
of i;eparate statehood. In the territorial legislature the
~forth Dakota politicians, aided by the Black H ills deleJCKtion, were generally able to get the better of the members
from the south-eastern section of the territory, and they
were not anxious to have their supremacy disturbed. 20 A
ronvention held at Fargo in 1883 protested agai nst t he
Kction of the Sioux Falls convention, opposed div ision, a nd
farnrcd the formation of a constitution for the whole of
IJ11kota. 2 •
When the constitutional convention of 1885
rnme together twelve members from the border counties
fa\'ored a motion to adjourn sine die, on the g round that

division was not desirable. 2 ' It was probably to the interest
of the Northern Pacific Railroad, which exerted an enorm ous influence in territorial affairs,"' to preve nt statehood al tog:t~er, but_ t~i_s end was not sought openly. Instead, opposition to cl1v1 s1011 was fos tered, a nd as the south ern part
of the territory would have preferred t o delay statehood
indefinitely rather than to accept it linked wit h North
Dakota, an y. failure t o d ivide mea nt t he collapse of th e
movement. 30 As lat e as 1887, when the question of division was subm itted to t he people of the whole te r rito rv
a maj ority in the northern ha lf voted against t he prop~~
s ition ,3 ' a nd a conventio n which met a t Aberdeen, in what
is now Sout h Dakot a, but dr ew its inspiration from the
northern and ce ntral counties, demanded admission of t he
terr itory as a whole. 3 ~ Division, however, was too natural
not to succeed. When it became evident that opposition
to this program only tended to delay statehood, the North
gave way, and by 1889 the territorial legislature stood reach·
to provide a constitu tiona l convention for each section i~
case Congress again refused to act. 38
Washington . T he existence of Washington as a separa te territory began 1\farch 2, 1853, when Congress reduced
Or egon to its present boundaries, and passed an organic act

~• South Dakota, Debutcs, I, pp. 571, 585;, 594; Beadle, Memoirs,
,,. 218; Chicago Trib1111r, Sept. 11, 1885, p. 1. The re-assembling of
the convention of 1885 was considered as late as 1889. St. Paul
/'ionrrr J>rc8s, Feb. 12, 188!1, p. 1 ; Jan. 15, 188!), p. l.
7 :, The history of the early statehood movement, and elaborate
1-r1:uments pro and con, may be found in 49th Cong., 1st sess., Se».
k,p. no. 15, serial 2355; also in ibid., House R ep., no. 2578, serial
:!H:!. See also Durand, .Joseph Ward, pp. 151-176.
1
~• The removal of the territorial capital from Yankto n t o Bi:1ma rck
ir. 1883 is an example of this. Annual Report of t hE' Governor of
l>ukota, 48th Cong., 1st sess., House Ex. Doc. no. 1, vol. X I, serial
21!11, p. 530; -18th Cong-., 2d :-ess., Jlou~e Ex. Doc. no. 1, vol. XII ,
•niu) 2287, p. !i-12. See all>o Chicago Tril111ne, Aug. 7, 1885, p. !J.
:T Chicago Tril11111e, Sept. 13, 1883, p. 5.

South Dakota, De bates, I, p. 64.
One of th e reasons for the gro\vth in popularity of the stah'hood
movement in South Dakota was the desire to secure freedom from th<'
do mination of t he Northern Pacific. Chicago Tribune, Oct. I, 1811!,,
p . 9.
30 Pioneer P ress, J a n, 28, 1889, p. 1.
31 The vote by counties is given in 50th Cong., 1st scss., Jlou1<e lfrp.
no. 1025, serial 2601, p. 23. The south ern ha lf of the ter r ito r )' vot,.J
overwhelmingly for di vh•ion.
32 Cony. R ec. F eh. 15, 1888, p. 122!); P amphlet, Statehood fur / In,
kot a, P roceedings of th e Territoria l Co111•e11tion held at ,tl,r,drr"
(Washin g ton , 1888 ) , p. 34. T he Presiden t of t h is convention lul.-r
became con verted to divi1ion. Pio neer P1·ess, Jan. 28, 188!1, p. I.
33 Pioneer Press, J an. 19, 1889 , p. 10; Ja n. 27, 188!1, p. 2.
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for the remainder of the Oregon country. 3 ' This vast region,
including all of the present states of Washington and Idaho
11 n11 more, at that time contained less than four thousand
rl(•ople.'' About 1855, however, gold was discovered within
tht• boundaries of the territory, and successive mining
hooms brought in a large, but shifting, population::ie By
)!!GO, Washington could claim nearly 12,000 inhabitants,
and by 1870, double that number. 3 ; Other natural resource~
~oon proved to be more valuable than the mines. The
AAlmon fisheries and the unlimited supply of lumber which
the territory possessed were exploited from an early day
for the markets of the Pacific Coast, while agriculture,
l'~pecially the production of wheat and wool, needed only a
Lul(er market to become the most important industry of the
n•gion.'"
Even more than in the case of Dakota, the history of
\\"11shington was intimately connected with the building of
the railroads. As early as 1857 the territorial legislature
Imel chartered a company which proposed to build a system
almost identical with what became the Northern Pacific. 30
This project came to nothing. In 1864 Congress gr:rntecl
the Northern Pacific charter, but not until 1870, when Ja,·
Cooke lent his support to the enterprise, was actual work
l1Cgun. It was this venture which brought Cooke's firm
''U.S. Statutes al l,arge, 32d Cong., 2d sess., ch. 90, p. 172. The
l,,untl11ries were reduced a few years later when Idaho was created.
:i:, 11. H. Ilancroft, Washi11gln11, Idaho, and Moulaua (San Franfl'-<'o, 1890), p. 62 n.
'"Ibid., pp. 108, 227-263. Sl!e also report of the territorial govern,,r, 37th Cong., 3d sess., Hou.~•! Ex. Doc. no. 1, vol. II, serial 1157,
p. 45.
31 Ninth Census of the United StateR, vol. "Population," p. 'i'l.
,~ Report of the territorial governor, 45th Con., 3d sess., House
l.'.t. /Joe. no. 1, vol. IX, serial 1850, pp. 1119-1121; 47th Cong., 1st
"'~•-, llo11sr Rrp. no. G!l0, serial 2067, pp. 1-5.
'" l,all'R of the Ten-itnry of l\'a11hiugfn11, session 1856-1857 (Olym1•111, 1857)' p. 65.

to bankruptcy in 1873, and in the panic years which followed construction was at a standstill. With the revival
of g-oorl times, however, work was once more begun, and
transcontinental communications were finally established in
1883. Henry Villard, who had gained control of the local
western lines connecting Washington with the Union Pacific
and by this time ramifying into nearly e,·ery portion of th11
territory, now succeeded in combining his interests with
those of the Northern Pacific through the device of a holding company.• 0 Under the effective management thus obtained, the roads brought in population with such rapidity
that the 75,000 people which the census of 1880 accreditell
to the territory had grown to 350,000 by the end of the
decade."
The statehood movement had an early beginning in
Washington. In the legislative session of 1867-1868 tlw
politicians decided for it, and submitted the question of calling a constitutional convention to the people. But the vast
majority remained indifferent. largely because of the greater
expense supposed to attach to state government, and the
proposition failed. In 1870, 1871, and 1873, similar attempts brought similar results, and the necessary majority
was not obtained until 1876.•~ In accordance with a law
passed by the territorial legislature, a constitutional convention met at Walla Walla in the summer of 1878, and pro40 .lfemoirs of Hl"nl'y l'illard, Jo11rna/ist and Financil"I', ]835-1900
<Boston, 1904), II, pp. 284-312; E. S. Meany, llisto1·y of the Stair nf
Washington (New York, 1909), pp. 306-308; F. L. Paxson, "Thr
Pacific Railroads and the Disappearance of the Frontier in Americu,"
Ameriean Hi:;;torical Association, Annual Report, 1907, vol. I, p11.
115-116.
• 1 Ele1·e11th Cl:'11s11s of /he United S/nt,·11, vol. "P0pulation," p. :!.
42 Meany, TVashing/011, pp. 266-267; Bancroft, U"ashing/011, /,/nit",
and .l/ontnna, p. 288. In 1877 a bill was introcluced in th,· h"u••·
praying an enabling net for \Vashington and a portion of l,l11h 11 ,
Cong. Ru, Dec. 10, 1877, p. 99. Again in 1879, ibid., Apr. :!I.
1879, p. 644.
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crt'dcd to dra w up a constitution.• 3 The "pan-handle"
counties of northern Idaho (which by this time was a separate ter ritory ) now favored re-annexation to Washington.
llckgates fro m this distr ict were allowed to participate in
the work of the conven t ion, an d the constitu tion as fra med
rxteuded the bounda r ies of the proposed state to include it.
The doc ument was ad opted by the people at t he polls,
l,ut Congress found faul t with it, and opposed the creat ion
In
1,( a state \vhich would have so small a popu lation...
1882, an enabling act was reported favorably in t he House,
liut got no further." In 1886, a similar meas ure passed
the Senate, but met defeat at the hands of t he House ...'
lluring the later 'Eighties the railroads, for obvious rea~ons, exerted their utmost influence to induce emigrants to
r.cttle at their western terminals, rather than anywhere else
along their line. This aroused the wrath of the interveningtrrr:to!"'!es,•r but. it was in part responsible for the extra11rdinary influx of population into Washington during the
yrars immediately preceding statehood. The new element,
drnwn largely from the western group of northern states,
wu~ overwhelmingly Republican in politics. This factor wai::
important. With every qualification for statehood more
than fulfilled, the ambitions of Washington, like those of
Dakota, failed of realization chiefly because the Democratic

party maintained control of some bra nch of the nat ional
government.
l~a~o. Montana, and Wyoming . These terr itories owed
their · mclependent existence to the adva nce of the minmg
· ·
f
ront1er.••
The discover y of the Boise mines in 1862
brought a fl ood of prospectors into the Snake River cou ntrv
a_nd Congress heeded t he demand for territorial organ iz;~
t1on by a n orga nic act passed March 3, 1863. •? The territory of Idaho,-' 0 as first erected, included substantially all
of t h~ present s_tates of Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming, and
conta me_d possibly 20,000 inhabitants, practically all of
whom li ved close to t he Washington border.5• But no
sooner was the new territory created than the work had
to be done over, for the center of mining interest shifte I
first ~o- t_he Bitterroot Valley, then across the divide in~~
the v1cm 1ty of Helena and Virginia City?' Augmented in
numbers by adventurers or war refugees from the East,
who could now come up the Missouri River on steamboats
as far as Fort Benton/" the new settlements secured from
Congress, May 26, 1864, an act creating the territory o(
Montana with ~oundaries practically as they are to-day.-''
Most of what is now Wyoming was temporarily annexed
to Dakota, becoming an independent territory only in 1868 ..
48

43

This docunwnt is printed in 50th Cong., 2d sess., Se11. Mis. Doc.
""· &5, serial 2G15, pp. 1-30. The debates and proceedings Wl're not
pri·~E•rvl'd.
◄ 1 Runc-roft, H'ashillg/011, Idaho, and Mo11ta11a, pp. 290-291. · A
'1· 1'l-Ch delivered in the llouse by Thos. H. Brents, territorial delegate
from Wnshington, revil'ws the entire movement. Cong. Record, June
:!>-, lk82, Appendix to vol. XJII, pp. 443-455.
,:, 47th ConK., 1st ses~., Housc llC'J>. no. 690, sel"ial 20G7; Cong . ReC''""• Mar. 9, 1882, p. 171i5.
•u 4!lth Cong., l st sess., Se 11. Rep. no. Gl, serial 2355; Cong. Record,
Aftr. 10, lRRG, p. 3354.
•; l'rncC'cc/i11g.~ and DC"bc1fcR of thc Fin<t Ca11:;tit11tio11a/ Co11re11tioll
••i -"<»·th I>okota (BismurC'k, 1889), p. 645.

~- J . Trimble'. "T~e Mining Advance into the Inland Empin•,"
Bul/etm of the U111verHtty of Wisconsin no 638 H' t
S ·
1
J11, no. 2, pp. 137-3 _
• ·
, 1s ory er1es, vo.
92
:: U.S. Se~sion Laws, 37th Cong., 3d sess., ch. 117, p. 808.
~ Joh n Harley, Th" llisto,·y of Idaho ( Boise, 1910).
1
~ Ba_ncroft, l ~a~hi11gto11, Idaho, and Montana, p. 442.
2
Tttmble, Mu11ng Advance, pp. 80-84.
_r,:i _sa_mu:I ~owles, Our New West. RecordR of Trai•el betwu11 tll,
MtsS?S81 p p t River and the Pacific Ocea11 ( Hartford, Conn., 1870), p.
489; F. L. Paxson, The Last Ameriran Frontier (New York )!)J O),
pp. 162-163.
'
~: U._ S . Sta tu te, a t l,arge, 38t h Cong., lat aeaa., ch. 95, pp. 85-811.
lbtd., 40th Cong., 2d aes~., ch. 236, p. 178.
J
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"llt'II the building of the Union Pacific gave a convenient
,.,ruse for its organization. 50
l'opulation did not enter these mountain territories with
,m1t rapidity. In 1870, Montana, the largest, could boast
t,ut ~0,000 inhabitants. Idaho had about 15,000, and Wy11rni11g less than 10;000. Ten years later they had barely
,loublcd, a poor record, judged by frontier standards. During the 'Eighties the corning of the railroads brought new
~•ttlers, and more diversified industries, but by 1890, with
the dignity of statehood attained, Montana had but 132,000
1l(•ople, Idaho, 84,000, and Wyoming, 60,000.~ 7
Only in Montana had there been a systematic agitation
for statehood extending over a considerable period of time. 5 "
The other mountain territories came into the Union largely
l1)· attraction. In 1883, the Montana legislature authorized
the holding of a convention, and in January, 1884, such a
1,ody met in Helena and framed a constitution. The North1·rn Pacific contributed to the statehood rnoYement in this
lt·rritory in more ways than one. It furnished new settlers
and it brought added wealth. But the charter granted bj'.
,·ongress to this corporation contained a clause which
,·xl·mpted from taxation a large part of its property within
1111• territories of the United States.
Since this property
under ordinary circumstances would ha\·e constituted about
"llt·-third of the taxable valuation of the territory, it is not
11 urprising that those who paid
the taxes sought some

:.,: C'. G. Coutant, The History of lryo11ii11g (Laramie, 18!l!l), I, pp.
i..:J-G:;G.
.
. :. 1 Reports of the territorial governors, 48th Cong., 2d scss., Ho11~e
l.r. Due. no. 1, vol. XlI, serial 2287, pp. 545-565; 49th Cong., 2d sess.,
1~" 11 •c Ez. /)or. no. 1, \'ol. IX, serial 24G8, pp. 82!l-85G, 1005-1062;
f.l,n ,,th Cc11s1ts of the United States, vol. "Population," p. 2.
··• A convention was held in lSGG, possibly with some remote idea of
•l1tl!·hood in view, but was meagerly attended, and did little but mcmorinlize Congress concerning real or fancied territorial grievances
J:, 111 rroft, H'a11hi11gton, Idaho, and Mo11tana, p. G4~; Historical So~
'u•I)' of Montana, Contril,utiolls, Yol. II, pp. 394-395.

method for relief. Statehood, it was believed, would bring
with it the full power to tax, although this was a matter
of dispute.~ 0 The rno\'ement, however, was not cleep-rooted.
Although a large number of those who voted on the proposition favored the constitution, th<' small numbC'r of vote~
cast indicated that popular interest was not gri>at." 0
Congress, if <leaf to the more valid claims of the Dakotas
and Washington, could hardly be expected to listen to
the representations of :\lontana. :\[oreover, :\lontana politics were such as to make neither party acutely anxious to
witness her admission. The territory was for many years
regarded by the Republicans as " Price's Left Wing." Until
1883, its chief means of communication with the East wer('
by way of the overland trails and the )fo,souri River. Th<'
latter route brought in a large number of southerners, and
during the Civil War many secessionists, whom the border
states under pressure of the national armies had become
too hot to hold. The Democratic majority which this immigration gave to the territory, was not challenged until
the Northern Pacific entered the region. For a time there
was a substantial e<1uality of parties, but in the elC'ction of
1888, with the total vote double what it had ever been
before, the Republicans won by about 5000 major it v. This
overwhelming victory was not due solely to the " .Newcomers." Certain local issues, together with the satisfaction which the attitude of the Republicans on the tariff
question gave to miners and wool-growers, had much to clo
with the outcome. From time to time Montana suffered
r.o U. S. Statutes at l..,arge, 38th Cong., 1st sess., ch. 217, p. 367;
Report of the territorial governor, in 48th Cong., 2d sess., Houu
Ex. Doc. no. 1, vol. XII, serial 2287, pp. 563-564.
flO The constitution adopted in 1883 is printed in 49th Cong., 1st
sess., Sen. Mia. Doc. no. 30, serial 2342. The debates of the convf'ntion were not preserved.
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l)cmocratic relapses, but, fortunately for statehood, these
were not foreseen in 1889.0 •
The Omnibus Bill. As previously indicated, party neces~1tics rather than principles of justice accounted for the
chronic inaction of Congress on the statehood matter. 02 Be1wccn 1881 and 1883 the Republicans controlled all .three
hranches of the government, and might easily have admitted
l)akota. Unfortunately, Yankton County, Dakota, had ren·ntly repudiated certain of its railroad bonds, issued in behalf of railway projects which had failed to materialize.
Some of these bonds found their way into the hands of
l'onstituents of Senator Hale of Maine, who was at that time
11 power to be reckoned with among the Republicans.
He
objected to conferring statehood upon a territory whose
people took their financial obligations so lightly, and his
llltitude to the delight of the Democrats ended the matter
lemporarily. 03 For six years thereafter, neither party conlrolled both houses of Congress, and party legislation was at
11 11tandsti1l.
There was little question as to the politics of
the Far Northwest. The Dakotas were overwhelmingly Republican, and would prove an embarrassment to the Demoaats whether admitted as one state or two. 0 ~ Washington
1111d Montana in early days had shown Democratic prodivities, but the fact that the new settlers were being drawn
almost entirely from northern states was taken as an indini New l'ork Trib1111e, July 8, 1889, p. 4; July 28, 1889, p. 13;
l' 11 1t/1111d Weekly Orego11ia11, Aul{. 30, 1889, p. 4; Sept. 13, 1889, p. 6;
1 'ltirnyo Tl"ihune, July -!, 1889, p. l; San Fra11ci1<co B111/eti11, July 20,
l~k!I, p. 2.
,ii This subject is fully treated by F. L. Paxson, "The Admission
"' lh1• Omnibus States," in State Historical Society of Wisconsin,
l'rorrrdi11gs, 1911, pp. 77-96.
r.i Cong. Record, Mar. 27, 1882, pp. 2277-2278.
n. At one time there was a proposition on foot to remove this
..t,J,"<·tion by dividing the congressional delegation equally between
1h l' Ucmocrata and the Republicans. Chicago Tribune, Sept. 10, 1883,
P. 2; Chirngo Tribune, Sept. 17, 1883, p. 4.

cation that ultimately the Republicans must win. 03 With a
presidential election approaching in 1888, it was out of thl'
question to expect a Democratic administration to admit new
states that were almost certain to support the Republ ican
nominee. There is no reason to believe that one party
had the welfare of the territories particularly more at heart
than the other, but the Republicans \\'ere the more fortunately situated.· Refusal to admit the Dakotas and Washington was a palpable injustice about which opposition to the
administration might center. The attitude of the Democrats in Congress towards the territories became, therefore, one of the important issues of the campaign. 0 •;
In the short session of 1888-1889, after the Republicans
had won, the Democrats became conYertecl in large numbers
to the necessity of doing something fo1· the territories.
There was no longer anything to be lost, while immediate
action might prevent the division of Dakota, and secure
the addition of New Mexico to the column of Democratic
states. Moreover, the newly created commonwealths might
reasonably be expected to show some signs of gratitude
towards the party ,vhich had brought them into existence:";
Under the leadership of RepresentatiYe Springer of Illinois,
the various territorial measures, with which Congress had
been beseiged, were gathered together into one bill which
proposed the admission of Dakota (as one state), Washington, Montana, and New l\Iexico. 6 " To pass an act which did
not provide for the division of Dakota was equivalent to
forbidding admission, so on this point the Democrats were
forced to yield, even to obtain favorable action in the House.
Having made provision for the re-submission of the division
u;; From the southern states only Missourians, at this time, exhibited migratory propensities.
i;r, One of the longest planks in the Republican platform of 188&
discussed this subject. Tribune Almanac, 1889, p. 22.
01 Pio11eer Pn111s, Jan. 26, 1889, p. 9; Feb. 5, 1889, p. 1.
r;~ 50th Cong., 1st sess., House Rep. no. 1025, serial 2601, pp. 1-H5.
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qm•stion to the people of territory, the House passed the bill,
Jnnuary 18, 1889." 9
It required nerve on the part of the Republicans in the
Senate to oppose the admission of four Republican states
in order to keep out one Democratic state, but they were
~qual to the occasion. On March fourth the Democrats
woulcl go out of power, and there was already some talk of
1rn extra session to provide for statehood should the pending
mcairnres fail. New Mexico, moreover, viewed from any
:;tanclpoint was not an entirely acceptable candidate. The
population of the territory was probably ample, but it was
:;till largely Spanish speaking, it had an enormous percentage of illiterates, and its attitude towards the American
system of free schools was more or less uncertain.; 0 The
Republicans in the Senate, therefore, refused to yield. They
demanded the exclusion of New Mexico, the division of
Dakota without further preliminaries, and the admission
of South Dakota under the Sioux Falls constitution. With
the prospect of doing nothing, or doing what the Senate
ciesired, the House ga\'e way in all essential particulars, and
the bill, thus amended, became law, February 22, 1889.a
As finally enacted, this measure provided for four con~titutional conventions, each to consist of seventv-five dele~ates, and to assemble on July 4, 1889 at Sioux ·Falls, Bismarck, Helena, and Olympia, respecth·ely. Except in the
case of South Dakota, new constitutions were to be framed
,;:, Co11g. Record, Jan. 15, 1889, pp. 798-829; Jan. 18, 1889, PlJ.
\l:IG-!152. The bill passed the House by a vote of 145 to 98, with 79
not \·otinl!'.
·
;u Minority Report of the House Committee on Territories, 50th
ConJ!'., 1st sess., /louse Rep. no. 1025, serial 2601, pp. 39-54; 50th
(°ong., 2d set<s., House Rep. no. 4090, serial 2675, pp. 1-29; Pioneer
l'rrxs, Jan. 21, 1889, p. 4. The constitutional convention which met
i., 1!18!.l adopted a system of free schools, but only after a heatPd
<lcbate. Art. X, sec. 1. Cf. San Fra11eisco B11lleti11, Aug. 26, 1889,
p. 2; July 23, 1889, p. 2.
;i U. S. Stat11te11 at [,urge, 50th Cong., 2d ses~., ch. 180, pp. 676ti84.

ancl submitted for ratification. Congress acted wisely in
allowing South Dakota to retain the Sioux Falls con::;titution
of 1885. That document hacl increased, rather than diminished in the esteem of the people of the territory, and there
was great opposition locally to any plan which looked to the
framing of a new instrnment. The Republicans in Congress would ha\"e liked to admit South Dakota without
further ado, but they finally consented to allow another
vote on the old constitution, since e\"iclently there could be
but one result.;, In case the vote shou Id be a<h'erse, however, the new convention was charged with the dutv of
drawing another constitution, but in case it resulted f;\"oraoly, only 8Uch changes were to be made in the old 01,e as
related to name and boundary, 73 the reapportionment of the
judicial and legislative districts, and other minor matters.
The constitution as amended was then to be re-submitteci
once again for adoption or rejection at the polls. In case
the constitution framed for either North or South Dakota
should be rejected, the governor was authorized to reassemble the convention to draw up another, or to mah•
such amendments as might seem desirable. In regard to
Montana and Washington the provisions were less elaborate. Their old constitutions were ignored, and since thert>
was no proYision for a subsequent re-assembling of the
conventions, statehood hinged upon the adoption or rejection of the new instruments framed. For the necessary
72 The p_eop!e of the territory felt that their chances of ~etting a
nc,w const1tut1on equally good were exceedingly slim. The ronsnvative elements, especially, favored the eonstitution of 1885, for
the radical ideas of thP. Farmers' Allianee and other reformcrr.
h~d made great headway since that time. Beadle, MerMirs, p. 217;
P1011eer Press, Apr. 27, 1889, p. 9; Jan. 26, 1889, p. 9.
• 7:i The cons~itution of 1885 provided for divi::;ion along the li11c
ot the Forty-Sixth Parallel. This line had never been surveyed, nnil
did not coincide with township or county boundaries. Congres~ ri•quired that the line of division be made the Seventh Stnndnr,1
Parallel on which the local surveys were based.
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,·:q,cn~es of each convention, an appropritaion of $20,000
wns granted. The President of the United States was
,·harged with the examination of the constitutions when
adopted, and if he found them republican in form, and in
accordance with the provisions of the enabling act, it was
his duty to admit the new states by proclamation without
further delay.
The Remaining Territories. The passage of the Omniltus Bill disappointed as many territories as it satisfied.
For many years Utah had been a constant applicant, but
polygamy had always been an effective barrier. Already
steps were being taken to remove this objection, but until
this should be accomplishect statehood was out of the question. Arizona was apparently more or less resigned to
he r fate, but Ne\\" l\Texico held a constitutional convention
Ill September, 1889, and presented a constitution to ConJHt•ss, which, receh·ed sca nt consideration. Oklahoma had
n·ccntly been opened to settlement, but Congress, with habitual neglect, had failed to pass an organic act for its
i.:o\'ernment. A con\'ention was held this same yea r to
provide in some way for the emergency, and to petition
('ongress for adequate territorial organization. 71
In spite of their temporary ctiscomfiture, Idaho and Wyoming could look to the future with consicterahle complaceny.
Their case had already been reported favorably by the
Stnatc Committee on Territories, and action in the upper
d1amber had been delayect chiefly because the pressure of
1,u:-iness made it appear inexpedient to pass measures certain to fail in the lower house.;·. Now, with the Republicans
i11 control of both hottscs by a ,·ery narrow margin, the
' 1 Chirnyo Ti111r11, July 18, 1889, p. -l.
The Utnh si tuation is di s• 11,,..,.,l in 50th Cong-., 2d sesR., l/ou,qr RrJJ. no. ~ 15G, serial 2G75. The
111 ·111<,rial and constitution adopted by th e New :'llexicu convention
11 n• printed in 51st Cong-., 1st sess., Seu. Mis. Doc. no. 121, seria l
·••'. 18, )lp. 1-22.
•·· H1·port of the Senate Committt•t• on Tenitoril'~, ii0th Cong.,
',I ,.,•s~., Srn. R,·,,. nos. 2G!ll, 2G(l!'i, serial 2G 1!l.

prospect of an increased majority could not fail to tempt
them. ;o This waii the determining factor, but certain o.ther
conditions favored th e admission of any territory. New
members were soon to take their seats from the Om nibus
States who coulct be countect on for sympathy a nd support.
Moreover, many people were entirely willing to see the
territorial status disappear. The experience of Dakota had
sho\\·n how unjustly the system might operate, and it could
be plausibly maintained that the fitness of a territory for
self-government was entitled to consid eration quite as
much as its fitness for full representation in Congress.
"We are utterly weary," said the Pionrer Press," "of the
anomalous thing known as the territorial status, and disgusted with the narrow, self-sufficient jealousy that as..sumes to decide whether or not a community is ready for
self-government. We want to get rid of the last territory
as soon as possible."; ;
The openly favorable attitude of the Republican leaders
inspired definite action in both Idaho and Wyoming. Assured of local support by the actions of their respective legislatures, the governors of the t\',"O territories proceeded to
carry out the provisions of the unsuccessful Senate measures, quite as if they had the force of law. This resulted
in the selection of seventy-two delegates to assemble at
Boise City on the Fourth of July, 1889, th e same day on
which the com·entions of the Omnibus States con\"ened,
and of fifty-five delegates to meet just two months later
at Cheyenne. 1 •
Th e Conventions. The six conventions called into existence by these various means had much in common. Presumably, the average ability and integrity of the members
70
Until the new state delegations should take their seats, the
Republican majority in the Senate would be only 2; in the House, 3.
Tribune Alma11ac, 1890, pp. 40-43.
77 Pioneer Press, Dec. 20, 1889, p. 4.
78
Wyoming, Joun1al and Debates, p. 779; Idaho, I'roee eding11 and

,,as uniformly high. Such of the debates as have been
preserved show that those who participated in them ·were,
Many citizens of
11 ~ a rule, intelligent and capable men.
national reputation, rarely or never available for service
in a state legislature, willingly assumed the burden of leadl'rship in the constitutional convention. If newspaper reports are to be trusted, the delegates were usually chosen
from among the best citizens of each vicinity, more or less
without regard for party affiliation. Third rate politicians
were seldom candidates. They cared little for the hard
work of convention drlegates, which was not necessarily
rewarded by future prominence, and might leave an embarrassing record on the questions of the day. 79
l>rbatcs, I, p. 716.
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The steps antecedent to the formation of the
Wyoming Constitution are traced in the memorial of the convention
to Congress, printed in 51st Cong., 1st sess., Se11. Mis. Doc. no. 23,
serial 2698, pp. 1-2. A similar account for Idaho is given in the
r~port of the territorial governor for 1889, 51st Cong., 1st sess.,
J/011.•e Ex. Doc. no. 1, vol. XIII, serial 2726, p. 428.
19 Pioner Press, ;'\Iay 16, 1889, p. 4; May 18, 1889, p. 9; May 25,
11--89, p. 9; Weekly Oregonian, July 12, 1889, p. 2.
Newspaper effusions as to the personnel of the conventions must
not be taken too literally. It is impossible to investigate the career
of each delegate, but something can be learned from a glance at the
lives of the various convention presidents. The South Dakota and
Washington conventions probably had the> most distinguished pre•itling- office:-s. Alonzo J. Edgerton, ex-United 8tates senator from
)linnesota, territorial chief-justice, and later United States district
judge>, wa!< the excellent choice of the South Dakota convention.
John P. Hoyt, pn•sident of the Washington convention, had been
~<,V<'rnor of Arizona, associate-justice of the \Vashington territorial
•upr<'me court, and later w:is elected to a similar office in the new
•l11lc>. After 1902 he was a professor of law at the Univcrsitv of
\\ ushington.
Wm. H. Clagget, presidc>nt of the Idaho convention,
\\'U!! n picturesque figure. Since 1861 he had been in the West, first
ir, Nevada, then in
~lontana, and finally in Idaho. He was a
lypicnl westerner, and an ardent reformer, already imbued, whe>n
lh<' convention met, with the principles of Populism. Wm. A. Clark,
presi,ll•nt of both Montana convention~, was another man who had
i:rown up with the Wei.t. His career as a builder of big business,

The conventions professed to be non-partisan, and to a
considerable extent they were.
The provisions of the
Omnibus Bill required, in the territories O\'er which the,·
extended, that the election of delegates should take plac·e
under a rule of minority representation. · Three delegate~
were chosen from each district, but each elector could vote
0

and as a candidate for the United States senate, is too well known
to require repetition. :'IIelvill,· C. Brown, president of the WyominK
convention, like Clagget and Clark, had long ber-n a residl'nt o! th,·
West. Ile had migrated to California via the isthmus nt the a~e o(
eighteen years, and had found hi,; wny to Cheyenne In l~G7, wh1·n
that city was still the western terminus of the Union Pttcific Rail
road.
Appointed United States District attorney by President
Hayes. he had done JllUch to rid the territorv of the usual frontirr
criminal class, and had won a notable victory· against the " fencing"
policy of the larg(' cattle companies. The prominence which his
le)!'al u,lents won for him made him a natural choice for convention
president in 1889. Frederick B. Fancher owed his election 11s president of the North Dakota convention to the power of the FarmerK
Alliance, being vice-president of the territorial org~nization at the>
time. Later he served a term as governor of his state, but soon
afterwards left North Dakota for California, and dropped out of
politics.
Generalizations concerning these men are difficult to make. Thl•y
were not all radicals, nor all conservatives. They were not uni•
formly of extraordinary ability, nor have they been immune, in
every instance, from attac-ks on their political morality. If th1•y
are in any way representative of the conventions over which th,·)
presided, we can only conclude thnt those conventions contained mnny
different types, not all of whom, certainly, were conspicuously fitt,~l
for the task which they undertook. Probably the conventions averag1~l
higher in ahility and integrity than an ordinary legislature, yd in
\Vyoming, possibly elsewhere, a majority of the d1•l,•gates had sc>r\'l'd
as members of the territorial law-making body. It is difficult lu
escape the conviction that any fairly n•prescntative group of Anwr•
ican citizens is capable of producin1; a good workabl, constitution.
The delegates are rarely subjected to the corrupting influence!! which
tempt a legislature, they instinctively approach their task with Krt' 11 \
seriousness, and they have the steadyin1; guidance of long-estahli,h<"l
precedent.
~o This was one of the few concessions that the Republi1·au~ in
Congress would make to the Democrats.

0

for only two.
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Since it was generally understood that two
nwmhcrs woulcl be of one political party, and one of another,
h<'rc was little incentive for a partisan tight. In Idaho
1
d Wyoming the minority representation plan was not
1111
followcrl, but party lines were largely ignored in the choice
f delegates, in many counties only one ticket being nomi11
nnlt'cl." For these reasons, the relative strength of the
parties in the \'arious territories was not clearly indicated
Ii\' the politics of the delegates chosen.
In North and South
l>akota the Republicans elected their full two-thirds and
more; elsewhere they did not fare so well, but, except for
the Montana convention which was Democratic by three
,·otcs, they had a comfortable majority in every case. ~2 In
:-pile of strenuous efforts to get out a full vote for the
moral effect it would have upon the nation at large, the
l,alloting in each territory was exceedingly light. This
fact is of little significance, for it was not due so much to
indifference as to the inevitable apathy of an American
1·lectoratc towarrls an election which promised no contest.
Non-partisanship seldom extended to the organization of a
.-unvention.
The more important offices and committee
ussignments generally went to the majority party, and
division strictly along party lines was not uncommon ."
~!Idaho, I'rncecdings crnd Dcbntcs, II, p. 2095.
•~ The delegates were divided among- the parties as follows:
Rep.
Dem.
Lab.
Ind.
39
29
(four vacant)
Ida.
35
38
1
1
Mont.
56
19
N. Dak.
51
24
S. Dak.
43
26
\Vash.
( On vote for president: 2
17
24
Wyo.
scattering, 12 not present.)
k:I ln ldaho, for example, all the Republicans would do by way of
1,lluwing the Democrats a part in th e org,;nb:ation of the convention
""~ to give them the vice-presidency, and thn~e out of twenty-fivp
rhuirmanships. ['1·acntli11ys aud Debntc.,, I, p. 9-Hl, Cf. ibid., ))Jl.
l ~:1 ,184, !liR, ~85.

It is customary to draw important deductions from thl•
statistics about themselves which conventions usually com.
pile. Possibly in some ca~es these conclusions arc justified.
In the present instance it is exceedingly diflirull to mak,•
conclusions at all. The ordinary preponderance of lawyeri:
was upset in North Dakota, where the farmers had a small
plurality, yet that fact seems to ha\'e had no ,·cry great
amount of influence upon the character of the constitution
framed. In the Dakotas the tendency was to choo!'le men
from the younger generation who were inexperienced in
politics.but it does not appear that their view!'! were materially different on matters of fundamental importance
from those of the" Oldtimers" who controlled in Washing.
ton and Montana. Likewise, it mattered little whether
the delegates came originally from northern or from southern states, from the East or from t he West:· Their views
were colored by the env ironment in which they lived,
and they were moulded into form by a few of the more
dominant personalities of each convention. Practicalh· the
same problems came before each convention, and allo;ving
for local differences, they received practically identical solutions. 8 ' .
The Reform Movement. Of far greater importance than
the ages or occupations of the delegates were the force~
which were then at work to influence the political thinking
R4

Available statistics on occupations are as follows:
Lawyers Farmers
Miners
Others
Dak. (1883) 42
31
0
52
N. Dak.
25
29
0
21
Mont.
22
10
20
23
Wash.
22
17
3
34
Statistics as to nativity are as follows:
American
North
South
Foreign
Dak. (1883) 106
104
2
17
N. Dak.
52
52
O
23
Mont.
64
44
20(Mo. 6)11
Wash.
63
46
17(Mo. 10) 12

Av. A1to
:Hi
-U
45
~5
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,,( the nation at large, and, to an exaggerated degree, of the
,1o1rlirular section which these conventions represented.
nm• thing can hardly be questioned. The nation was con~fious and ashamed of its political corruption, and the territorial status was admirably fitted· to impress the fact of
rurruption and the need of reform upon the men who
(rumcd these constitutions. They were accustomed to executir<' and judicial officers who exhibited the worst features
,,( the spoils system as applied to federal appointments.
f11r yc>ars they had been helpless witnesses to the misdeeds
,.f tl'rritorial legislatures who squandered the people's
111,111ey, and otherwise demonstrated their unfitness to
i,:o,·crn. l\leanwhilc, the completion of the great railways
111wncd up unlimited fields for corporation exploitation.
The tremenduous power of the roads themselves, and of the
·· tru:-ts " which they fostered, had to be controlled. The
pi·ople were confronted on the one hand by a corrupt,' in..rlirirnt, and archaic political system, and on the other hand
i,~- the need of an immediate expansion of state activities to
1111'..t new and unprecedented conditions.
Shortly before the formation of these constitutions the
Fhrmcn;' Alliance had made its appearance. Claiming at
hrxt no separate existence as a party, it nevertheless laid
,lu\\ n a platform of principles which it sought to impose
1 1> 11 11 cnry ranrlidatP for office.
Funrlamental was govern•111·nt regulation, if not actual ownership, of the railroads
'""' other public necessities, and at the same time, the more
1~·rf1•d l'ontrol of the government itself by the people. As
'· 1111 • went on all other schemes for reforming the existing
tiit,• of affairs beg.rn to find a home in the Alliance µlat: .. , 11 1.
The complaints of labor were taken over in full.
l',,,hil,ition, the i.:lec-tio11 of L'nitcd States Senators by direct
• 1•_ ,,r the people, the Au:,;tralian ballot, and e,·cn woman
1111
'._
r:igt•, were given a more than friendly welcome. A
rww political trust," composed of Grangers, Knights of
l.i.l,or, l'rohibitionists, and reformers of every type, was in

process of evolution. By the time these (:Oll\"c11tions met,
the Alliance was able to dictate in the Dakotas, and elsewhere it had strong adherents. To a very great extent the
constitutions framed during the summer of 188!) are an
expression of this movement. Free silver was in the air,
but as yet it was only secondary in importance to the elaborate program of social and political reform which the Alliance and kindred organizations at tirst sought to bring
about.

II
THE DEPARTMENTS OF GOVERNMENT

The Fixity of American Constitutions.- Foreign observers have sometimes expressed their surprise at finding
American state constitutions "little better than proof im
pressions of a single original." At home this· fact often
escapes attention: indeed,. the publicity gi\'en to the many
minor changes that are being constantly proposed sometimes leads the people to think that sweeping modification~
in the form of government itself are imminent. This i::
not the case. American state constitutions in reality differ
little from each other, and however much their provision::
may have been amplified in the later documents, the strnrturc of government to-day is remarkably similar to that of
a hundred years or more ago. Since the time of the .Jacksonian Democracy, even minor changes haye been ran•.
For the most part new clauses are of a purely legislatiw
character, and interfere in no way with the fundamental
features of the system itself. Such things as the singh·
executive, the bicameral legislature, the independent judiciary, and the nice balance of power among the three departments are accepted hy the framers of new constitntio11:-1
as a matter of course. " The vital things; the most i111•
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portant things - the great landmarks are decided instantly
- settled before the Convention meets . . . . " 1
One not familiar with tl)e history of the American institutions might well wonder at this situation. The only
requirement imposed by the Federal Constitution upon the
i.rovernments of the several states is that they shall be
"republican in fortn." From time to time Congress has
:,;ecn fit to lay down certain other conditions to be· met by
incoming states, but even so the powers of a constitutional
convention are always of the widest latitude. Why is it,
then, that instead of forty-eight different forms of government in the states there is rather one form of government
modified in forty-eight different ways? Why is it that, in
spite of the much-exploited radicalism of our western
frontier, there has been this apparent lack of originality,
and disinclination to experiment?
Much of this, of course, is due to the inherent conservatism of a people trained for centuries in self-government.
From experience they had learned that innovations ·were
not to be regarded lightly, and that the teachings of theorists were seldom to be trusted. Much of it is due to their
homogeneity. The members of the various constitutional
convention:;; represented constituencies of a common ancestry, a common political experience, beset ·with common probll•ms, and possessed of common desires. But to a great
extent this conservatism is only another name for provincialism. The framers of the earliest documents knew no
other system of government than that which had been
handed down to them. This they thoroughly under:;;tood
and readily embodied into fundamental law. The frontier,
with even greater ignorance of the outside world, consci~ o o l e y of !\lichigan, in an address before the North Dakota
rnnvl•11tion, Debat,·.~. p. 66. Portions of this chapter and of chapter
\") 11 have appeart>d pn•viously as an article entitled "Six Constitutions of the Far .Northwest," printed in the Proceedings of the
\lississippi Vallt>y Historical Association, vol. IX, pp. 360-379.

ously and intentionally copied the ideas of the older states.
As time went on, experiences were exchanged, and such
modifications were made as events seemed to justify, but
long before the constitutions of 1889 were framed the structure of American state government was fixed almost beyond
the possibility of change. As one Wyoming delegate expressed it, " ... so far as nine-tenths of our labor is concerned, -..ve hav·e only to exercise an intelligent and discriminating judgment in our study of the work of the
constitutional builders who have preceded us." 2
Much besides the framework had come to be incorporated
habitually in state constitutions. The original idea had
been that such a document should contain only the funda mentals, and that all details should be left to the legislature to work out. " A constitution," said Chief Justice
l\larshall, " to contain an accurate detail of all the subdivisions of which its great powers admit, and of all the
means by which they may be carried into execution, would
partake of the prolixity of a legal code, and could scarcely
be embraced by the human mind. It would probably never
be understood by the public. Its nature, therefore, requires that only its great outlines should be marked, its
important objects designated , and the minor ingredients
which compose those objects be deduced from the nature
of the objects themselves."" This theory, in so far as it
is applicable to state constitutions, began to break down
with the advent of modern means of transportation, and
the· industrial revolution wrought thereby. As the power
of capital increased, legislatures grew less trustworthy,
or were subjected to greater temptations. To meet the
new situation extensive limitations on legislative prerogative were devised, and at the same time, mere matters of
legislation found their way in rapidly increasing number~
into the constitutions themselves. The correctness of
2

:i

Wyoming, Jo11nral and Debates, p. 347.
i'rlcCulloch v. Mar11la11.d, 4 Wheaton, 407.
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this practice was questioned continuously, but long before
1889 it had been firmly established. The constitutions
111 fopted by Illinois in 1870, and by Pennsylvania in 1873,
\\'ere well-nigh revoluti_onary in the extent to which they
,lcnicd powers to the legislature, and made laws without
itll help.
During the same decade other constitutions,
notably those of Missouri, Texas, Colorado, Louisiana, and
California, went still further in the same direction. By
the time the documents under discussion were drawn, it
was no longer possiule to frame a short constitution, Such
matters as t:1e inhil.iition of local and special legislation,
and the stringen~ regulation of corporations, were a part
of the duties which people naturally expected convention
cielegates to perform.
It was a matter of common knowledge as to what many
of these details should be. Ver~atile individuals drew up
complete constitutions and presented them for adoption.•
Doubtless any of these documents would have worked
admirably. "In one sense the Constitution of North Dakota is already made," an able speaker told the Bismarck
<'onvention. "There is an unwritten constitution of North
Dakota in the minds of the people. and you are the officers,
rrpresenting the people, charged with the duty of putting
the Constitution into form." This fact, however, did· not
prevent the conventions from exercising a wide option
in certain particulars. Many problems confronted them
which never before had been presented to similar delihera~ t three such constitutions were presented. The "Wj!liams
" in No1·th Dakota was the subject· of a grent amo,mt
oi discussion, and was printed in full in the convention JoHrnnl,
1
1 • li5 ff. Judge W. Lair Hill outlined a whole constitution for the
u~c of the Olympia convention, l'io11er1· I'rcs.~, July 27, 1889, p. 10.
A ~imilar document was hrought before the \\'yoming- convention by
Juilg-c J. \V. Fishc1, Wyoming-, Ju11r11u/ a11cl l>drnfc.~, p. 139. The
I wo documents last mentioned, so far as known, were never officially
1•i-inte<l, but the Williams coni;titution wus distinctly COll!<ervatin•,
n 11t11ining no clau~es not in fo1·ce in unother ~t11te.
1 ·011stitution

tive bodies in exactly the same way. Corporations had
grown more intricate, and previoug regulations harl oftl'n
failed of their object. " Trusts " anti monopolit>S had made
their appearance and were to be restrained or prevented
The rights of labor were insistent, and now had effective
and organized support. \Vith these ancl other matters the
conventions were to deal, and by their handling of such
questions the success or failure of their work was to be
judged.
The Constitutions as Historical Sonr-crs. ~!any pn,\'isions which find their way into all constitutions are of
relatively small importance, historically considered, for
they are only slightly varying expressions of a common
heritage. Most of the clauses in the bills of rights, for
example, come within this classification. Sometim~s the
original guarantee, which· may date back as far as l\fagna
Charta, is elaborated with a modern problem in mind, but
in nearly every case the elaboration is a piece of legislation which logically belongs with some subsequent article.
Likewise, there need be little concern as to the exact
origin of every clause. Critical examination can u:,;ually
determine from what documents a large portion of any
new constitution is drawn, but from the historical standpoint the result has little significance. Special condition:1
may make of the adoption of an old article a matter of
great concern, while new provisions occasionally creep in
unnoticed by the framers themselves. That which is of
vital importance is to see clearly what problems the convention delegates deemed most pressing, and what m.anner of solutions they sought to find. If the expansion
of state constitutions has increased the labors of the judic•
iary, it has also enhanced the opportunities of the hi~torian, for these lengthy documents may be depended upou
to give an extremely accurate reflection of public opinio11
upon a great variety of subjects. When long constitution~
became the fashion, the conventions allo\ved few mattl-r:-1
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of general interest to escape their observation. At the
:-ume time, the high character of many, perhaps a majority,
of the delegates, and the unusual opportunity afforded them
for freedom of debate, insured careful expression of the
11rticles adopted, as well as the ultimate exclusion of most
thnt was merely sensational or partisan.
It must not be supposed that these constitutions of the
Far Northwest reflect only the sentiment of the locality
in which they were framed. The people who settled this
region came from all parts of the Union. So far as can
ht• ascertained, only one delegate was born within the
territory whose future constitution he was helping to
frume." \Vhile the average delegate had come from one
of the middle western states, many came from farther east,
1rnd apparently each had come with ideas of his own as to
what changes ought to be made to improve the government
under which he had lived. He had acquired, however, a
truly western \'ision. He foresaw the time when these new
rommonwealths, sparsely settled as some of them still were,
would need all of the elaborate machinery of government
required uy the most populous states of the Union. " Meml1<•rs of the committees," complained a Wyoming delegate,
"take out this and that from the different state constitutions" without considering for a moment " whether they
ufTect the local conditions we have here or not." 0 This
wag not due to ignorance, but to imagination. The normal
\\'csterner was serenely confident that the time was rapidly
11wroaching when all these things would be worth while.
The actions of these conventions were thus indicati\'e of
what the country as a whole was thinking, and indeecl,
" 1·re prophetic of the fut ure.
What the framers of these
rnnstitutions did now, the progressive elements farther east

would do whenever their forces grew strong enough to
overcome the opposition of vested interests, non-existent
in the West.
The Legislature. The subject to which the constitution
makers turned most naturally was that of reforming the
legislature. The dissatisfaction with which th.is branch
of the government had long been regarded had now become acute.
During the months immediately preceding
the sitting of these conventions a large number of state
legislatures had been in session, and for some reason they
had been unusually careless of public opinion. The "cli max of inefficiency," came in New York, where the adjourn ment of the legislature was received " with a chorus of rejoicings and denunciations by the press of all shades of
opinion." 1 This circumstance, and the normal disgust with
legislative methods felt by decent citizens everywhere,
would probably have insu red radical action by any state
in the Union, but in the territories local conditions led to
measures probably more drastic than would ha\'e been supported elsewhere. In spite of the comparative poverty of
frontier communities, the te1 ritorial legislatures ·had been
unnecessarily lavish in their expenditures, and unhampered
by constitutional restraints, they had found corruption
profitable and reasonably safe. Sometimes the people of 11
territory, for protection from their local assemblies, had
been compelled to appea l 1
\'cttJ 1,0,\·er of Congrc:-1:1
This failure of legislativt:: tJut.l tes in general, and of territorial legislatures in particular, to represent even the average sentiment of their constituents led to se,·eral propogal~
looking to a radical recon struction of the law-making hod}'.
One of these was a somewhat extensi\'e elaboration of tlw
referendum. This was the most natural line of develop•
ment, for the submission of constitutions, and of consti-

'., Gwin Hicks of Washington Territory enjoyed this distinction.
11 ,·,·1,/y Or cy o11ia11, Aug. 3, 188!), p. 11; Bancroft, H'ashing/011, lclctho,
,,,,.{ Mo11tn11a, pp. 307- 308 n.
" Wyoming, Jo11n111/ aucl Dcbntes, p. 604.

1 Pioneer Press, May 27, 188!), p. 4.
The New York .Vnti,,",
called it "the most shameless we have had since Tweed's tinw."
May 23, 1889, p. 416.
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tuiionnl amendments, had paved the way. The "Dakota
l'lan," ns the new idea came to be called, suggested that all
1aw11 of any importance should be submitted to popular vote.
fill' " plan " was not so new as it seemed. There was, of
.-n11r:1e, European precedent, although Americans were gen•·rully ignorant of that. A similar proposition had been
,,If 1•red in the "sand-lot" con\'ention of California in 1879.
l,nt even in that radical body it was not seriously con~ulcred.'
During the meeting of the Sioux Falls convention of 1885
1111' proposition for the first time received general attention.
The inventor of the " Dakota plan " had come to the con' ln!-ion that "the ordinary form of local government has
pro\·ed a failure"; that it has yielded everywhere in this
rl'public "the most corrupt government on t:he face of the
,·11rth"; that there is not a local legislature ln the country
"1,ich does not "refuse to enact just laws that are de11111ntletl by the people"; that while, theoretically, repre'('11tatives are deputies of the people, " practically they are
our masters, and ha•,e almost unlimited power over our
li\'cH, liberty, and property"; that they are beyond the reach
,,f their constituents; that while, for years, constitution
111akers have been devising ways and means to restrain
llll'm, they have steadily grown worse, "until the sitting
,,f 1111 average legislature is become a public calamity"; that
"representative law making is one of the worst evils of thP
Hl!t•"; and that the evil cannot be remedied "until deputized
1
11w making is abolished from the face of the earth." "
'1-:~oberholt;,:er, The Refe1·c11d11111 i11 A111l'ricn (PhiladPlphin,
Debatl'.• m,d l'rocel'dinys of the Californin Co11stit11tio11a/
', ..,,.,.,,tin11 of 1878-Jlli!I, reported by E. B. Willis and P. K.
"•~·kton (Sacrnmento, 1880), I, p. 1G2. Amon~ EuropPan prececlentl<
·• the French constitution of the Year I. which provided for the
••·(i-r,•nclum of all laws to the primary assemblies. F. M. Anrlerson,
i, .• ,,,..,,. 11 1~ lllu~ll-atirc of the /Ii.story of Frn11cr, 178.9-1901 (Minne·11'"1is, I \104), p. 178.
·· ('hi<·ago Till1l'1<, Sept. 14, 1885, p. 2; Sept. 17, 188:i, p. 4.
l•••:I), fl. 17;

To carry this proposition into effect, it was proposl!d
that the legislature be denied the power of enacting any im.
portant legislation.
Laws concerning corporations, railroads, appropriations, and similarly essential statute.,
should be formulated by the legb,lature, but adopted onh
by a majority vote of the people at special elections. ' 0 Suri1
a scheme, some insisted, was theoretically as well as practically unsound. It proposed to commit the deliberatin
function to a body without the faculty of enacting, and tlw
enacting function to a body without the faculty of deliberatin~. It was a "captivating fallacy."
The people of
Dakota had taken the motto "Under God the People Rule,"
and had convinced themselves that the only way the pco•
pie could rule was to vote on all the Jaws. "Under lht•
so-called Dakota plan there would be practically no constitution. The people in voting on the acts submitted at tlw
elections would exercise the same power they did in adopt111 Chicago Times, Sept, 18, 1885, p. 5; South Dakota Debutr~, I.
p. 113. The most important sources for this study are, of cour:;t',
the debates of the various conventions. These have been prescrv,·•I
for four of the six state5. The Montana convention, by a vote 11(
39 to 35, decided not to employ a stenographer to report its pro•
ceedings. The Washinglon convention engaged two of thr b,•,L
stenographers in the Territory, but the legislature subsequently
refused to appropriate money for the transcription and publicati,111
of the notes which they tnok, and Professor Meany tells us thnl 1h,•
stenographers themselves would not now undertake the task. E. :-.
.Meany, Jlistory of Washington (New York, 1909), p. 28·1 n. Th~
rt:cords of the other conventions have all hcen publishecl. ( Sn•
bibliography.)
The assembling of so many conventions at the same time mn,l,• a
profound impression upon the public mind. The result was that
exceptionally full accounts of the convention proceedings, :;uppl•··
mented by frequent editorial comment, may be found in any mctrtl
politan daily. The loss of the records of the \Vashiogton conw11li 1111
has not been greatly felt because of the satisfactory abstruch "'
dc·bates found in the l'artla11d Orego11ia11, the weekly edition of whkh
has been used. The Montana convention, however, was not full>
rE:ported, except, possibly, in local papers which are not availabl,•.

the Constitution, and every measure contrary to that
wctrumcnt would rank as an amendment. There would
Fundamental
1'4. 110 limits to th e power of the people.
.. ,liri•·~ ro11ld be Yoted up at one election and down at an1
•·• twr urronliug to the excitement that ruled the hour.
I · 111 1t-r r-11ch a system popular whims and caprices would
,.fl,·n he \'Oiccd instead of the sober second thought and de111o4•ratc judgment which alone arc to be regarded as ex1,11-:,sing- the will of the people." 11
Tlwsc objections carried weight, and for the time being
tlw plain failed to win a great amount of support. Never1lll'h•s~. similar ideas came out in large numbers during the
, 1111n•ntin11s of 1889. In Washington, it was proposed to
.,,Jirn it all special laws to popular vote, and also to submit
.1111· law to popular vote if one-third of the members of the
',i::·,.~?,.~::re s0 desired. 11 One North Dakota delegate'
1h11111.d1t that it might be desirable, before the laws passed
1. .- 1111y lt•gislati,·e session became operati,·e, to submit them
,,, n whole for popular ratification.' ~ Anothe'r North Da111 ,:
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' (:;,iroyn 7'rilmuc, Sept. 21, 1885, p.-4. The Chicugo Ti111ei,, which
11111rc• intPrest in this plan than any othr,· outside paper, sug,. ·l1·11 as another alternative for meeting the evils admittedly existent
" . ,t lh!' legi slative power of granting money be limited to the items
-•-•I 111111111nts asked for by the executivP. An "executive ministry"
,,.,,,J,I haw power to draw up a budget. The legislature might propose
· • lhan th e sums asked, but not more. C'lticagn T1·i/11111r, Sept. 21,
: .-:,. r. 4; Cf. l'io11rr1· !'res~ . May :rn, 188(1, p. 4. The Idaho C'onstitu• ,11 (I\', !, ) did require the governor at th e commencement of each
• ,, j,.11 lo pn•scnt r•stimates of the amount of money to be raised
lax11lion for all purposes of the state.
'' Chirugo lutc1· Orea 11, July lG, 1889, p. G; l'o,-//and ll'cckly
'•·• f/"11i1111 , July 12, 188~, p. 3; Sa11 Frc111ci.w·u R11/IC'liH, July 1(), 1889,
I.

l
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'· 11:orth Dakota, Debates, p, 107. In a few instances the refer'' •111111 of cntain I ypes of laws found its way into the constitutions.
i l,l a ho, :ll1111tana, mHI Wa shinl{ton, for example, the futu,·e of irri,, '""• ii was thought, might depen d upon state aicl, nnd in that
• ·. •·11 1 lnrl{t'I' 1•xpenditun•s of capital would he required than would
'· l'"~,il.J,. wilh th1· amount of statl' indc•btt•dness limitpc) in the

kota idea, which gained considerable favor, amounted prac.
tically to substituting the constitutional convention for the
legislature as the chief law-making body. It was proposed
that every seven years the governor should submi t to th4.'
qualified voters of the state the question of calling a con.
vention, and in case the vote proved favorable, the convcn.
tion should .be called. This system would leave a convcn.
tion free to incorporate iu the constitution a very larg,,
amount of pure legislation, thereby removing from th,·
province of the legislature many of the subjects, in dealinv.
with which it had most conspicuously failed." Confronted
with the fact that the more important fields of legislation
were being treated in the constitution, some members of
the Idaho convention, including the President, favored lei{•
islative sessions only once in three or four years." Thcll1'
various proposals indicated the most probable line of advance in constitutional modifications. Their ad,•antage 111~·
in the fact that they did not necessitate an absolute :11111
complete ab'andonment of traditional institutions."'i
The determined agitation for a revival of the single chamber legislature was another feature of these conventio11:1
This idea spread from North Dakota, where, for se\'crnl
customary wa)'. Such extraordinary expenditures, however, roul,I I•·
made only by vote of the people. See post, chapter on Tax11l1 111 •
and Public Finance.
H North Dakota, Debates, pp. 497-500 .
1~, Idaho, !'l'Oceedings uud D ebates, I, p. 554.
1 11 A modified initiatiYe had been considered in the earlier Duk 111 •
conventions. In 1885, to handle the woman suffrage agitation, it ,...• ,
proposed that the matte,· should be submitted to a v_o te of the woni,·n
the state whenever one-eighth of them should petition tht•n•f,u
South Dakota, Debates, I, p. 148; Chicago Times, Sept. 15, 188~,. 1'· :,
In 1883 a resolution was received and referred to the proper commlltrw
providing that whenever 5000 legal voters of the stall' .•h"ul.f
petition the legislature for the submission of any amendmt•nt 10 it,,
crnstitution, the question should be referred to the peorle >1~ till' ;~:.'
g-encral <>lection, and a two-thirds vote would secure adoption.
cago Tribune, Sept. 18, 1883, p. 3.
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months before the conventions met, the Bismarck Tribune,
and several of the leading papers of the territory, carried
on an active propaganda in favor of its adoption.· It is
likely that the example of the Canadian provinces, whero
11 two-chamber parliament was the exception, was immediately responsible for the proposed re-introduction of the plan
into the United States. It was generally approved by members of the Farmers' Alliance and kindred organizations,
and was ably presented in every convention.'1
Both sides of this controversy drew a great deal of comfort from history. The single chamber advocates reviewed
the progress of the idea from the time of the Jewish Sanhedrin and the Roman Senate on down. They were con\"inced that the successes of the French Revolution were due
to the guidance of the one-house National Assembly. The
prosperity of Norway, of the Swiss cantons, and of the
Canadian provinces showed, they said, that the system was
well adapted to modern conditions. In reply it was contended that, whatever its history elsewhere, in the United
States the single chamber had proved an absolute failure.
The national government had tried it out under the Articles
of Confederation, and had speedily abandoned it. Several
of the states had made the same experiment with the same
result. Even the territories, when they had tried it, hacl
found it impossible. The idea was not novel, it was obsolde. Precedent was all in favor of the bi-cameral system,
nnd it was " a dangerous thing for a nation to forget its
past."''

The single chamber men were unwilling to be guided
solely by precedent. Times had changed. What had been
17

North Dakota, nrbntes, pp. 103, 109, IHI, 124; North Dakota,
p. 131; Inte, Ocrn11, July 7, 1889, p. I; July 24, 188!), p. 4;
.luly 11, 188!), "J). 7; l'it>11r1·r 1'1·ess, July 13, 188!), p. 9; July 20, 188!),
fl !I; ChirC1yo T1·iln111e, Jul)· 2!J, 188!), p. 6.
1
• North Dukot11, DcbC1tr~, pp. 103, 110, 115-123, 126-127; Tuter
<1rr1111, July 24, 11:<89, p. 4.

J.,,,,.,,,,,,

untenable in an early day might now be highly advantageous. J'he United States had not been led to give up the
one-house Congress because the system was bad, but because by a two-house Congress they could give representation both to the states aml to the people of the United States.
No similar excuse for a senate and a house of representatives in a state legislature could be found. Counties were
in no sense independent sovereignties to be accorded equal
representation. State senators and state representatives
were elected alike; they would be actuated by the same
motives, influenced by the same considerations. What reason could there be to suppose that a man elected to one hous('
would act any cliff erently than if he had been elected to
the other? rn Since the excuse for a second chamber seemed
not to exist, why not make a useful experiment? A practical test would be more valuable than all the doctrinaire
teachings of the age. Certainly the proposed change would
be in the interests of economy; it would simplify the lawmaking process; and if the future of legislation with two
houses was to be no better than the past, there was little
chance that matters could be made worse. Indeed, great
improvement might reasonably be expected. Constitutional
conventions were uniformly single chamber assemblies and
their actions were above reproach. Corporations, se~king
only an efficient means of doing business, would never think
of a two chamber board of directors. Responsibility under
the unicameral system would be less divided. Measures
would not be passed by one house simply as trading stock
for use in dealing with the other.
Knowing where to
place responsibility, the people could exert a more direct
influence over legislation. All that corporations usually
asked was the absence of restrictive laws, and by gaining
control of a majority of the members of the smaller house.
possibly one-sixth or one-eighth of the total number of
1
~ North Dakota, Debates, pp. 104, 112, 125-127; Wyoming, Joun,al
and Debates, p. 425; Idaho, Proceeding,1 a11d Debate:<, I, p. 459.
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t,•gislators, they would be able to block all unfavorable legisl11tion. Was it right to allow the vote of one senator thus
to cancel the votes of three, or perhaps more, representnti\·es? 20
Only in North Dakota did the single chamber idea take
tirm hold. There the fight was determined, and so far
Ml the arguments and oratory were concerned, those who
(n\·ored the experiment seem to have won. But the merits
of the system were not at stake when the vote was taken.
The outcome indicated only that the delegates were dekrmined to adhere to precedent, No one could blame them
a great deal if they adopted the old system, while there was
11ure to be a great amount of criticism if they made any
~triking departures. The constitution might even be en1lnngered and admission delayed. To be sure, the double
diamber advocates did not admit that there was any weakness in their position. They reviewed the historic doctrine
that the direct representatives of the people would be likely
to yield to popular clamor, and that a less representative
body would be needed to hold them in check, but considering
that th e senate was quite as representatiYe of the people as
the house, this a rgum ent carried little weight.z 1 The queslio n to be deci ded was simply one of precedent. Should the
1·xpcrience of the past be depended upon, or should an experiment be undertaken? In every com·ention the result
was the same. " These new commonwealths of ours,"
wrote a disappointed obser\'er, " pion eered though they ha\·e
hecn by hardy and daring men, free as they are from the
fetter s of cu stom, and impatient of leading strings as of
nothing else, are yet as hesitant as the oldest when they come

~" North D~kota, Deba tes , pp. 105-107, 110, 112, 12-t, 127; Idaho,
l'rnre,·di11g s a11d Debates, pp . 4Gl - 4G2; St. I'(l11/ Di .~ patch, July 15,
I H,!1, p. 2 ; l ntr ,· Occ(l 11, July lG, 1889, p. G; July 23, 1889, p. G.
:• , North Dnkotn, Dc/11,te:< , p. 118; St. I'a11I Di>1J)(lteh, July lG, 1889,
Jl . ~-

to the serious business of setting up the foundations of a
system of self-government." n
Having determined upon a legislature to be composed
of two houses, the next matter to require settlement wax
how large these houses should be. The senate, it was gen.
erally conceded, should be composed of fewer members than
the house, but should the supposedly more popular bodv l,e
large or small? This question was \"igorously debated in
the Washington convention.
The smaller body, it was
argued, was more economical, and possessed a greater capacity for rapid work, and the ovel"whelming drift of publk
opinion in the se\·eral states was clearly in that direction .:
The friends of the large body answered that the plea of
economy \vas of little concern against the fact that a small
legislative body was th e more open to corruption. The
greater the number of legislators, the closer their connection to the people. Corporations, moreover, could control n
few men more eas ily than they could control a large number
Some felt that to insure against corporate influence in a
small upper chamber, it might even be advisable to mah
the two bodies equal in size. Her e again it was the weight
of precedent which finally won out. In the Dakotas fairly
large legislatures were permitted, but were not r('QUil"cd.
Elsewhere the number was generall y small , and in mo:-it
cases it was strictly limited. 2 •
Pioneer Pl'l' BB, July 30, 1889, p. 4.
~:i Werk/y Orcoonia11, July 19, 1889, p. 4.
A table is givt•n h,•rr
indicating the size of th e legislature in each of th e s tates of !hr
Union.
2t The numbers adopted are as follows:
Total
Senate
House
Max.
)Un.
Max.
Min.
Max.
Min.
~4
Ida.
24
18
60
36
Mont.
16
55
1!)0
N. Oak. 50
30
140
GO
180
S. Dak. 45
25
135
75
148
Wash.
49
21
99
63
Wyo.
16
33
22
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The proper basis of representation presented a more
knotty problem. At least four possible methods were disrussed: (I) a senator from each county, and separate
rl'presentative districts; (2) senatorial districts from which
thcre ,should be elected one senator and a larger number of
rrprcsentatives; (3) separate single member senatorial and
rl'presentative districts; ( 4) the arbitrary adoption of counties as districts, each to elect a specified number of senators
and representatives.
There was always violent objection to the plan of giving
t'ach county a sen'.ltor. The apparent analogy to the federal
:1ystem was easily disproved. It was charged that the only
reason why such a plan was advocated was to give politicians a chance to thwart the popular will by creating new
counties wherever a few voters showed themseh·es susceptible to corrupting influences, or out of harmony with the
J,!cneral will. Nothing could warrant making the vote of
(lne man more powerful than that of another simply because
he li,·ed in a different part of the state. Whatever the arguments used, the real reasons back of the county representation agitation are to be found in local conditions. In North
Dakota it was the old story of the more populous East
11gainst the less populous West. Since the East must uncloubtedly have the house, the West to protect its interests
dl·manded the senate. In Wyoming and Idaho, the motive
lay in the jealousy of the two or three large counties felt
by th e smaller counties. If the small counties could not
rnntrol the senate, they would receive no share of the patronage, their wishes were not likely to be giv~n much con:iicleration in matters of legislation, and a small section of
the state," simply because it was the more populous would
have complete control. In :\lontana the fight was between
the cow-country and the mining districts. The latter conl11i11ccl the larger population, but it ch.1nced to be concentrated in five counties. The cow men \\ ~re good politicians,
und succeded in bargaining off the te•oporary location of

the capital at Helena, in the mining district, in return for
the adoption of the one senator from each county rc>presentation plan. Only in this state was the plan actually cnrricd
out, although the constitutional apportionment in lclaho was
distinctly a compromise, no county recei\·ing more than two
senators. 2 •
Single members districts for both houses of the legislature
were generally avoided. Such a system involved a great
amount of labor in the matter of districting, and was open
to further objection on the ground that the numerous conventions and caucuses, which it would require, would he too
insignificant to attract popular attention, and would therefore be controlled by unscrupulous politicians. Idaho, South
Dakota,ant!Washington provided for separate,but not single
member senatorial and representative districts, while Wyoming made each county the district from whi ch member~
from both houses should be chosen. The North Dakota con\'ention apportioned only senatorial districts, assigning to
each its quota of reprcsentatives. 26
These various expedients were not adopted without considerable objection. Many who could not consent to giving
each county a senator still urged that some means should he
found to provide an entirely different basis of representation
for each house. The only other plan suggested, which
might have created a real distinction between the two
houses, was that of minority representation. This was not
a new idea, for Illinois had adopted it as far back as 1870.
2 ~•Co11stit11tio11 of Idaho, Art. III, sec. 4; Art. XIX (referencl'S to
c0nstitutions hereafter will be made by the name of the state, the num•
her of the article in Roman numerals, and the number of the sl•ction
in Arabic); Idaho, I'l'O<'Cl'diugs and Debates, I, pp. 464, 470-476; II,
pp. 1204, 1210; North Dakota, Debates, pp. 127, 325-326, 333, 338;
Wyoming, Jo11rnal mid Debates, pp. 410-414, 418, 426, 456-459, 5401'46; Inter Ouan, A•1J." 17, 1889, p. 9.
211 1daho, III, 4-5; XIX; :'\fontnna, VI, 3-4; North Dakota, 11, 2!1,
35; South Dakota, Ill, 1'>; XIX; Washington, II, 6; XXII; Wyoming,
II, 3, "Apportion men t." 4.
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The chief feature of the scheme was this: three representatives were to be elected from each senatorial district,
pach voter having the right to cast his three votes all for
one candidate, or to divide them among the various ca ndi dates as he saw fit. The practical result of s uch a svstem
would be to insure to any party which could control. more
than one-fourth of a district the election of one candidate.
The Sioux Falls convention of 1885, probably in order to
i11fluence the Democrats in Congress to give them friendly
consideration, decided to submit the Illinois plan in a sep~rate clauseY Dakota, however, was overwhelmingly Republican, and minority representation was defeated by a
\'Ote of 11,273 for to 15,765 against." Hoping to secure
for their party a larger share in the affairs of the new states
than would ordinarily be attainable, the Democrats in Con1-[ress required that a similar rule should apply in the elections for the members of the constitutional conventions held
under the Omnibus Dill. This served to increase the numher of Democratic delegates, and also to bring the question
of minority representation before each convention for dehnte.20
It was clear that the selection of the house of representatiYes according to the minority representation plan, and the
!<election of the senate by the ordinary method, would give
two distinct bases of representation. Other considerations
11lso ,,·on fa ,·or for the plan. J n these days no scheme
which seemed to promise better governme nt need wait long
for support. The Democrats for partisan reasons naturallv
l'ame to the defence of the proposition, and many reforme1."s
thought that the presence of a strong minority to watch
n Chiru[!o Tri/11111c, St•pt. 17, 1889, p. 1; South Dakota, Debates,
I, 11. 243.
i, South Dakota, Dcl,nt cs , I, p. 47.
~" /'im,ccr l'ress, r>lay 4, 1889, p. 9. The Omnibus Bill required
l 1,ut t•ach district i;hould !\elect three delegates, but that no elector
11,i~hl Voll' for more than two.

and criticize the majority would have a wholesome effect
upon legislation in general.
Also, under the proposed
method, it would be possible to concentrate in opposition
to can didates suspected of too great friendship for corporate
interests, and thus to insure at least a respectable minority
of honest legislators.""
In North Dakota and Washington a strong but losing
tight was puf up by the ad\'ocates of minority representation. However much merit the idea possessed, it was more
than could be reasonably expected to demand of a strongly
intrenched majority that it should gi\'e up a large share of
its strength , even in one house. United States Senator:;
were sti ll to be elected by joint vote of the two houses of the
legislature, and to give to the Democrats any advantage in
the more numerous chamber, most of the Republicans regarded as almost trea sonable?' In South Dakota, minority
representation was finally voted down for the third time.
According to the terms of the Omnibus Bill, the re-submission of each of the separate clauses of the Sioux Falls constitution was required before the convention of 1889 should
convene, and afterwards, also, if the vote on the constitution should prove favorable. Although the constitu tion
was adopted in both cases by large majorities, minority representation was both times decisively beaten.
The ,·ote,
however, indicated that many Republicans favored the
measure. 3 2
All the states of the West anticipated a rapid increase of
population, hence in these conventions the matter of re:m North Dakota, Debates, pp. 347-348; /nte1· Ocean, July 12, 1889,
p. 3; July 14, 1889, p. 7; Chicago T1·ib1111e, July 15, 1889, p. 6; Sa11
Fmncisco Bulletin, July 10, 1889, p. 2; Weekly O1·egonian, July 12,
1889, p. 3.
11
=
North Dakota, D ebatrs, p. 349; Pio11ce1' l'ress, July 16, 188!!,
p. 1; Int er Ocean, July 19, 1889, p. 3; Weekly Orego11ia11, July 26,
1889, p. 2.
:it Pioneer l'rei;s, May 11, 1889, p. 9; Thorpe, Federal a11d Stal<'
Co11stit11tfo11s, VI, p. 3395.

pportionment of legislators was a vital question. In every
11 tnte but one a census was to be taken in the year 1895,
11 ml every ten years thereafter, and, subject to the usual re11trictions as to gerrymandering, the legislature after each
l"cnsus and after the United States census was to redistrict,
or othenvise re-apportion, the state according to population."'
In Idaho, however, the desire to discriminate against the
~lormons led to a plan of apportionment for the first legislnture based upon the number of votes polled at the last
l{eneral election. Since most of the Mormons were disfrnnchi:-ed, tbi~ meant that the representation from l\Iormon
districts would be reduced to a minimum. Later apportionments were to be made as provided by law, but no
:-.late census was authorized, and the legislature was at
liLerty, if it chose, to continue the method employed by the
ron,·ention. ' 1 A similar plan was debated in Wyoming,
where it found support on the ground that a census was
too expensive. The memory of fraudulent voting along the
Union Pacific, where in time past men had been imported
in great numbers to swing elections, acted as a deterring
influence. It was bad enough to have fraud without basing
representation upon it. ·
A few other matters connected with the nature of the
IPgi:-lature are worth mentioning chiefly because they show
the tendency to place everything as nearly as possible clirertly into the hancls of the people. Generally the terms
nf rep1·ese11tath·es were two years, and of senators, four.
But the Idaho conYention cleciclecl for terms.of two years in
l,uth cases. '' If the people want to change their representatives, or change any law they haYe upon the statute books,
11r adopt new measures, let them ha,·e a chance to do so
11
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Montana, \"I, 2; !\orlh nakota, II, 3&; Suuth llakota, Ill, a;
\\ '11shin~ton, II, 3; Wyoming-, Ill," Apportionnll'nt," 2.
:11 Idaho, III, 4; l'ro,·1·,·rli11gH n11d /)r/,nlt·~ . I, pp. -IRG, -18!).
:,·, \\'rominK, Jn11nw/ 1111d /Jr/l(('r~, pp. 41:i, r,;,8.
1:1

every two years." ,n Both the Idaho ancl the \\';rnhi11gto11
conventions remo\'ed the age qualification for legislators.
allowing any elector with the Jlropcr residence qualifications
to seek election either to the house or to the senate. North
Dakota, Montana, and Wyoming rctainecl the higher agl!
qualification for senators, but abolished it in the case of
representatives."; Procedure in the passage of laws was
generally subjected to no great change, but the Idaho con
vention, believing that " men should be compelled to go 011
record," abolished the secret executive sessions of the senate, and required all the business of each house to be
transacted openly.a•
So far as the actual appearance ancl the composition of
the legislatures created by these new constitutions are concerned, it must be reasonably clear that no fundamental departures from tradition had been made.
The extensive
changes that were proposed reflect the popular unrest, but
their failure of adoption shows the presence of a conviction
that the historic legislature could not safely be abandoned.
It was the only law-making body which the delegates felt
certain would work.
Few members, howe\'er, i:ieriously questioned the necessity
of curtailing the powers of the legislature. " The object of
Constitutions," declared one South Dakota rlelegate, " is to
limit the legislature." ' 0 On this subject there was a considerable amount of misunderstanding. :\lany of the delegates were entirely ignorant of the most fundamental principles of constitutional law, and haci to be educated by thosl'
who were better informed. Some, for example, entertained
the idea that the legislature, like Congress, could do nothing except what was provided by, or could be implied from.
au Idaho, I'rnccediHg,q a11d Debatc11, I, p. 476.
:n Idaho, II[, G; Montana, V, 3; North Dakota, II, 28, 3,1; Wn!-:hini:-·

tc•n, II, 7; Wyoming, III, 2.
a,i Idaho, III, 12; I'roceerli11g11 a11d DcbuteH, II, pp. 1218-1224.
~ 11 South Dokota, Debates, I, p. 657.
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constitution.

Once they thoroughly understood that the

t•xact reverse was true, and that in reality the legislature
was unrestrained except in such matters as were prohibited
t,y the constitution, they ,,~ere in favor of multiplying the
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prohibitions. 40
Earlier constitutions had left little room for originality
when it came to restrictions of a purely negative character.
Limitations upon the length of legislative sessions, 41 and
upon the extent to which a legislature might incur indebtedness were by no means new.•~ T,ikewise, the enactment of
many kinds of local and special la ,1·s had been forbidden by
nearly every constitution adopted since the middle of the
century, and in this connection the framers of these new
constitutions could do nothing more novel than to specify
R few more cases where the inhibitions· should operate.
Their opportunity lay not so much in express prohibitions
as in taking a large share of the legislation into their own
hands. It was in this manner that the most radical action
was to be taken.
The question as to how much legislation might properly
be included in a constitution occasioned much discussion.
The ad\'ice given by JuclgC' Cooley before the North Dakota
convention represented the conservative sentiment, and was
quoted everywhere. " Don't," he said, " in your constitution
making, legislate too much. In your Constitution you are
tying the hands of the people. Don't do that to any such
extent as to prevent the Legislature hereafter from meeting
all evils that may be within the reach of proper legislation.
Leave something for them. Take care to put proper re::;trictions upon them, but at the same time leave what
properly belongs to the field of legislation, to the Legislature
of the future. You have got to trust somebody in the
rn Wyoming, Journal and DchatcR, p. 661.
H In these states sessions of the legislature were biennial, and were
u~ually limited in length to sixty <lays.
4 ~ Sec post, chapter on Taxation and Public Finance.

future and it is right and proper that each department
of government should be trusted to perform its legitimate
function."~ '- The other side was ably prese11 ted to the
same convention by Go\'ernor .'.\lellette. He belie\·ed that
the constitution framers should include in the fundamental
law as much of the necessar~· legislation of th e state as they
could with safety. " [For] ... if it is right . if you know
what is the proper thing to embrace in your legislation,
the more there is in the constitution the better for the
people. One of the greatest e\'ils is excessive legislation the constant change every two years of the laws, a_nd th e
squabbles and debates over the different questions that
constantly arise. It is wise, in my judgment, after the
people have decided in which direction their interests lie,
to embody them in the fundamental law of the land and
make it permanent. Here is one of th e great evils from
which we have suffered as a territory. Every Legislature
has had the power to undo what all the Legislatures had
done before." 44
Those who objected to " making the constitution a code
of laws" took great comfort in Judge Cooley's advice.
This trying " to provide against everything and for everything," they said, was all a mistake. Contingencies must
sooner or later arise which even the framers of constitutions could not foresee, and in these matters, at least, it
would be necessary to trust the legislature. l\loreover,
legislation in a constitution might often be less efficient
than a simple statute. Laws were usually required to carry
out constitutional provisions, and these a hostile legislature
could decline to make. Constitutional enactments were· always rigid and inflexible, and mistakes were not easily
rectified. If a policy of extensive legislation were to be
embarked upon, it would be better to wipe out the legislature
altogether and proceed to legislate. And, after all, was a
~:t
H

North Dakota, Debates, p. 67.
Ibid., p. 45. Cf. Idaho, P,·oacdings and DebaleR, I, p. 202.
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l'onstitutional convention necessarily so much wiser than a
legislature that it should set up its judgment against these
other representatives of the people for all time to come?
Possibly the decline in character of the law-making body,
\\'hich so many noted, was due to the fact that a great part
of its power and responsibility had been taken away.•~
Those who favored a large amount of legislation in the
ronstitution claimed that, if such arguments were listened
to, the constitution would be a relatively unimportant as
well as a relatiYely short document. The matter of leaving
e,·erything to the legislature, they said, had been tested in
the territorial status, with results that were fresh in the
minds of every delegate. Everyone knew that the old legislatures had been open to corporate influence, and nearly
everyone had suffered thereby. Far from being undesirable,
it was one of the main objects of a constitution to settle
ce rtai11 problems, and thus to avoid the uncertainty and
oppression that would be sure to follow the ill-considered
legislation of partisan bodies. If a proposition should seem
desirable, and such as would best protect the interests of the
people, it should be sup ported even though it chanced to he
something not commonly inserted in constitutions. The
fact that many fields of legislation were already cared for
would make the legislature a more efficient, not a less efticie11t, body. It could de\'Ote more time to the remaining
matters, and could be counted on to produce better digested
laws. " If the real and honest intent of this Convention,"
said a North Dakota delegate, " is not to introduce some
wholesome legislation into the Constitution, then we hacl
better go home at once."'"
~:. Idaho, I'l'Ocecdi11g.~ <rnd Dcl,atf'.~, I, pp. 268, 583; II, p. 1668;
North Dakota, Debates, p. 88; Wyoming, Joul'llal a11d Debat,•8, p. 581;
St, I'a11/ Dispatch, July 20, 188!), p. 2; I'iollcei- I'l'e11s, July 27, 188!1,
p. 4; Aug. 24, 188!l, p. -i; Chicago Tiwes, July 23, 1889, p. -1; ll'c ,•l,lu
<>rcyo11ic111, Au~. ti, J88!), p. 4.
";North DakotH, Df'ba 1 cs, pp. !ll-92, 111,112,180; Idaho; P,·o,·r<'d,,._,,.: <111d Dcbat,·~, I, p. 202.

,v11atever merits the respective arguments may have
possessed, it was the latter course which was adopted.
Even when delegates agreed in theory that legislation in the
constitution was an e\'il, they were tempted to make exceptions in specific cases in which they were interested,
and they generally rememLered their scruples only when
things were proposed which they disliked. The committee
system also tended to produce long articles. Each committee felt compelled to exhaust the subject given it as nearly
as possible. The less important, such as the committee on
militia, could be restrained only with difficulty from producing about all the legislation on the·subject that would
ever have been found necessary. ,;
One type of legislation, which found its way into every
constitution, aimed chiefly to secure an honest and upright
legislature. Pro,·isions of this nature are compellingevidence of the wide-spread political corruption of the time.
Since the existence of such a situation was uniformly recognized, members of the various conventions would have been
open to the charge of evading their duty had they done
nothing to provide a remedy. That the definition of crime
was purely a legislative function could not well be de nied,
but to the majority this was no cause for hesitation. A
crooked legislature, they argued, would refuse to make such
laws because it feared their operation, and an honest legislature would feel that the presentation of such a bill was
H \Vyoming, Journal a11d Deb11t es, p. 668; North Dakota, Debatel4,
p. 180; Weekly Orcgo11iall, Aug. 2, 188!), p. 2. One curious exception
to the rule of settling everything by the constitution came out in
Idaho when the suffrage question was brought up. All were agreed
that the Mormons should be forever prohibited from voting, but
how was this to be accomplished? In territorial elections they had
been exceedingly clever in evading the most stringent regulations.
Might not their wits outmatch those of the convention? The coni-titution, therefore, while it did not omit to prescribe the conditions
of voting, also gave to the legislature authority to alter those conditions at any time, and in any manner. See po>1t, p. 138.
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an imputation on its integrity. Logically, therefore, how
rould the con\'ention esca pe responsibility? 1•
The legislation or\ this subject was not the same in every
state. It was deemed necessary in some cases to provide
a~ai11st ordinary petty "graft," and legislators were forbidden to compete for or to be interested in any way in
eontrarts for supplies for the use of the legislature and
other depal'tm ents of government. ' 0 Several conventions,
1,,. making members of the legislature ineligible for appointn;1.·nt or election to such otfices as were created during the
term for which they were elected, hoped to prevent the
multiplication of sinecures for the reward of worthy lawJ.:"ivers.'·" l\lcmbers personally interested in the passage or
defeat of a bill were generally required to declare the fact
and not to \'ote thereon.~ 1 The offense of corrupt solicitation,
:timing i11 a general sol"t of way at the practice of "lobbying," was left for the legislature to define, but the punishment prescribed wa:,; to be fine and imprisonment.'·~ Several
attempts were made to defin<' " log-rolling," ancl elaborate
claw~es were fram0d forbidding the trading of ,·otes on
pain of expulsion, ineligibility to re-election,andsuch further
penalties as might he pro\'ided hy law."' Offers to bribe
"South Dakota, nrtmlr.,, I, p. 2-tl; Idaho, I'ro cc1·di11gs and DeI. p. 5:!fi; \\"yoming, Journal mid Dcbale,q, p. 772.
"' Montann, V, 30 ; \\'yoming, III, 31.
-~1' North Dakota, II, .'l~; South Dakota, III, 12; Washington, II, 13.
:.i .Montana, V, -1-1; No1·th Dakota, II, 43; Washington, II, 30;
11· yoming, II I, 46 .
.-.~ ;.!ontana, V, -1:{; South Dakota, III, 28; Wash ington, II, 30;
\\'yomi11g, III, 45.
:,:: l\lontana, V, 41; North l>akota, II, 40; Wyoming, III, 42. The
<·••IIVt'ntio11s themsdn•s were not always ahove indulging in the
practices which th,•y so roundly condemn<'<!. A notable instance of
"log-rolling" was in th<• penuanl'nt location of all public institutions
I,)• th e North llakota t·on\'ention.
Deh•gntt•s who proposl•d that Bis1,,arck should remain forever the statE' capital hit upon the plan of
farming out the other institutions of the state so as to form a
<·umbination which would s11tisfy a majority of tlw convl'ntion,1,ulcs,

were punishable whether direct or indir0ct, and incluclecl
the gift of any "money or thing of rnlue, testimonial, privilege or personal advantage."''' Probably the most effective
provision adopted was that which required witnesses in
bribery or corrupt solicitation charges to gi\'e testimonv
regardless of whether or not it might incriminate the~.
providing, however, that in any subsequent judicial proceeding such testimony would not be used against the person who gave it. '·:· Free passes wer<1 forbidden in two
states, and one, Idaho, hit upon the novel expedient of
deducting mileage to legislators who received free transsort of "universal pork barrel" schemo. This was successfully
c11rricd out. The public institutions contemplatt•d under the new stat,•
government were di st ributed in such a way as to i:erurl' the largest
11umbcr of votes, and the angry protests of del<'gatcs whose constituents had bePn discriminated against were cheerfully ignored. Supporters of the combination daimed, and prohably not without reason,
that their action was for the best interests of the state. If all institutions were located at once they would be "fixed beyond the crooked
work of the lt•gislatures," while the bitter a11d disgraceful fights ht'•
tween rival localities, whkh took place whene\·er a new inst1tut1on
:was to be located, would be avoided. The articles in the North
Dakota constitution locating all the puhlic institutions of the stat1
was finally adopted by a vote of 43 to 28. Its inclusion was respon
sible for mos t of th e opposition that the new constitution pro\·oked
l'<orth Dakota, Debn/e,q, pp. 478-496; 632-637.
J\Iost of the other conventions placed limitations upon the power
of the legislature to change at will the location of the state capital.
In South Dakota, Montana, and Washington, the question of th,·
permanent location of the seat of government was to be submittrd
t,, a vote of the people. In Idaho, Boise City was made the capital
for twenty years, after which the matter might be submitted to thl'
people. The Wyoming constitution located the capital, the state university, the insane asylum, and the penitentiary for a period of kn
)'ears. Changes could be made then Qnly by popular vote. Th,·
ll·gislature might not locate any other public institutions except un<lt-r
g-<>neral laws, and by vote of the people. Idaho, X; Montana, X;
North Dakota, XIX; South Dakota, XX; Washington, XIV; Wyom·
ing, VII, 23; Wyoming, Jounrn/ and /Jebnles, p. 763.
r, 4 Wyoming, III, 43; Montana, V, 42; South Dakota, III, 28.
~.~. South Dakota, III, 28; Washington, II, 30; Wyoming, Ill, H.
11
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portation from the railroads... Three states required each
member of the legislature (Montana and Wyoming, all other
11 tnte officers also) to take an iron-clad oath reciting that
he had not secured his election by bribery or improper
nicans, and promising that he would never ·be influenced
in his future conduct by improper offers of reward. The
penalty for perjury was to include expulsion, and disqualilication for holding office.'·;
The Executive. It would be a mistake to assume that
the powers withheld from the legislature were conferred
upon the executive. The tendency to restrict and circumi;cribe was almost as marked in the one case as in the other.
The only point at which executive prerogative may properly
be said to have been expanded lay in the right of the governor to participate in the making of the laws. This was,
generally speaking, less due to any considerable amount
of faith in the executive than to distrust of the legislature,
felt especiall~• in respect to financial affairs. In one state,
h.laho, the governor was called upon at the commencement
of each legislative session to present estimates of the amount
of money required to be raised by taxation for all purposes
of the state.'·• This hinted at the budget system, advocated
occasionally by the press of the period.sP i\Iore tangible,
however, was the authority given to the governor by every
iucoming state to veto items in appropriation bills. This
was by no means new. It had been proposed before the
Civil War, and had found its way into the Confederate
Constitution. It re-appeared during reconstruction, and
from the 'Seventies on was incorporated into most of the
\·onstitutions framed. In the six conventions under con:,,: 1daho, Ill, 23; Washington, II, 3~; XII, 20; South Dakota, Ill,
>-

St'l'

µo.st, p. I 06.

:., Montana, XIX, I; South Dakota, III, 8; \Vyomini::-, VI, "Elec8.
·., Idaho, I\', 8.
:,,, Chicayo Ti111r.•, Sept. 21, 1885, p. 4; Pi1111e,·1· /'rr1<.s, lllay 30, 1889,

1,on~,''
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sideration, the item veto was adopted practically without
debate. In Washington it was expanded to a phenomenal
degree. Not only were items of appropriation bills subject
to individual scrutiny and refusal, but it was further provided that if any bills contained·" se,·eral sections or items"
the governor might " object to one or more sections or
items while approving other portions of the bill." •0 There
arc certain objections to the item veto in any form. It increases the difficulties of carrying out any comprehensive
piece of legislation, and divides responsibility where it i~
especially essential that it should be concentrated. It is
not strictly in harmony with the budget system, which looks
rather towards executive initiative and discourages all
clumsy tampering with estimates fixed by expert calculations.
But probably no constitutional provision has impressed itself more profoundly on the popular fancy. Nowadays new state constitutions usually i11co1·porate it as a
matter of course.
Over against the power given to the governor in the exe1·cise of the item veto must he placed certain restrictions. The
elimination of the pocket veto was almost as universal as the
inclusion of the item veto."' This was accomplished in n
variety of ways, but as a rule a bill becaniP law within a
specified period, even after the adJGur1.,11..;i:t ot the legislature, unless the governor filed the same with his objections
in the office of the secretary of state. That official was
required to present the message to the succeeding legislnture, which might then proceed just as in the case of any
other veto. In several states it was seriously considered
whether or not the veto power in any form ought to be
retained. Resolutions favoring its abolition were pressed
1:11 Washington, III, 12.
This was probably th<' original commitl•·••
dC'cision in North Dakota also. Pio11ee1· l',·e.•M , July IG, 1889, P· _I.
111 In Montana only was this power rctainC'd by th e governor.
Idaho, IV, 10; Montana, VII, 12; North Dakota, III, 79; Soul h
Dakota, IV, 9; Washington, Ill, 12; Wyoming, IV, 8.
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with vigor in the Washington convention, and received considerable popular support."2 In the Wyoming convention it
was proposed that a bare majority of the legislature should
have the right to enact a law over the governor's veto. The
go\'ernor, it was argued, ought to have a right to present
his views, but he should not be allowed to exercise as much
power as two-thirds of the legislature, which came directly
from the people."' Doubtless the attack upon the veto power
was due in large measure to the abuse in its exercise which
had been so common among all the alien governors of the
ierritorial period. The old order prevailed in every ini;tance, and only by the vote of two-thirds of the members
elected lo each house, or in some cases, two-thirds of those
present, could the objections of a governor be o,·erruled.
Along other lines the powers of the executive were invaded to a greater extent. Few appointh·e oflicers remained.
The judiciaries, and the ordinary administrative officers,"'
were entirely electi\·e. Such officials as commissioners of
public lands, railways, insurance, agriculture and labor,
were created and made elccti\'e. Attempts were e\'en made
to apply the principles advocated by civil service reformers
to minor appointments, and thus to rcmo\'e from the executive practically the last \'e::;tige of patronage.';,, In three
states the pardoning power was materially modified, and
an interlocking board of pardons was created, which, it was
Gi Pioneer l'n·i<s, July 14, 188!1, p. I; H'erkly Or<'gonicrn, July 19,
1889, p. 2.
u:i Wyoming, Jounwl omt f>d1t1t<',q, p. 4GI.
64
All of th e con~titutions provided for a sl'crctary of state, a state
auditor, a state treasurer, and a s11pel'int1•ndent of public instruction.
All cxc1•pt \\'yomin~ provided also for an attorney general. These
i.fliccs were always elective. Thi· salaries of administrative officers,
11nd usually othPr officials, including members of the legislature, were
l!_1·nerally specified in the coni,titutions, subjt•ct, however, to moditical1ons by law. Wyoming provided for a strict abolition of the fee
system. ,vyoming-, XI\', I; Jo11nwl and !)<'bat<'.<, p. 801 ff.
,;~. Wyoming, .lo11n1<1/ a11cl J)d,ate.<, pp. R:!2-837: 11',·d.-ly Oreqo11ia11,
,lul)• l!l, 1889, p. 2.

assumed, would be e11tirely free from political influence,
and less open to sympathetic appeals than a si11gle indi.
vidual."0
In order to prevent the chief executive from lifting him.
self by his patronage and influence into a higher office,
especially that of United States ::-enator, it was the conscnsu~
of opinion that he ought to be ineligible to any other oflice
than governor during the period fo1· which he was elected.
A hot tight raged 011 the acl\'isability of putting such a clause
into the constitution, since it was clearly recognized that a
state was powerless to prescribe the 4ualiflcations of federal
officials. On the contrary, ·it was argued that no honorable
man would take an oath to support the state constitution,
and thereafter accept election to an office which it had for.
bidden him to take. While it is doubtless true that an
official would swear to support only such clauses of a state
constitution as did not conflict with the federal law, the
delegates in several states felt that the moral effect of such
a clause would be sufliciently stl'Ong to render it desirable,
and included the provision. 61
The same distrust of public otlicials that called forth the
elaborate clauses directed against corruption in the legis,;,; The board in South Dakota corn,isted of the presiding judgl', thl'
secretary of state, and the attorney ,;cneral, upon whose recommenda•
tion the governor might pardon. South Dakota, IV, 5. The seen··
tary of state, attorney general, and state auditor constituted u simi lar
board in Montana. Montana, VII, V. In Idaho, the governor,
secretary of state, and attorney general possessed the full powi-r o(
p11rdon, a majority of the board being necessary to a d1•cision. Idaho,
IV, 7. The Washington constitution allowed the pardoning powrr
t'l be exercised "under such regulations and rcst.-ictions as nmy Ix·
prescribed by law." Washington, III, 9. Cf. North Dakota, Ill, 7G;
Wyoming, IV, 5; North Dakota, Debate:<, pp. 318-320; ll'cckly Ort·
u011ia11, Aug. 2, 1889, p. 7.
,;7 South Dakota, IV, 2; North Dakota, Ill, 73; Montana, Vil, 4;
Wyoming, IV, 2. Typical debates on the subject may be found in
North Dakota, Debates, p. 553 ff; South Dakota, Debates, I, p. 276277; Idaho, Pro<'redi11gs and Debates, I, p. 431 ff.
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lnture shows in similar articles aimed at the misuse of executive power. The acceptance of bribes, and the coercion
of legislatures, whether by the threatened use of the veto,
or by the extending or withholding of patronage, were possihilities clearly contemplated. In three states conviction of
11 :;iking or receiving a bribe to influence his official opinion
or action, or of improper use of power to influence a member of the legislature, made anyone holding the office of
governor liable to su ch punishment as might be provided
1.,y law, and caused him to forfeit all right to hold or exercise anv office of trust or honor in the state. That it should
be felt ·necessary to include such clauses in the fundamental
law is a revelation of the amazing distrust felt for even
the very highest officer of the state, selected directly, as he
was, by the people themselves."'
ThC' Judiciary. Probably no feature of the old territorial
:-ystem of government was more justly condemned than the
judiciary. In the larger territories, even when the judges
were honest and efficient, they were too few in number to
handle the business properly, and were compelled to do both
:1u11reme court and circuit duty. Everywhere there was
romplaint about the shifting character of judicial decisions
h~• reason of which the territories felt that they were deprived of •· the inestimable benefit of judicial precedents."
" Scarcely has one .i udge, sent to us from abroad, obtained
1•,·<'11 a slight insight into the laws and customs of the territory, before another coming in his room has undone the
work of his predecessor, and this chronic condition of change
,;~Another manifl•station of lack of confidrncc shows in the fact
thut, while other oflicials might be re<>lected indefinitely, the term of
th<> stRte trrasurer was gen<>r:illy limit<>d. Montana, VII, 1; l'l.'orth
l•akota III, 82; South nakota, IV, 12; Wnshin~ton, III, 25; Wyom11:~. IV, 1 I.
In three states the tl•rm of otlice for most executive
111 HI administrative officials was two yeaJ"s; in thn•e states, four years.
Thi• lit•utt>na11t g-owrnor was omitte<l in \\'yomin~, and in \Vashing,,.n this oflicP might bl! aboli~hl'd nt the discn•tion of' the legislatun•.
\\ 11,hin~lon, 111, 25.

has left all our business and property int('t"ests in a constant
state of doubt and uncertainty.""~
One of the worst evils of the system had heen the fact
that there was no appeal from the "raw and int>:qwrienced
decisions" of the lower courts to an i11dependc11t supreme
court. It was small consolation to bring a case from the
district court to a supreme court where the judge who had
made the decision in the first instance was one of those
who would sit on the appeal. Each judge naturally desired
not to be reversed, and, consciously or unconsciously, tended
to uphold the decisions of his colleagues in the hope that his
own would be similarly upheld. :n In view of these fact~.
there was little difference of opinio·n as to the advisability
of establishing a separate supreme court. In the larger
territories no other plan was considered. In some of the
smaller ones, the necessi.ty of keeping the cost of state
government at a minimum made several delegates hesitate
at the multiplication of judicial officers,:• Lut, eve ntually, an
independent supreme court was provided for by every constitution. Except in Washington, where five justices were
to be chosen, this consisted of three members, elected for
six years in five states, and for eight years in one, Wyoming.
In South Dakota, where the Black Hills region wished to
make certain of a representative from their locality who
would be familiar with United States usage in gold and
silver mines, the supreme court justices were elected by
districts.: 2 Elsewhere they were to be chosen Ly the electors of the state at large. Talk of sessions at different
places throughout the state in order to give to each locality
the same opportunity as any other to take appeals, came to
,m Idaho Convention's "Address to the Pl!ople," I'roceedi11g11 a11J
Debates, II, p. 20!)2.
711 Wyoming, Jo11n1al aml Debntes, p. 336.
.
11 !bid., pp. 327-337, 515-532.
For earlier debates on this subJect
see F. N. Thorpe, Co1111til11lio11al History of the Americ1111 Proplf
(New York, 18!>8), II, p, 279 tr.
n South Dakota, lJrbnte11, I, pp. 260-263.

nothing, and supreme court sessions were to be held only
t the various state capitals.
The character of the inferior courts differed somewhat
uccording to the size and population of the states for which
they were designed. There were usually district and justices' courts, but there might be also county and probate
courts. Against the latter a pronounced aversion developed, and they were finally adopted only in Idaho. In common practice probate judges, although called upon to adjudicate some of the most intricate questions that could
11rise in the practice of law, were not only unlearned in
the law, but were ignorant and incompetent men. Even
though the better class of lawyers might not be available
for these offices, some delegates believed that any lawyer
would be better than the ordinary probate judge.-3 In
North and South Dakota, therefore, county courts were established to take over the business usually administered
by a probate judge, and to relieve the equally incompetent
justices' courts of many cases, both civil and criminal."
111 Wyoming, where the population was too small to justify
county courts, the duties of the district courts were made
to include many of the functions usually performed by lesser
nwg-istrates, and no courts were created intermediarv between the justices' and the district courts.-:;
·
ln Montana and Washington a close adaptation of the
Cnlifornia system of courts won out. In this the disting'uishing feature was a superior court in each countv, desi~ned to take over all the work formerly done by ~ourts
iuferior to the supreme court, and to remain open at all
times, except on non-judicial days, for the transaction of
business!" In Montana the name was changed to district
l'll11rts, and in both l\lontana and "rashington, small counties
11
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7:1 North Dakota, /Jcl,nt,·H, pp. 238-239, 2-!S, 2!l6, 30J-:n5, 3:1S-35i.
"North Dakota, IV, 111; South Dakota, V, 19-21.
,:, \\'yoming-, V, IO.
' 11 i.P,, terms of court were abolished.

were occasionally joined for the election of a single judge.
Opponents of the system claimed that it resulted in more
appeals than any supreme court could handle, and many of
the leading lawyers of l\lontana threw their influence in
favor of maintaining the old order; but the evidence seemed
to show that, on the whole, the California courts had not
worked badly, and under the circumstances the action of
the two co11ventions was not surprising. 77
As might ha,·e been expected, many remedies for what
were believed to be existing evils were proposed and
adopted. It was thought desirable to keep judges out of
politics as much as possible, hence in most instances the\'
were made ineligible for selection to other than judici~I
offices during the term for which they had been elected.;•
In Idaho it was prescribed that decisions must be rendered
within thirty, in Washington, within ninety, days of the submission of a case to a judge! 9 The Washington constitution
provided also for the summary removal of judges from office for cause by a three-fourths vote of both houses of the
legislature.~ 0 Special judicial elections were considered, but
were generally turned down, the South Dakota constitution
alone providing that the legislature might, at its discretion,
institute the practice.'' In Washington and Montana, the
abs,0nce of a judge from the state for more than sixty days
worked a forfeiture of office.• 2 To relieve congestion
of business, the l\Iontana constitution made provision for
judges pro tempore in civil cases to be chosen from member:n Weekly 01·eyonians, July 12, 1889, p. 2; July 26, 1889, p. 7:
Chicago Tl"ib1111e, July 27, 1889, p. 2.
78 South Dakota, V, 35; Idaho, V, 7; Montana, VIII, 35; North
Dakota, IV, 119; Washington, IV, 15; Wyoming, V, 27,
7:i Idaho, V, 17; Washington, IV, 20.
~ 0 Washington, IV, 9.
81 South Dakota, V, 26; South Dakota, Debates, I, pp. 168, 270;
North Dakota, Debates, p. 215.
8 2 Montana, VIII, 37; Washington, IV, 8.

of the bar and sworn to try the case.• 3
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In Idaho a determined effort was made to make the judiciary appointive
rather than elective. Those who believed in this reform
claimed that a decadence in the character of state courts had
~ct in as soon as the electoral system was substituted for
the appointive system, and favored the method of selection,
which, they claimed, was more responsible than any other
~inglc factor for the high character of the United States
courts. On test votes, howe\'er, only seven delegates were
willing to give to the governor the right to appoint the
judges, and only three favored making them elective by the
legislature."
The great length of some of the constitutions which had
hcen adopted in other states only a short time before had
led to a considerable difficulty in the passage of laws which
the courts could uphold. To meet this situation, Colorado,
in 1885, had adopted a constitutional amendment requiring
the supreme court, at the request of the governor or legislature, to give its opinion on important questions of law. 85
By this means, it was hoped that defects in proposed laws
could be remedied, and that the difficulties arising from re1,catedly having statutes declared unconstitutional might be
uvoided. \Vith little debate the Sioux Falls convention of
1885 incorporated this provision in the constitution which
Montana, VIII , 3G. Cf. Washington, IV, 23. This sort of
1•rovision appeared, probably for the first time, in the Kansas constit ... lion of 1859, Art. III , :;ec. 20.
"Idaho, Proccedi11us and Debates, II, pp. 1501, -1521. One curi0u~ su~gcstion, which was made during the sessions of these con\r•ntions, was that at least one member of the supreme court should
l11 • not ll'nrned in the law. This, it was claimed, was not a new idea.
Till' term associate justice had been used originally with reference
lu lnymen who sat with and advised the "law judge." \Vould not
1• n·presentative of some other class in th<' community pre\·ent the
h11ir-i:J1litting and legal formali s m which so oft<>n resulted in n
l111v1•sty on justice7 Chir-ngo Tribirnt, July 26, 1889, p. 4.
7
k , Colorado, VI, 3.
"'1

later became effecti\'e in South Dakota."• The conventions
of 188!), however, ga\'e the proposition more thorough consideration, and turned it down. Such opinions, able speakers pointed out, when gi\'en by a judge on his own research.
and without a case presented with the arguments of counsel.
would be no better than those of any other lawyer. It was
asking that the supreme court take over a portion of the
duties which should properly fall to the attorney-general.
Moreover, opinions gi\'en under any such circumstancrs
could have no binding effect, for with new information a
court would have no hesitancy about reversing itself.
Finally, in the e\'ent of the refusal of a court to render the
opinions asked, there was no practical recourse. The supreme court as a co-ordinate branch of the government coul<l
not be coerced, and if it should refuse, as, indeed, the Colorado supreme court ha<l already rlone, to go into all the
bills prese nted to it for its opinion, nothing short of impeachment would meet the situation."· In North Dakota
the provision was defended on the ground that it placed
the farmers of the legislature on an equality with the
lawyers in passing upon the constitutionality of an act.
It won in the committee of the whole, but was defeated
in convention. 8 ~
i; 4; The Chicago Trib1111c led thP. fight for the adoption of th is clausl'.
Sept. 10, 1885, p. 4; Sept. 22, 1885, p. 1; Sept. 26, 1885, p. I, July
20, 1889, p, 4.
1<7 The traditional method of impeachment was adopted in e\·cry
state, but the number of offences for which an officer might be impeached were sometimes considerably increased. Idaho, V, 3, ~;
Montana, V, 113; North Dakota, XIV; South Dakota, XVI; Washinf{·
ton, V; Wyoming, III, 17, 18.
RS Certain other suggestions designed to meet the same ncerl w1•r,·
much more to the point, The New York Tribune proposed a committee from each house to act with the attorney general in an at tempt to perfect legislation . New York Tribu11e, Aug, 30, 1889, p. Ii.
The Pionce1· Press had visions of a legislative reference bureau. It
desired a legislative commission to consist of from three to five expcr!H
whose business would be to pass on bills before they were introduc<'J,
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Popular distrust in the agencies of government ·was nowhere more strongly revealed than in the shattering of
many long-cstaLlished legal traditions. "The total failure
of so many state and tenitoi-ial governments," said the
president of the Idaho com·ention, " is due not to the bad
h-1.dslation upon your statute books, but to the fact that
you cannot enforce the laws which you have. The legisl11ti\'e Lodi es arc all right: the trouble lies with the judiciary
and the jury box .... " "'' In nearly every convention the
old jury system, heclgcd aLout as it had been during the
lt·rritorial stage by the guarantees of the federal constitution, was heartily condemned. The practice of requiring
l{rand juries for criminal prosecutions ,vas clearly on the
wnnc. Some delegates denounced them as " inquisitions,"
and " relics of barbarism," serviceable chiefly as an aid to
personal spite.'"' Calmer critics pointed out that the actions were generally governed by the directions or requests
of thf' district attorney, that grand juries could be empanelled only at long intervals, hen ce great delay must
often ensue 1,efore an indictment could be sec ured, and that
I he cxpcni-c attached to the system, especially in small
rnuntics where there were but few prosecutions each year,
was far greater than could be justified by the benefits deri,·e,I.''' Nevertheless, grand juries were in no case abol•lrnft l,ills, and act as an impartial and non-partisan committee. "If
11·\\s were drafted and passl'd with the same care that thl•y arc
,.. nstrucd and intcrprl'ted, there would be less liti gation and better
1·• ,·,·rnnwnl."
l'in11cl'I' l'n·ss, Feb. l(i, 1889, p. !l. A section in the
\\':"hin1,.rto11 constitution l'l'quin·d judges lo n•port annually in writing·
"' l he· governor thl' dt"fccts and omissions which th ey helicved to exist.
\\ ushing-ton, IV, 25. It is curious that, with all thi s talk, thl're
",,s hardly 11 sug-g-estion that the historic ri~ht of the judiciarr
•., " I a~ide statutPs which it dt·t·1ned unconstitutional ought, in any
·.... y, to hl• modific>d.
,., Idaho, I'1 ·ocrecli11g.~ uml IJcl,afri:, I, p. 151.
''" In tlw Montana conven tion . W eekly Orcgo11ia11, July 2G, 188!1,
:1; ('l, icogo lntc ,· Orca11, July l!l, 188fl, p. 3.
'') l ,la ho, 1'1·oecr,li119R nJl(l Drlml, ·1', I, pp. 2G2--2G3: North J)akot:a,
, •• , .. ,,,-~. )l. 3fi5.

ishcd outright. In some states the old system was left
intact simply because it had bee n in use in the territory,
and the convention (.'Ould not easily provide all the legislation necessary for carrying into effect the new method of
prosecution by information. Three states, pro bably with
a view to speedy alteration, required prosecution by indictment, but gave to the legislature full power to change, alter,
or abolish the, system at will.~" Lest some district attorney
should use his power in an unwarranted way, or for personal
reasons omit to pro1-ecutc, the Idaho constitution pro,·ided
that a grand jury might be summoned upon the orclcr of the
district court, and that after a charge had been ignored by a
grand jury, no person could he hel<i for trial therefor upon
information of the public prosecutor. The Montana and
Washington constitutions provided similarly for a grand
jury at the discretion of the district jucige, but in Montana
it was to be composed of only seven persons, any five of
whom could find a true bill. In Wyoming, the grand jury
consisted of twelve men, any nine of whom concurring
might bring an indictment. In Was hing to n the number
of the grand jury was left to be determined by Iaw.05
The common law requirement of a unanimous verdict
was to many even more distasteful than the grand jury.
For the decision of civil cases there was a very general
sentiment in favor of allowing a verdict to be rendered by
three-fourths or two-thirds of the jury. The old custom
was attacked as tire reason for the frequent miscarriage of
justice and paralysis in the administration of the law. It
lent itself easily to corruption, for out of twelve men, one
could be found all too frequently who was willing to sell
his decision. It did not operate to protect the weak against
the strong, but rather to the contrary, fer it was only
~2 North Dakota, I, 8; South Dakota, VI, 10; Wyoming, I, 9; North
Dakota, Debate~, p. 365.
i, 3 Idaho, I, 8; Montana, III, 8; Washington, I, 2G; Idaho, P1·ocecdi1•gs and Debates, I, p. 264; Wyoming, I, 9.
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th<' strong and wealthy - often the corporation of the
"trust" - who could thus purchase immunity. When the
jury would "hang," ordinarily, if the case were continued,
the majority verdict would be confirmed, and even when
11 verdict was rendered after an initial disagreement, it
was generally based upon compromise, not upon the merits
of the case, and was far less likely to be right than the
opinion of nine out of the .twelve. The adoption of the
new plan would relieve the worst of these abuses. It
would expedite business by lessening the frequency of retrials; it would reduce the cost of the courts and thus take
,;omething from the burden of taxation; it would make the
"crank " impotent and render corruption more difficult, if
not impossible. The old requirement was for the la\",tyers;
the three-fourths verdict was for the people. 0 •
Some delegates were ahvays frightened about abandoning
these "ancient landmarks" of the English common law.
To reassure them, an appeal was made to the history of the
jury system. What was now called an innovation, an Idaho
delegate insisted, was in reality an attempt" to recover back
to the people the real merits of a trial by jury." The ,old
common law, he saicl, had required that both the gram! jury
and the petit jury should be composed of twenty-three men
drawn from the ,·icinage. At first, these were the witnesses
in the case, supplementccl whenever nece·ssary by additional
memlJers, and a Yerdict of the majority was always the ver1lict of the jury. As time went on the business of the
rourts increased, and it was found that a jury of twentythree ,vas too large ancl too expensive. The· number was
I hcrefore reduced, at first to sixteen, afterwards to twelve,
us a mere matter of economy. In the meantime the phrase,
" It takes twelve men to make a verdict," had gone into the
law books, and had been announced repeateclly from the
11
' North Dakota, nelmte:<, pp. 361-363; Idaho, Prnr,·etli11gs and De1•1111-H, I, pp. 149-150, 157,224, 227-229; Chieago Ti111e11, July 19, 1RR9,
I' ~; ~an Fr:mcisco Rulletin, Aug. 24, 1889, p. 3.

bench. Thus there was a complete prostitution of llw
principles of the old C'.)mmon law by the substitulin11 of a
unanimous verdict for the verdict of a majority. 9 •
Nor was the principle entirely new to American jurisprudence. In Nevada, prior to the adoption of the constitution of 18G-I, there had been great clitliculty in obtaining verclicts in mining controversies. In a single countv
there was said to have been onl)· one important mining cas·c
decided in five years when during that time there were four
thousand on the calendar. To meet this alarming situation
the Nevada constitutional convention of 18G4 intrnduced the
three-fourths verdict. Other states s0011 allopted the idea,
and, wherever tried, it worked admirably. 9 "
Usually it was not a difficult matter to persuade a con\·ention that it might safely adopt the three-fourths rule for
the settlement of civil cases. As to criminal cases, however, sentiment was more divided. For this step there was
no American precedent. It could be maintained with plausibility that. one man with the whole machinery of the law
against him was entitled to every possible safeguard; that
rather than to permit one who was innocent to be punished
ninety-nine guilty men should go free. An epidemic of
crime, too, sometimes aroused public opinion until just
verdicts were hard to obtain. From the reading of the indictment, five-sixths of some communities would hang a
man. Many times, when a jury was actuated by passion
or prejudice, the one juror who stood out against the rest
was responsible for a just verdict. And even if the rule proposed were wise, Congress would be sure to find fault with
!I.·, Idaho, I'roeeedi11g.~ and Debates, I, pp. 155--156, 212. Thi' Idaho
delegate would have found it difficult to substantiate fully some of hi~
statements. See, e.g., A. B. White, The .lloki11g of the 1-;11gli~h
Constit11tin11 (New York, 1908), pp. 140-157.
·
!•II South Dakota, DebateR, I, p. 284; Idaho, Proceediug.~ n111l Debat,~,
I, pp. 149-150; Nevada, I, 3; Official Re11ort of the DehateR nnd Pro•
eeedi11gs in the Con.~til11tio11nl Convention of the Stnte nf ,Vet•adn
(San Francisco, 1866), pp. 53-59, 199-200; Texas (187f.), V, 1:1;
California (187\)), I, 7.
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it. The constitution and statehood ought not to be jeopn<lrized by a needless experiment.••:
On the other hand, the delegates were reminded that in
Scotland, where the administration of justice was as gooc.l
11 s could be found, the majority of the jury could decide,
r,·cn in capital cases. And, indeed, with the unreasonable
benefits enjoyed uy the defendant in American courts, was
it not the state rather than the defendant who had become
the weaker party? Repeatedly juries would be hung by one
or two dissenting votes, especially if the man on trial possessed wealth or influence, and after obtaining two or three
hung juries an accuseci person was usually allowed to go
free. This constant failure of justice was rightly responsible for an aroused public sentiment, which, in some
instances, expressed itself through a jury impanelled
"under a revolutionary situation, following which it was
exceedingly difficult for many men proved innocent to obtain jui-tice at their hands"; or, at other times, through an
appeal to lynch law because "public justice had become a
mockery." Regardless of precedent, the old system ought
to be changed. Just because the country had prospered
under it, or in spite of it, did not signify that improvement
was impossible. 0 •
Each of the constitutions as adopted modified in some
way the traditional method of trial by jury. In courts not
of record a jury of less than twel\'e men was authorized,
1-!t·nerally in Loth civil and criminal cases. In several states
the number of jurors in all cidl cases, and in criminal
rai;es not amounting to a felony, might Le less than tweh-e,
"r, if the parties concerned agreed thereto, might he disJ>Pnsed with entirely. In three states, South Dakota, Idaho,
and \\'ashington, provision was made for a three-fourths
\'Prdict in all ci\'il cases, while in 1\Iontana a two-thirds vote
''• Idaho~ l'1·oc('('di11g., and Debatc11, I, pp. 212, 240-242, 245, 252;
llakoln, f)('/)(lfc .~, p. 3Gl-31>3.
,., lilnh", l'r11rc(·cli11!J.~ t1ml l>c/,nfc:<, I, pp. 157, 223, 23/i-238, 2.t!l-250.
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was sufl1cient for a judgment. The last mentioned state
also abandoned the unanimous· verdict in criminal cases
of the grade of misdemeanor, the constitution providing directly that a two-thirds decision should ue binding, and that
such a \'erdict should ha,·c "the same force and effect as if all
of such jury concurred thereill." In Idaho, the legislature
was authorized, at its discretion, to allow a tin~-sixths verdict in all q1ses of misdemeanors. Ebc\\'here, however, the
unanimous \'erdict was still required in all criminal cases:•··
The sweeping \\'ithdrawal of power from the legislature,
the curtailment of the prerogatives of the executive, and
the obYious search for correctives in the case of the judiciary, would lead one to think that the framers of these
constitutions conceiYed of government as a necessarv evil
to be kept at a minimum. Such was not the case.· Un!•!• Idaho, I, 7; Montana, III, 23; North Dakota, I, 7; South Dakota,
\'I, 6; Washington, I, 21; Wyoming, I, 9.
In Idaho an unsuccessful attempt was made to prevC'nt the misus1•
of the power of granting t<'mporary injunctions. An anlt'ndment was
offered to Art. V, sec. 13, as follows: "Each di s trict judge shall
have the power to appoint a master in chancen· for each countv in
his district, and may remove him at will. Such ~iaster shall hav: the
power to issue tempora1·y injunctions and perform such other duties
a'-' may be prescribed by law, but no temporary injunction or restraini1,g order shall be issuC'd by such master in chancery or any district
court or judge thereof in any case where the possession of, or the right
of title to, real property is brought in question until the party
affected has ha<l an opportunity on reasonable notice to appear and
n•sist such issuing." The reason assigned for offering such an
amendment was a desire" to get rid of that which has constitut<'d thr
greatest standing abuse in the administration of justice in all the~l'
tnritories of the west . . . and that is the power of the district
judge to issue, ex parte, without any notice whatever, injunction•
tying up the use of real property ( especially mines), throwing upon
the defendant the necessity of going to a large expense to move ..r
dissolve the injunction, and in the meantime put a stop to the entir<'
operations that may be carried on." Idaho, Proceedings aud Debnt,·•.
II, pp. 1557-155!!.
Idaho and Montana al>olished the distinctions between the forms
of actions at law and suits in equity. Idaho, V, t; Montana, VIII, :!11.
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tloubtedly the sentiment of the country favored more government, not less: the difficulty lay in finding a system
suited to the changed conditions of the times, and officials
whom the people could trust. Although the delegates were
by no means ready to abandon the old foundation, they were
ron\'inced that the historic three branches of the government had been proved inadequate. They had witnessed the
wholesale corruption of men elected to govern. They felt
that the people, and the people only, were to be trusted, but
how to secure complete popular control under a representative system was a difficult problem to solve. " The epoch of
reforming human nature by constitutional limitation" was
rlestined to be a discouraging one. Men who would take
bribes were not likely to be deterred therefrom by the
11entiment included in any" oath which could be drawn, or by
con~tit utional rather than legislative prohibitions. Such
clauses were indeed " a confession that public confidence in
public officials" was "practically lost." Nevertheless, it is
not entirely true that the profound distrust felt by the
people for the agencies of government was the same as distrusting themselves. The government was not truly representative, for it failed to reflect fairly the average opinion
nnd integrity of the populace. Reforms were needed, and
c\'en though the means by which they were undertaken
sometimes proved ineffective, there is an element of hope
in the recognition of an existing evil. It was natural
that the first efforts should partake of the nature of a treatment of symptoms rather than of causes, but once the
presence of disease in the body politic was evident to all
lime could be depended upon to furnish more effectiv~
n·meclies.

EDUCATION AND SCHOOL LANDS

"The stability of a republican form of government depending on the morality and intelligence of the people, it
shall be the duty of the legislature to establish and maintain
a general and uniform system of public schools, wherein
tuition shall be without charge, aml equally open to all, and
to adopt all suitable means to secure to the people the advantages and opportu1!ities of education." These, or similar
words, recalling unmistakably one of the provisions of the
Northwest Ordinance, introduced most of the t..rticles on the
subject of education. 1 The six constitutions illustrate exceptionally well how vitally education connects itself in the
public mind with good governmeut. The instructions from
Congress to make liberal educational provisions were unnecessary: every state would have done that as a matter of
course.
Nevertheless, some of the provisions of the new constitutions may be regarded as more or less novel. For instance, Idaho and Wyoming gave to the legislature authority
to make a law requiring at least three years public school
attendance of Hery child not educated by other means.'
North Dakota established schools of Agriculture, l\Ianual
Training and Forestry. 3 South D.'\kota and Wyoming em
powered the legislature to provide that the science of
mining and metallurgy should be taught in at least one of
the institutions under the patronage of the state. 4 All this
was a fitting recognition of the growing demand for technical training. Each state generously cared for a university as the apex of its educational system. Wyoming
1 South Dakota, VIII, 1 Cf.
Idaho, IX, 1; Montana, XI, 1; North
Dakota, VIII, 147; Washington, IX, 1, 2; Wyoming, VII, 1.
2 Idaho, IX, 9; Wyoming, VII, 9.
Cf. South Dakota, Debate,,
1, p. 149.
:, North Dakota, XIX, 216.
~ South Dakota, XIV, 5; Wyoming, IX, 5.
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provided that this institution should be under the separate
t:ontrol of a board of trustees to consist of the President
of the university, the superintendent of public instruction
(ex ofllcio members with the right to speak but not to vote),
und seven other members appointed by the goYernor.' Idaho
retained a similar system which had been in operation in
the territory.n South Dakota and Montana vested the control of all state educational institutions in a central board
11ppointed by the governor.· In the other states such provisions were left to law.'
The administration of the school lands granted by Congress attracted a great amount of attention. In many of
the older states the history of these federal grants in aid
of education was not such as to occasion much pride. Instead of providing a liberal educational endowment, as was
intended, or even assisting materially in the initial organization of a public school system, these lands, because of the
inefficient and corrupt way in which they were managed,
had all too frequently been squandered. This evil firmly
impressed itself upon the mind of General Wm. H. H.
Beadle, who became in 1869 the territorial superintendent
of public education for Dakota. In pursuance of his official duties he visited most of the northwestern states, and
sought out the advantages and defects of the various meth()()s by which the state lands had been transformed into
r, Wyoming, VII, 17.
,; Idaho, IX, 10.
7 Montana, XI, 11; South Dakota, XIV, 3.
In North Dakota a
hoard of nine was appointed by the governor. In Montana the
i;ovrrnor, state superintendent of public instruction, and attorneyl:\'neral acted with a hoard of eight appointed by the governor.
"A curious clause in the North Dakota constitution smacks of
most of the " isms" of the time: " In all schools instruction shall
'1t· given as far as practicable in those branches that tend to impn•ss up~n the ":'ind . t~e vital importance of truthfulness, temper1111ce, purity, public spirit, and respect for honest lahor of evcrv kind "
North Dakota, VIII, 149.
.
.

a school fund.'' He wag convinced thnt steps should Le
taken immediately to prevent a repetition in Dakota of
the maladministration which was so prevalent elsewhere.
The long-established 1iradice of Congress to grant to each
incoming state for school purposes the ~ixteenth am! thirty.
sixth sections of each township caused those sections to
withdrawn from entry during the territorial period, but
these lands ,~·ere not arnilable for use until the state was
admitted. Instead, they lay idle, or, as was often the cas(• 1
they suffered from trespass. To sa\·e the school lands,
not only must statehood be obtained, but some constitutional guarantee must also be gi,·en to prevent the same
waste through fraud and premature disposal that had taken
place in other states. Gen. Beadle's plan was for the constitution of the prospectiYe state to forbid the sale or disposal of these lands at a sum less than ten dollars per acre.
At a time when Iowa was selling similar lands at from two
dollars and fifty cents to four dollars per acre, and when
no state had ever required a limitation higher than " double
minimum," that is, two dollars and fifty cents per acre, this
seemed preposterous. Converts to the idea were made but
slowly. Among the first of those to embrace the project
was Dr. Joseph Ward, President of Yankton College, who
gave the whole movement his ardent support. By cleverly
coupling the sentiment of the southern portion of Dakota
for division with the plan for saving the s~hool lands, these
two leaders were able to secure a following which constantly grew, and which was able to bring together the
constitutional conventions of 1883 and 1885. 10
In the convention of 1883 there was little difficulty in
obtaining the inclusion of the ten dollar minimum which

he

0 \Vm. H. H. Beadle, "New State School Lands," a letter to the
editor of the Portland Oregonian, printed in the issue of the Week/11
Oregonian, July 19, 1889, p. 11.
10 Beadle, Jlfemofrs, pp. 197, 206; Durand, Joseph Ward, pp. 166,
160, 168.
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Gen. Beadle advocated. That assembly was an extra-legal
gathering in which few participated who were not in sympathy with the idea. When the constitution of 1885 was
framed, however, there was a bitter struggle, not so much
in the convention as in the committee, of which fortunately
Dr. Ward was a member and Gen. Beadle was volunteer
clerk. R. F. Pettigrew, the territorial delegate to Congress,
would have been satisfied with a two dollars and fifty cents
minimum, and placed that figure in the enabling act which
he ,vas urging upon Congress. But disquieting rumors were
abroad that some speculative syndicate was paving the way
to secure possession of a quantity of school lands at a low
figure, and eventually the article, as drawn by Gen. Beadle
to include all the safeguards which his experience had led
him to believe essential, was adopted. There was some
dissatisfaction with what the convention had done, both
among the delegates and among the people. Six thousand,
five hundred and twenty-two votes were cast against the
constitution, many of which are doubtless to be explained
only by the opposition felt for the iron-clad provisions re~arding the sale of school lands. Before the year of statehood, however, the sentiment in South Dakota for the article
had become so nearly unanimous that a new convention
would not have dared to exclude it. 11 Congress, likewise,
had been converted. The Omnibus Bill prescribed definitely
that" all lands herein granted for educational purposes shall
be disposed of ... at a price of not less than ten dollars
per acre, the proceeds to constitute a permanent fund, the
interest of which only shall be extended in .the support of
said schools." Unsold lands could be leased, but only "for
periods of not more than five years, in quantities not
exceeding one section to any person or company." 11
The grants of land made by Congress to the incoming
11

Bendle, in W,·ckly Orego11ian, July 19, 1889, p. 11; .'lfemoir.s,
pp. 207, 212-215; Durand, Joseph Ward, p. 170.
1~ Thorpe, Federul nnd State Constitutions, IV, p. 2293 ff.

states were cxtensi\'e. Und£>r the Om11ih11s Bill, section~
sixteen an<.l thirty-six of each township, or whenever ncccssa1·y, indemnity lands in lieu thereof, were given over to
the new states for the use of the common schools. Each
received in addition seventy-two sectio11s for uni\'ersit\'
purposes; fifty sections for public buildings; !J0,000 acr~s
for agricultural colleges; and 500,000 acres fur educational
charitable, and penal institutions." Five per cent of th~
proceeds of the federal land lying withi11 the several states
,vas also to be paid into the permanent funcl to be expended
only for the support of the common s(·huols. Grants were
made to the states of Idaho and Wyomin g on their admi~sion which were exactly similar to those received by the
Omnibus States, except that the ten dollar minimum extended to all lands mentioned in the act, instead of being
limited to lands granted for educational purposes.I<
When the conventions of 1889 came together, the principle for which Gen. Beadle had ba ttlecl so long in Dakota
was thus permanently adopted. Lands were not to be sold
at the first opportunity for the enrichment of legislatures
and speculators. But by this time many people, even Gen.
Beadle himself ,1 began to ask seriously if it were good
business policy to sell the lands at all. In every convention there were found those who adrncated that the land~
granted by Congress should ne\·er be for sale, but should
be retained by the state as a perpetual endo wment. " l\lore
fortunes," declared a speaker in the North Dakota conven
tion, "have been made in the United States out of holding
lands, than out of all other causes combiued .... We live in
a''country where landed property has gone steadily up in
value for the last hundred years .... If it is feasible, practical and sensible for a farmer to buy a piece of land and
j

1:1 The seventy-two university sections were in part a confirma•
tion of old grants to the territories. South Dakota got I 20,000,
instead of !J0,000 acres, for an agricultural college.
H Thorpe, Federal aud State Co,,stit11tio111,, II, p. n4; VII, p. 4113.
1 ~• Ueadle, in lrcekly Oregonian, July l!), 1889, p. 1 I.

hold it for a rise; if it is possible for a speculator to buy
11(1 sell out and enjoy the fruits of his speculation within
his lifetime . . . it certainly is much more so for a state,
hl•eause the state is endowed with the possibilities of eternal
life." '" Thi::; 1 ise in land values, many thought, was incdtable. Lands worthless to-day, and saleable only for a
song, if at all, would in future years command a price
"which we cannot now see nor foretell." People were bcg-in11ing to realize that the public lands whic·h were capable
of being settled upon and improYed without irrigation were
practically exhausted, and that because of this fact " the
great means by which the values of real estate all over the
l'ast had been so kept down for a hundred years, is now
1,:'0lle." The time was all'eady at haud when the price of
lands would be "substantially what it is in European countries." "
Those who viewed the matter from this standpoint maintained that by leasing the lands, as might be provided by
law, just as large an income could be l'aised for the present
as by selling them, while the lands themselves would remain
intact, and would bring an even greater income in the future. Congress had granted these lands not for the living
generation alone, but for "our children, and our children's
d1iklrcn, and for generations of posterity yet unborn." It
wag by such endowments that many of the great private
institutions of learning were sustained: why should not
public education be similarly provided for? And suppose
!he lands were sold. If put 011 the market at once they must
('Orne into competition with go\'ernmcnt lands, and with the
('heap railway grant lands. They could at best realize but
,1 small amount. Moreover, what guarantee could there be
that the fund thus obtain eel would be correctly administered?
Would not fr:1ud and corruption creep in just as it had done
in a dozen other states'! Would not the fund itself con11

I
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,,; North Jlakola, De/mies, pp. lu0-lGl.
Ii ltlaho, /'l'OC'1·1·di11gi< nud /),,/,11/cx, I, pp. 70G-70G, 741.

stitute a pe1·mancnt tcmptatiou to the state to borrow extravagantly? Arni how was the principal to bl' invested?
Unless the state was to be content with the ,·ery low rate
of interest paid hy state bonds and other such securities, it
must seek real estatl' investments,-" the ,·cry security we
have now, and we \\·oukl lin<I that the interest of the fund
would grow less and less as time went on." " Let us not act
the part of a i'ooliRh husinc!'.s man and squander our capital.
Let us rather preserve these school lands as our principal.
and from the annual interest we will have a sum almost
large enough to meet our school expenses."••
Plausible as these arguments appeared to be, they were
vigorously and succcgsfully attacked. :Many quegtioned the
soundness of the policy of leasing for agricultural purposes,
believing that men who rented lands cared little about keeping them up, and would cause them to deteriorate rather
than to increase in value. Good farmers would often allow
their farms to lie idle befol'e they would trust them to
renters. One delegate recallecl that in Illinois leased school
lands "could be spotted every time by the log cabins and
black-berry briars in the fence corners." Some insisted
that if the right of sale should be prohibited entirely it
would not be ten years before the lands would cease to
yield a revenue, and the future generation as well as the
present would be depri\'ed of any benefit from the gift.
Others questioned whether or not people could be found who
would lease the lands.
No prudent man would invest I\
large sum in improvements upon land of which he was not
the owner, especially, when cheap land on easy terms was
still available, and school lands, like any others, required
improvements if they were to produce at all. The scheme
was particularly unworkable in the arid districts. The
tR North Dakota, Debates, p. 161; Idaho, Proceedings and DebattH,
I, pp. 64!l, 708, 74!l-750; South Dakota, Debates, I, pp. 507-508;
Pioneer Press, July 11, 1889, p. 5; Weekly Oregonian, July 19, 1889,
p. 3; Aug. 23, 1889, p. 2.
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land without water was valueless for agricultural purposes,
and the state had no way to provide for irrigating it. But if
the legislature should be authorized to sell the lands, people
with capital could be induced to enter the state, buy farms ,
build irrigation ditches, and make improvements. 10
It was a question, too, whether or not the state was in a
position to act the part of a mere speculator. It was all
\·ery well in theory, this talk of preserving the land for
future generations. But what was to be the reward of the
present generation, whose lot was to struggle with the difficulties incident to the establishment of new commonwealths? Were they to give up all hope of a substantial
share in the benefits to be derived from the school funds.
and to tax themselves roundly when they could least afford
taxation, in order that subsequent generations might get the
benefit of the rise in land values? Did a man have any right
to neglect the ordinary education of his children simply
to make sure of giving to his grand-children a magnificent
education? The logical thing to do was to sell the lands
at once, invest the money, and use the interest for the
schools. Possibly in twenty-five years the state would be
wealthy enough to get along without assistance from means
other than taxation. 20
Certain individuals, more far-sighted than the rest,
thought less of the benefits likely to accrue from the school
fund than of the opportunity which the lands offered to
increase the population and taxable resources of the state.
They were interested in seeing these lands given over as
rnpidly as possible to actual settlers on easy terms. To
11ecure this end, care must be take n that the· lands should
not fall immediately into the hands of speculators, who
would hold them, as some proposed the state should do,
1
''

Idaho, Pro,·udiuns a11d Debatet1, I, pp. 655, 659, 662, 733, 744,

745.

~" 1/iid., I, pp. 651, 656, 732, 7.t4; South Dakota, Debates, I, p. 507;
I•. :l~,J; North Dakota, VebuteH, p, 162; Weekly Orego11ia11, Aug. 23,
IKK'. 1, p. 2; Bt•adle,

;l/r111oin, p. 213.

in order to grow rich from the unearned increment, ancl
further, that the price should be kept low enough to invitt!
immigration. It was belie\'ed that these results could be
secured most certainly by limiting the sales to actual
settlers, by fixing a maximum area to be sold to any applicant, and by extending credit to those who wished to buy.
There were, of course, difficulties in the way of selling to
" actual settlers," for it was certain to be a hard matter
to keep syndicates from buying up the lands from those
purporting to be located permanently upon them, but who
were actually mere agents of the company.~• Similarly, the
idea of company or individual acquisition of large holdingR
was so distasteful that some effort to prevent it had to be
made, yet if sales could be made outright, there was little
to prevent the speculator evading the lav,·. The thing to do
was obviously to make the terms more attractive to the
settler than to the speculator. Thi s, many believed, could
be done by requiring that the land be purchased on long
time payments, and prohibiting cash sales. Such a method
would help the poor man to become the owner of a farm.
and it would, at the same time, provide a safe investment
for the state. Why require, or allow, cash payments, when
by selling on time the equivalent of the purchase money
would be already safely invested, and would bear a high
rate of interest? 21
Out of these conflicting ideas a very successful compromise was evolved by nearly every convention. None, however, was more comprehensive or better adapted to the end~
sought than the original article framed under Beadle's
direction by the Dakota convention of 1885. That document required first that a permanent school fund be created, into which should go all the proceeds from the sale
21 Idaho, Proceeding., a11d Debates, l, pp. 650, 750, 854; North
Dakota, Debates, pp. 164-167; St. Paul Di,iputch, Aug. 3, 1889, p. 1:
Weekly Oregonian, July 19, 1889, p. 2; Aug. 23, 1889, p. 2.
n South Dakota, Debate,q, I, pp. 596-597; North Dakota, Debat,~.
pp. 17'1-178, 604-608; Idaho, Proceedillg,s and DeboteR, I, pp. 677, 75.',.

of the public school lands, the five per cent granted by the
United States on all sales of federal lands within the state,
and such moneys as should fall to the state by escheat, gifts
and donations. This fund was to remain forever inviolate.
It might be increased, but could never be diminished, and
all losses were to be made good by the state. The interest
and income derived therefrom, together with the net proceeds of all fines for the ,·iolation of state laws, and such
other sums as might be provided by law, was to be used
solely for the maintenance of public schools "for the equal
benefit of all the people of the state." 23
Some satisfaction was given to those who had stood for
the principle of permanent retention by providing that not
more than one-third should be sold within the first five years,
and no more than two-thirds within the first fifteen years
after the title became vested in the state. 21 While the minimum price was, of course, to be ten dollars an acre, there
was no intention of allowing lands worth more than that
sum to be sold for less. The office of state commissioner of
school and public lands was created, and in each county
tlwre was to be a board of appraisal to consist of this official, the state auditor, and the county superintendent of
schools. It was the duty of this board to select and designate for earliest sale the. lands that were most valuable,
and to appraise them.' 5 Sales were to be made through the
23 Similar
provisions are found in nearly every constitution.
South Dakota, VII[, 2, 3; [daho, [X, 3, 4; Montana, X[, 2, 3, 5;
North Dakota, IX, 153, 15-1; Washington, IX, 2, 3, f>; Wyoming, VII,
I, 9.
14 South Dakota, \'I II, -1.
The same principle governed the provisions in the Washington and North Dakota constitutions. Washington, XVI, 3; North Dakota, IX, 155. Idaho forbade the sale of
more than twenty-five sections in any one year. Idaho, IX, 8. .Montana and Wyoming left this matter to be regulated hy law, except
that in Montana not more than half of the lands suitable for town
1111d city lots could be sold prfor to l!H0. .Montana, XVII, 2, 3;
Wyoming, XVIII, 4.
2 ~ The North Dakota Constitution provided for a " Board of Uni-

otlice of the commissioner of :-;chool and public lands, as
might be provided by law, but no land was to be sold for
.less than the apprnised \·,due, nor except by auction to the
highest bidder after sixty days advertisement. To insure
doubly against selling lands for less than they were worth,
it was provided that the right 01· title should not be con,·eyed until after sixty days from the elate of sale, and
not then unless approved by the governor. In case the
lands were of special or peculiar \'alue, other than agricultural, the various boards of appraisal were ordered to
cal1se them to be subdivided so as to obtain the highest
possible price, but in all other cases the lands were to be
offered in tracts of not more than eighty acres. " Squatter's rights" were ignored; no claim or compensation was
e\'er to be allowed to any trespasser " by reason of occupancy, cultivation, or improvement" of the land which he
had held. 20
vcrsity and School Lands," to consist of the superir,tendent of publi<.instruction, thr governo1·. the attornry i;encral, th e !Secretary of state,
and the state auditoz·; ;:aid board to h:.ve l·ontrnJ of the appraiscment,
sale, rental, and disposa l of all school and university lands. Acting
under the authority of the state board, a county board, consisting
of the county superintendent of schools, the chairman of the rounty
board, and the county auditor, served as local appraise rs. North
Dakota, IX, 156-157. Somewhat similar state boards were constituted in Montana, Wyoming, and Idaho. Was hington provided for
a commissioner of public lands, but left details to the legislature.
Montana, XI, 4; Idaho, IX, 2; Washington, III, 23; Wyoming,
XVIII, 3.
2G The Montana constitution provided for the !Sale of timber, and
the Washington constitution for the sale of timber or stone, from
state lands as might be provided by law. Washington, XVI, :J;
Montana, XVII, 2. The North Dakota constitution provided thut
the coal lands of the state should never be sold but that the
legislature might provide for leasing them. North Dakota, IX, 155.
The South Dakota constitution (VIII, 5) was the only one to provide for breaking the land up into 80 acre parcels. In North Dakota
(IX, 158), Washington (XVI, 4), and Idaho (IX, 8), the land wa~
to be offered in 160 acre tracts. In Idaho it was provided also that
not more than 160 acres should be sold to any one individuul.
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The credit system was adopted for all except the specially
~ubciivided lands. The purchaser was required to pay onefourth of the price in cash, and the remaining three-fourths
11 s follows: One-fourth in fi\"e years, one-fourth in ten years;
anll one-fourth in fifteen years; with interest thereon at
1he rate of not less than six percentum per annum, payable
annually in advance. Subdivided lands might be sold for
cash, provided that upon payment of the interest for one
full year in advance the balance of the purchase price might
he paid at any time; but no grant or patent was e\·er to
he issued until final payment should be made. Lands designated for sale, and not sold within four years after appraisal, were to be re-appraised before being offered again
for sale, and unsold lands might be leased for pasturage or
meado\',,. purposes. University, agricultural college, and
r,urmal school lands \Yere to be administered in exactly the
same manner, and by the same officers, as public school
lands, but a distinct and separate account was required to
he kept for each fund. ~;
The investment of these various school funds furnished
,·ompany or corporation. The Montana constitution required the
classification of i:chool lands as follows: ( 1) lands valuable only
for grazing purposes, (2) lands principally valuable for the timber
on them, (3) agricultural lands, ( 4) lands within the limits, or
within three miles of the limits, or any town or city. These land s
were to be disposed of as might be provided by law, but the land
of the fourth class was to be sold in alternate lots of five acres each,
and not more than half of any one tract of such lands was to be
sold prior to the year l!Jl0. .Montana, XVII, 1-2.
Both :North and South Dakota refused by specific clauses to recos.rnize "squatter's righti:," but Wyoming gave · such settlers first
hption on lG0 acres, and l\tontana made provisio11 for their preferential treatment. North Dakota, IX, 1G3; South Dakota, VIII, 10 ;
Wyoming, XVIII, 1; Montana, XIX, 7. Cf. Wyoming, Journal and
1>,·butt's, pp. 753-75-1; North Dakota, Debate11, pp. 1G-1-1G5, 181-182.
7
i The credit system was provided for in the constitution onlv
hy North and South Dakota, although elsewhere the legisl,1ture w:;s
11ot 1>rohibited from adopting such a policy by law. North Dakota, IX ,
lfiK; South Dakota, VUI, 4-6.

a means for the :t!'lsistance of the farming class whid,
was particularly attractive to these con\·entions. First
class securities, such as state bonds, would pay only a low
rate of interest, but, by lending the money on real estat(•,
a larger revenue could be realized, ancl at the same time au
inestimable benefit could be rendered to the farmers, \\'ho
complained bitterly of the necessity of paying exorhitant
rates to local bankers.:• For this system of" rural credits"
the South Dakota constitution made ample provision. School
funds could be invested in first mortgages upon good improved farm lands, or in bonds of the United States, or of
the state of South Dakota, and of school corporations wilhiu
the state, the amounts to be invested in each class of securities to be determined by law. Whatever sums were designated for investment in farm mortgages oi- school bonds
were to be divided among the counties of the state accordin~
to population, the seYeral counties becoming responsibli·
for the principal and interest of the money given into their
care. No farm loan could exceed five hundred dollars to
any one person, or one-half the valuation of the land as
assessed for taxation, and the rate of interest might not be
less than six per cent, payable semi-annually. Counties
might, if so provided by law, retain not to exceed one prr
cent per year of the interest collected by them. 2 ~
These provisions regarding school lands constitute 0111·
of the most notable pieces of " legislation in the constitution " adopted by the 11ew states, and whereYer carried 0111
in the spirit which their framers intended, they ha\'c nw t
with success. In South Dakota, especially, the perma11c11 I
fund has heen managed with rare wisdom. None of it ha
~ 8 South Dakota, Debatr11, I, p. 4!)!) ff; Idaho, Proccccli11yx ,.,,,(
Debat es, I, pp. GG0, 781.
w South Dakota, VIII, 11. Similar provisions were plac,·<l in
the constitutions only in North Dakota (IX, IG2). and in Idah<> (IX .
I 1). By requiring too high class securities the other state>< w,· ro
sometimes forced to the alternative of borrow_ing the money th,·m
selves, or allowing it to lie idle in the treasury.
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, , ,·r t, 1,en borrowed by the state, as so often happen s else.,, lll'l'l', and not a s ingle loss has ever been recorded .. In
J'.•flfi, the total value of the fund, iln·ested and prospective,
,,a-1 1,:,;timnted at $33,2f>--l,G77, and the revenue was so large
11ml mauy school districts dt•pcnded upon it for the grea ter
Jlarl of the support of their schools. More than $300,000,
upproximatcly tv.:elve per cent of the total co mmon sc hool
, ,·,Tnuc, was derived this same year from the permanent
. diool fund. The record of North Dakota is almost equally
i:1111cl. Both .Montana and Wyom ing realize yearly a hancl..,111c revenue from their public lands, chiefly in the form
,., rental from unsold lands. Unfortunately, Washington
a11cl Iclaho, and to a lesser extent, North Dakota, have
adopted the expedien t of borrowing large sums from the
•l'hool fund for the use of the state. The interest is then
JtHitl from state taxes, and thu s one of the chief aims of the
Jlc•rmanent fund, namely to lessen the burden of taxation,
,. , in part defeated. Neve rtheless, all of these states have
11·c·ci\'cd, and still receive, very substantial aid from their
,.d,ool funds, and the administration of the school lands in
1111' worst case has been infinitely better than the average
lor the states admitted earlier. 3 0
1
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ill the t'uifcd Sfnfe11, 17!!5-1905 (New York, 1r111). JJJl. 251,
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CORPORATIONS OTHER THAN MUNICIPAL

It is safe to say that the majority of the delegates who
attended tht•sc con\'enlions felt that the most importa nt of
the problems which they were called 11pon to sohe was that
of corporation control. The Farmers' Alliance, which had so
largP a \'nice in all the~e proceedings, was determined that
the government should control the railroads, rather than
that the railr·oads should cont rol the government. Indeed,
government ownership of all public necessities was the goal
towards which this organization stro\'e. In addition to the
antipathy for the railroads, which elated hack to Granger
times, there was now a growing fear of the " trusts." Monopolistic tendencies of all kinds, fostered by the rapi1l
unification of the country through railway development, had
begun to appear. These tendencies remained almost entirely unchecked. Efforts at regulation \\'ere met by the
power of concentrated ca pital to influence the law-makingbodies of both state and territory, and, wherever necessary,
to evade the penalties of th e laws. The conventio11s hclic>vecl
it to be· their duty to pre\'ent th is power from gaining the
ascendancy in the commo11wealths they were h~lping to
create. "\Ve have come here," said one delegate, "from
other s tates where we ha ve been scorc heu. Those that have
been once burned are afraid of the tire. The question is.
what shall be done'! Are we in establishing ou r constitution to allow the powers to pass from us, and, as the
state grows older, the cor porations grow stronger? They
know to-day we are on the eve of statehood. The day i~
very near when we shall adopt a constitution, and r eg ulate·
these afTairs, and they are liberal. They are generous now :
we have no difficulty. The question is, do we desire ourselves to be absolutely protected in this right?" 1
Sentiment was far from unanimous in conced ing the•
I

South Dakota, Dcbate11, I, p. 307.

Cf.

Idaho, l'mccedi11gs

Dcbcifes, I, p. 884, 889; North Dakota, DC'batt-s, pp. 110-111.
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~t•ncrosity of the corporations, but practically all agreed
:,~ to the necessity of regulation. A few delegates, however,
t•ithcr because of secret corporate connections, as their
i-ritirs charged, or because of an honest conviction, belicvccl that it would be a mistake to include in the con~titution the lengthy articles that were generally conl<'mplatecl.' Corporations, especially railroads, were needed
to develop the West. Was it good policy under these cirrumstances for any state to advertise in its constitution
that it proposed to embark upon a career of legislation
di:;tinctly hostile to all such companies? This action would
lie all the more reprehensible because unnecessary. . The
:;uprcmc court of the United States had repeatedly recognized the power of the states to deal with corporations
within their own borders. Why insist on delegating to the
legislature authority which it already possessed, when
nothing was to be gained thereby sa,·e the distrust of the
nipitalist class upon whom the future of the state to so
l{rcat an extent depended ?1 " It is hardly true that the
people of North Dakota feel like shaking the railroads over
hell," the Pioneer Press commented editorially. " They
have only two of them, and a disposition to call them
to account at every turn would be a poor inducement to
other roads to invade their tenitory." i As much might
ha,·e been said of the rest of the incoming states, who,
in seeking " to put limitations on corporations . . . put
limitations on themselves."'·
~ The C'Xamples followed by these conventions in shaping- this legislal ion in the constitution were chiefly the Illinois.constitution ot: 1870,
thC' Pcn11i;ylvania constitution of 187:l, and the California constitution
"' 1879. All the more recent documents contained provisions based
upon the principle:1 lnid down in these three.
:, North Dakota, Debatr11, p. 385; South Dakota, Debnte11, I, p.
:::11;; Idaho, Procecdiuy:i a11d Debate11, I, pp. 821-822, 885; Wyoming,
Jnirrnn/ crnd Debates, p. 595.
4
Pioneer Press, May 4, 1889, p. 9.
'• \Vcck/y Orcgo11ia11, Aug. 9, 1889, p. 4. Cf. Wyoming, Jountal
""" l>rbntn,, p. 463.

Even the unquestionable fact that elsewhere extensive
constitutional provisions on the subject of corporations
had availed little did not alter the determination of the
majority to proceed according to the program which they
had outlined. 8 One by one the abuses which were felt to
exist were taken up, and attempts made at their correction.
Whatever else may be said for the provisions which resulted, it is doubtless true that they furnish a comprehensive digest of public opinion on the corporation problem
during the later 'Eighties. The ends sought were often
unattainable, but the articles arc none the less highly interesting as revealing the desires of the people.
Whenever defined, a corporation was construed to include "all associations and joint stock companies having
or exercising any of the powers or privileges . . . not
possessed by individuals or partnerships." 7 The "right
and duty" of the state to control and rcgulatl! them "for
the public good anti general welfare," where not distinctlr
asserted, was clearly implied. " Corporations," as on~
delegate expressed it. "arc creatures set up by the government with special powers, on the theory that they are
in some way contributory to the public good, and if endowed with special powers they should be subject to the
control of the people." • The majority felt that certain
regulatory provisions should be included in the constitution, and even though the general powers of the legislature
gave that body full authority to deal further with corporations. that it was well enough to make sure of the matter
by definitely reasserting the principle. If it did nothin~
else, such a clause would call to the attention of the lcgi~lature the fact that it was expected to take cognizancl'
11 Cf. J. F. Hudson, The Red/ways a11d th,• Republic (New York,
1886), pp. 151-152, 324-325; Pioneer Prrx.•, May 4, 1889, p. 9.
7 Idaho, XI, lG; Montana, XV, 18; North Dakota, VII, 144; South
Dakota, XVII, 19; Washington, XII, 6.
>I Wyoming, Jo1(r11a/ n11d Debates, p, 582.
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,,f the corporation problem, and to be diligent in protecting
9
t Ill' people from oppression.
)Jany matters con nected with the powers and organiza1,011 of corporctUons were so firmly settled as to occasion
little debat e. The evils attendant upon incorporation by
sprcial Jaw had been so clea rly revealed by the experience
.,f the preced ing gP.neration that there could be no hesitation about requiring corporations to be framed only under
.:l'ncral Jaw.'" Likewise, they were prohibited from en~aJ.dng in any line of business not set forth in their charll'rs, and sometimes from engaging in more than a single
~encral line of business. " 'fhis last provision was designed
111 prol<'r• ihP 1;-1h,1·"1· fr,--.rr, such institutions as the "company :;tor;_,
111
.ne i., ndency of transportation
rompanies in particular to get control of allied businesses.
In Wyoming, for exam ple, a r epetition of the Pennsylvania
,;ituation, in whic-h railroad corporations had virtually monopolized the production of anthracite coal, was feared. 1 z
To protect the small stock-holder, "minority representation" in voting the stocks of corporations was generally
required. '" According to this plan each stock-holder, voting "in person or by proxy'' could cumulate his shares,
and give to one randi date as manv votes as the number of
directors multipliNI by tht numb~r of his shares of stock,
11 r he might di~trih11te them on the sa me principle among
11s many candidat es as 11e .;a w fit.
By thus insuring to the
snwll stock-holdc>r an oppo1·tuni ty to be represented on the
board of directors, it was uelieved that a blow could be
--truck at th e ordinarr practice of fifty-one per cent control.
Under the old -;y-;tcm a syndicate holding a bare majority
11

lclaho, P rocecdi11f!s a11cl Debat es, I, p. 82~.
'"Idaho, XI , 2; :i\l ontana , XV, 2; North Dakota, \'II, 131; South
l>nkuta, XVII, 1; W ashing-ton, XII, 1; \\'yom ing-, X, l.
:.•. N.orth .Dakota, \'II, 137; South Dakota, XVIl, 7: W yomi ng, X, fi .
•\\yommg, Jounwl and Debates, pp. Gl7-fi20, Gfi0.
11
• Idnho, XI, 4; Montana, XV , 4; North Dakota, \'II, 135; South
llukotn, XVII , 5.

of the stock, by electing every member of the hoard of directors, might dictate the managcmt'nl of the company,
e\'en to the extent of excluding whom soeve r they desired
from the company books, and " freezi ng out " all who were
not " in the ring." 11
Almost identical provisions in the constitutions aimed
at preventing the familiar practice of " st ock-watering.''
No corporation \\"as permitted to issue stocks or bond~
" except for labor done, services performed, or money or
property actually rccei\'ed," and all fictitious increase of
stock or indelitedness was declared void. No increase of
any kind could be made ~xcept in pursuance of general
law, and not then without the consent of thP persons holding the majority of the stock, after due notice of the proposed increase had been given."' Dues from private corporations, as a rule, were to be secured by means prescribed by law, but certain limitations upon legislative
action in this matter were included in some of the constitutions. In Idaho the desire for capital to develop the
state was strong enough to secu r e the promise that in no
case should any stock-holder be liable in any amount over
or above the stock which he owned.',. In Washington, save
for banking and insurance companies, the same regulations
obtained, but one or more stock-holders might be joined
as defendants in suits to recover.'; The franchi ses and
property of corporations, like th e property of in.:1viduals,
might always be taken by the state for public use, provided
due compensation was made, and the police po\'rnrs of the
state were never to be limited so as to " permit corporations to conduct their business in such manner as to in Idaho, P1·occcdi11g1< n11d Debate.~, I , pp. 815, 819, 820.
1 ~• Idaho, XI, 9; l\lontana, XV, 10; North Dakota, VII, 138; Wa~hington, XII, G.
111 Idaho, XI, 17; W ce/,;ly Oreyo11iu11, Aug-ust 2, 1889, p. 7.
Cf.
lllter Ocean, August 7, 188!), p. G, and Pioneer P ress, Augu st 7, 188\1,
p. 1, for the attitude of the Montana convention.
17 Washington, XII, -i. Cf. South Dakota, Debates, I, p. 551.
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frii1ge the equal rights of individuals, or the general wellt,1•ing of the state." '" In three states it was thought neces~11ry to forbid the legislature to pass laws permitting the
li·n~ing or alienation of any franchise so as to release the
holders from just liabilities.iu Sometimes the law-making
t.oily was authorized "to alter, revoke or annul any charter
uf incorporation existing at the time of the adoption of thi s
ro11~titution, or which may be hereafter incorporated,
whenever in its opinion it may be injurious to the citizens
of the State." 00 In Wyoming, the "powers, rights and
privileges of :-.ny and all corporations " might be forfeited
·· Irv wilful neglect or abuse therp1_1f. " 21 Several constitutions required that no corporation should have the benefit
of any future legislation, " without first filing in the office
of the Secretary of State an acceptance of this Constitution
i11 binding form." 22
The existence of the fo reign corporation was what made
practically impossible the e11forcC'ment of these extensive
provisions. A large majority of the important· corporations were naturally interstate concerns, and for the most
part beyond the reach of any one state. It was to meet this
:-ituation, especially as applied to tht> railroads, that the
Interstate Commerce Act, from the terms of which many
11 f the new state corporation articles were drawn, had only
recently been aclopted. 21 Thus far, however, no results
worthy of mention had been observed, and inasmuch as the
problem apparently remained unsol\'ed, the framers of the
,- Idaho, XI, 8; Montana, X\', fl; North Dakota, VII, 134; South
llukota, XVII, 4; Washin :;ton, XII, 10; Wyoming, X, 9.
,:, Idaho, XI , 15; Mont ana , XV, 17; Washington, XII, 8.
11
~ Montana, X\", 3; South Dakota, XVII, !l.
~• Wyoming, X, 2.
~1 Idaho, XI, 7; Montana, XV, 8; North Dakota, VII, 133; \Vyom1111'., X, 5.
For a debate on this subjC'ct ~ee Idaho, I'1·oceedi11g .~ and
Ii, l,uteH, II, p. 1076 ff.
~:•.). R. Dos Passos, The lllter-Statt Commerce Act (New York,
1 ~k7).
('f. (•<lilorial in thc> rhirngo T,-ih1111r, August 24, 188!\, p. 4.

new constitutions still felt the necessity of working toward:1
a solution." Foreign corporations were required in most
cases to have offices and a responsible agent or ;gents 011
the grounrl, upon whom process might be sen·ed, the i1.ka
being to secure the equal enforcement of ordinary stak
regulations."'· Three states hoped that it would proyc ef.
fective to forbid corporations organized outside their respective limits to transact business within the state 011
more favorable terms than were prescribed by law to similar
domestic concerns.·:,; The ::\Iontana and Idaho constitution:,1
attempted to retain for the state control over corporations
chartered locally, which had sold out to corporations chartered elsewhere: " the same shall not thereby become a foreign corporation, but the courts of this state shall retai11
jurisdiction over that part of the corporate property within
the limits of the state, in all matters that may arise as if
said consolidation had not taken place." ,: This provisio11
North Dakota, [)ebntcs, pp. 376, 415-418.
~~•Idaho, XI, 10; Montana, XV, 11; Dakota, VII, 136; ~outh
Dakota, XVII, 6; Wyoming, X, " Railroads," 8. The South Dakolu
constitution adopted in 1885 proposl•d to try the effect of publirily:
"Every railroad corporation or~llnized or doing business in this slalo·
under the laws or authority thereof shall have and maintain a public
office or place in this state for the transaction of business, whl'ri•
tran sfers of stock shall be made, and in which shall be kept r,,r
public inspection books in which shall be recorded the amount of
capital stock subscribed, an d by whom; the names of the ownt·r•
of its stock; the amount of its assets and liabilities, and the nanw,
and place of residence of its officers. The directors of every ruilrn:1,1
corporation shall annually make a report, under oath, to the aurlilor
of public accounts or some other officer or officers to be desii;n11lt-.l
by law, of all their acts or doings, which report shall include ~uc h
matters relating to railroads as may be prescribed by law, and thr
legislatui-e shall pass laws enforcing by suitable penalties the provisions of this section." South Dakota, XVII, 12. A similar nrticl<-.
specifically directed at domestic corporations only, was aduptrd in
North Dakota. North Dakota, VII, 140.
2 11 Idaho, XI, 10; Montana, XV, 11; Washington, XII, 7.
~ 7 1daho, XI, 14; Montana, XV, 15 .
ti
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illu:--trates especially well the difficulty encountered hy all
attempts at state prevention of monopolistic tendencies. It
is obviously the acknowledgment of an existing state of
affairs rather than the proposal of an effective remedy.
necause of thii- limitation on state authority, the articles
a~ainst monopolies, or "trusts," as they were generally
called, were largely futile, but they show the spirit of the
limes. There was some objection to the discussion in the
constitution of matters upon which so little information
llad _,, t been obtainer!, bt1t the delegates felt justified in
1·xpr<:s&ing their minds fr,·c1r, even though the practical
l'ffoct might be small. 2 • "l\1onopolies," as the Wyoming Bill
of }{ights declared, "are contrary to the genius of a free
state and shall not be allowed." 20 With but little variety of
language the constitutions of four other states forbade any
corporation "directly or indirectly" to combine its stock,
or to make a contract with any other company, foreign or
domestic, "through their stockholders, or in any manner
whatsoever," to fix the price or regulate the production " of
,lily article of comm"rce or of produce of the soil, or of consumption by the people." And the leg-islature was required
to pass laws for the enforcement of this article" by adequate
penalties to the extent, if necessary for that purpose, of
!he forfeiture of their property and franchise"; the Montana constitution adcled, '' and in case of foreign corporations prohibiting them from carrying on business in the
Two sorts of corporations, banks and common carriers,
came in for especially rigorous treatment. People in the
West had not yet become convinced that banking was an
1·ntirely legitimate occupation; and this opi~ion was the
~, Idaho, J>roc1•edi11gs nnd Dcirntcn, II, p. 118G; I'io11ec1· P1·ess, .July
10, 1889, p. 1; lnte1· Oeca11, July 11, 1889, p. 7; Weekly 01·cgo11in11,
\u~ust 2:l, 1889, p. IO.
~·• W~·oming, I, :rn.
::u ld:iho, XI, 18; ~Iontana, XV, 20; South Dakota, XVII, 17; North
llakota, \'JI, 14G; Wai;hington, XII, 22; Wyoming, X, 8.

more readily retained because of the fart that the new state~
were still nearly all debtor communities. On the other
hand, the railroads were the strongest single factor to lit•
dealt with. Uni-egulated, they had practically the power
of life and death o,·er new communities whose only connection with the outside world was through them.
The national banking act and the advent of a national
currency during the Civil War had taken away the causl'
for lengthy articles on the subject of Banking and Currency,
such as had been common prior to that time. Only threl'
of these new constitutions mentioned banking specifically,
and only two of them treated the subject in a separate
article. The constitutions of North and South Dakota prescribed that, if a general banking law should be enacted,
it should make provision for the registry and countersigning by an officer of the state of all the notes or bills designeci
for circulation, and that ample security for the same should
be deposited with the state treasurer.'" The apology for this
obviously obsolete provision was that the national banking
act might some day be changed, and in that event there
would be nothing to prevent the authorization of state
banks of issue."~ The Washington constitution accepted
national currency control as established for a11 time b\'
forbidding any co1·poration, association, or in<li\'idual t~
issue or put in circulation as money anything Lut the lawful
money of the United States. 3 " Some of the other provision!:were more significant. That the old distrust of bankin)(
corporations still survived is shown by a South Dakota requirement that all such companies should cease to <lo business after twenty years, retaining their corporate capacity
only to sue and be sued. ·" Both in South Dakota and in
Washington the national preceden_t of requiring the douLh·
31
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North Dakota, Vil, 145; South Dakota, XVIII, 1.
South Dakota, Debati'I,, I, pp. !i48-549.
Washington, XII, 11.
South Dakota, XVIII, 2.
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1,aliility of stock-holders in banking institutions was followecl,'· and in Washington any officer of such a corporation
who should recei\'e deposits when he knew that the firm
was insolvent was to be held personally responsible for
the same.""
Banks were distinctly secondary in importance to corporations organized for transportation purposes. l\1ost of
1he clauses which the new constitutions directed at these
organizations referred particularly to railroads, but express, sleeping-car, telegraph, telephone·, and even pipe-line
romp:inies were classed as common carriers, subject to legislativ<· control. Railway corporations were guaranteed the
right to construct and operate a railroad between any
points within each state, to intersect, connect with, or cross
any other railroad, and to meet at the state lines the railroads of other states.,: Similarly, other common carriers
were granted the privileges deemed necessary to their successful operation." Here, however, the guarantees stopped,
and restrictions were piled one upon another.
There was com,iderable discussion about the advisability
of including a pro,·ision gi\"ing to the legislature the right
to fix transportation rates. That this power would exist
without re-statement was fairly well understood, but many
South Dakota, XVIII, 3: Washington, XII, 11. The Wa:shing" Each stockholder of any banking or
111surance corporntion or joint stock association, shall be individually
personally liable equally and ratahly and not one for another,
f11r all contract~. debts and engagements of Ruch corporation or assorial ion accruinl-:' while they remain such stockholders, to the extcnl of the amount of their i;tock therein at the par value thereof,
i11 adclition to the amount inVC'!<tcd in ~uch ~hares."
.:,: \\"a~hington, XII, I:.!. A similar proposition in ;\lont:rna wa~
turnC"n down. lrl'd,/y On·gn11iu11 ••July Hl, 1889, p. 2.
:I', lclaho, XI, :i, 6; :\Inntana, X\' , r,, fi, 7; North Dakota, VII, 1-t;{;
:-outh llakota, X\"II, Jr.; \\'ashi11gto11, XII, J:{; \\'yomi11g, X, "Rnil:i~.

1,,n provision ran as follows:

"'"I

rnacls," I.

·" Idaho, XI, )~; !\lontana, XV, 14; \\"ashingto11. XII, 19; Wyom•
X, " Railroads," 7.

111g,

believed that it was none the le:-s clesirahle to place " th1•
fruit of the Granger decisions" in the new constitutions. 3 "
This had been the general practice in the constitution-making of late years, and there was little disposition in any of
the con\'entions, when confronted by a specific problem,
to rely upon the general powers of the legislature. In four
states the right of the law-making body to regulate rates
,,.-as stated without qualitication.• The North Dakota constitution on this point diff erecl slightly from all the m;t.
To allay the fears entertained in some quarters that the
legislature might use its authority unwisely or vindictively,
the minority report of the committee on corporations proposed to " take the sting out " of the usual pro,·ision by
requiring that a corporation need obey the law only if it
were reasonable, the reasonableness to be determined by the
courts. This proposition raised a storm of opposition from
those who felt that a "trap" was being laid to force the
legislature to "abdicate" powers wo11 only after a long and
bitter struggle, but it received sufficient support from those
who were willing to concede to the railroads an c~pm·tunit:,·
"to go into the same tribunal where every other person
goes to have his rights adjudicated" that a compromise
became necessary. The article finally adopted allowed appeal to the courts from rates fixed by the legislature, or by
the railway commission, but rates so fixed were to " remain
in force pending the decision of the courts." 41
Especially in the Washington convention, the desirability
of creating a railway commission by constitutional provisions was seriously discussed. The only precedent for thi~
action was found in the California constitution of 1879.•:
0

North Dakota, Debates, pp. 378-397 .
Idaho, XI, 5; Montana, XV, 5; South Dakota, XVII, 15; Wa~hington, XII, 13; Wyoming, X, 2. The Wyoming constitution madl
no more specific statement than that the stat<• possessed the ri~ht to
r egulate corporations.
11 North Dakota, VII, 142 ;Defwtr11, pp. 381-382, ~8:\, 389.
4 :! California (1879), XII, 22.
:I!•
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J,;nd1 of the other twent)' railway commissions in the United
States was of legislative, not co11stitutional, creation. Tht•
urgt1ments in favor of the constitutional commission WPre:
tirst, that to it might be delegatec1 powers legislatiYc,
judicial, and atlministrati\·e, thus making possihk the <'nforcC'mcnt without modification or delay of the rates agreed
upon, or the regulations prescribed; and, second, that if
the creation of a railway commission were left to the legislature, the commission might never exist. On the contrary,
.some delegates denounced the wide grants of powers proposNI 'IS " ~• 1t1t! -lot " legislation, which would retard the
de\'dupme11 l of tne state. They asserted, and pointed for
proof to the history of the California commission,~~ that the
proposed boarci might sen-e to harass the lesser local roads,
l,ut would be powerless to deal with the larger corporations.
The net result would thus be to keep in power the transportation monopoly by which the territory was already
" ground down." For a time the com·ention oscillated between a constitutional and a legislati\-e commission, hut
l'\'cnt11ally tlw lath'r won out. The establishmC'nt of the
commission was not eYen made mandatory, but was left
l'ntirely to the discretion of the legislature.... In North
Dakota, however, a hoard of threC' elective commissioners
of railroads was provided for in the constitution to ha,·e
such powers as might he determined by law, but its actions,
as already indicated, were subject to re\'iew by the collJ·ts
11s to their reasonableness."
In spite of these extensive provisions for the regulation
and control of corporations, most of the delegates had not
lo:,;t faith in the efficacy of unrestrained competition as a
ture for the worst of the ills arising from the n<'cessity.
n S. E. Moff(•tt, "The Railroad Commission of California," in
,\ 1111a/1< of I h c A 111air·nJ1 ,1 cadc111y of P olit icr1/ a 11cl Socird Science,
l\owmher, 18!l5, vol. VI. pp. 469-477.
H Washin~ton, XII, 18; ll"akly 01"r'gnuin11, August !l, 1889, pp. :i,
I, 7; C'hicnyo T1·i/11rn,, August 3, 188\1, p. 2.
◄-, North llakota, JI!, 82; \'II, 142; f)f'!,nlci;, p. fi!l3.

of large capitali:--tic enterprises. The trend iu the direction
of co11solidatio11, particular!:, among the railroads. was ale
read~· far enough adYanced for some or the means by which
it \\'as accomplished to be e,·ident. Till' c:omhi11,1l10n in 011r
way 01· another of " parallel or competing li1ws" of railroad:,; \\"as rnnstantly takini~ place. :\Ia11y felt that this
was one of the practiee:-- that ought to he preYentc<l. Admittedly, there were too few roads i11 most of the new
statei- for competition to he keen, but the dcll•gatei- had in
mind the future. ·• The time for the peopll' to protect
themselve:-; is in the uegin11i11g before the \\'rongi- come upon
us .... If \\"e do not insert the::-e articles i11 the constitution
to-day simply because \\'e have no competing lines of railroad, it will ue impossible to insert them in the constitutio11
hereafter when we are overpowered by the in fluencc an<l
money of those corporations that build their lines within
our state." 1•• There was nothing 110\'el about forbidding this
sort of consolidation. Such a provision had been included
in the l'ennsyl\'ania constitution of 187:3. and in near\~•
e\"ery constitution adopted sinct:> that time, even in the
south where railroads were rare .• , It \\"as includt>d, in substance, in the Interstate Commerce Act of 1887, and was
thus already applicable to railroads that ran through several states. How long the law might remain upon the
statute bookR, however, and how successfully it would be
enforced, were diffr·rent questions. It would be wise for
all _the states to regulate their domestic corporations in
the same manner. and thus "to go on record " as approving the principle.•·
A surprisingly large numuer of delegates dared to def end
consolidation in certain cases. Suppose there should be
two competing lines, neither of which was able to pay
,,: Idaho, Proccedi11g:< a11d l>chalc.s, I, p. 88-1.
l'<>nnsylvaniH ( 187:l). XVII, -1; North Dakota.
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Norlh Dakota, ncbates, p. 414.
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expenses, would it not be a good thing for them to combine'!
If small roads should find themselves too weak to be selfg11pporting, why not allow them to unite with a stronger
line? What objection could there be, so long as t he state
retained the right of rate regulation , t o allowing two companies engaged in a cut-throat competition to consolitlate
under one management, save expenses, a nd t hus establish a
thriving and profitable business 1~n Besides, the provisions
of the constitution would be powerless as t o corporations
organized outsi de t he state, an d would do little more than
lo make diffic ult the bu ilding of independ ent local lines
whose fu t ure must depend upon absorption into a larger
system." This t erritory, an Idaho delegate declared, " has
not got t o the position where it should say that the railroads
shou ld not consolidate, or that competing lines should not
pool th ei r earnings." 51
The debates in th e six conventions resulted in the
adopti on hy four states of stringent clauses forbidding an:v
railroad corporation to consolidate its stock, property, or
franchise with any other railroad owning a parallel or,
competing line. In North and South Dakota no consolidation of any kind might take place exce11t after public notice
~iven at least s ixty clays to all stock-holders, and any attempt on th e part of a railway corporation to evade these
provisions was to work a forfeiture of its charter.'·' The
Montana secti on on the subject was more comprehensive
than any other. It extended to every railroad corporation,
0
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~·• Idaho, [',-oc(·rdi119s a11d Drhafrs, I, pp. 822, 877-878, 881.
North Dakota, D(' ba/('s, p. 375.
:, i ldnho, l'rorrcdi11g11 a11d Debat rs, I, p. RSI.
,.~ North Dakota, VII, 141; South Dakota, XVII, 14. In South
I 1.ikota tek1sraph, nnd in J\lontana teleg-raph nnd telephorl<' compnniPs
Wl"rl' furhid,lt-11 to "consolidate with or hold a controlling interest in
lh,, :-.lo(·ks or hond ~ " of an)· other si milar compan y owning- a eom1••·lin1s line, or to " a cquirl' by purch ase or otht•rwise an y other
•~•;y,1•;·~i-ng lint> of telegraph." South Dnkot11, XVII, 11 ; J\lon tan a,
0
'·

express, or other trans portation company o,·cr which the
stat(' had authority, ancl in addition to prohibiting lhe ordinary methods of consolidation, it prescribed that no such
company should " i11 any manner unite its business or
earnings with the business or earnings of any other rail.
road corporation," nor should any ollicer of 01w corporation
act in a similar capacity for another corporation owning or
controlling a parallel or competing line .·"
I n severa l sta tes the discriminatory practicl"s of the railroads a lso came in for substantial regulation. The South
Dakot a and Washington constitutions required the legislature t o pass la ws t ha t would correct abuses and prevent
discrimination in the rates o( freight and passenger tariffs
on the different roads of t he state, and to enforce these
laws by adequate penalt ies ...,. The :\Iontana and Idaho
constitutions wer e more explicit. T hey guara nteed to all
individuals, associa ti ons , a nd co r porations eq ua l rights in
, the transportation of th eir goods O\"er com mon ca rr iers
within the state; they adopted t he long an d sho r t haul
clause of the Interstate Commerce Act;·,; an d t hey forbade
transportation companies to allow to a ny person 01· company special preference " in furni s hing ca rs or moti ve
power, or for the transportation of money or ot her ex press
matter.""6
.-.~ Montana, XV, 6. Th e Idaho con ven t ion by a substantial majority
excluded any such provision. Proceeding .~ crn d Debates , l, p. 876. The
Wyoming constitution, however, provided ag a inst any consolidation
or combination of corporations "of any kind wha tever " lo preven t
competition. \Vyoming, X, "Corporations," 8. The \Vasb ington constitution provided simply that no railroad compnny should " consoli date its stock, properly or franchise with an y oth e r rail road corporation owning a competing line." Washington, XII, 16.
;, 4 South Dakota, XVII, 17, Washington, XII, 18.
.·,:; This was also in the Washingto n con s t it ution , XII, 15.
_., ,; Idaho, XI, 6; Montana, XV, 7. The Wyo ming and Wash ington
con stitution s r equired all rail roads to transport each other 's passen ge r s, tonnage, and cars, " loaded or empty," without delay or
di scrimination. Washington, XII, 13; W yoming, X, "Railroads," I.
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The exercise of the right of eminent domain by certain
corporations necessarily involved friction. This ,vas bei,rinning to be the more keenly felt in the Far Northwest
for the reason that in many localities the railway mileage
was almost, if not quite, equal to the necessities of th e
time. At least, in some instances it was no longer necesi;ary to make every sacrifice to secure more roads, and new
lines must pay for the privileges accorded them. There
was a general disposition in all of the conventions to requirP
immediate and adequate compensation from corporations
l'n<iowed ,vith the right of eminent domain for all losses
which they caused to private individuals. For this purpose
the old provh,ion that private property should not he taken
for public use without just compensation had long ago
hecn proved inadequate. Under the interpretation of the
,·ourt a man's property might be destroyed incidentally,
!:::~ !-!c ~•:~uld be C'ntitlecl to compensation only in case it were
actually taken. To meet this difficulty some of the later
ronstitutions required that compensation should be made
for property taken or damaged. Still another consideration
urosc. Should the benefitg ,vhich a piece of property ren•ived by virtue of some improvement be taken into con~idcrat ion when it came to the matter of assessing damag-es? Or, should the corporation be required to pay the
11arty ben efited a large sum for the privilege of conferrinp
11po11 him tlH:> benefit'? Again, how were the damages to be
a:-sessccl, and how soon must they be paid?·,; These questions \\'en• not new to constitutional conventions for the,·
had liC'en discw~sed many times in the preceding q~arter of~
n•ut ury. But they were new to these six territories who
had for so many years been protected by no guarantees
~ave those of the federal constitution. They occasioned a
•·onsiderable amount of debate, and met with various
\~~i11glun con!-titution also required lhat no discrimination
•lu,ul,I be made by the railroads in favor or 11g-ainsl any l.'Xpn'~s
' ••np:111y. Washington, XII, 21.
• ~outh Dakota, Drlinlr11, I, pp. 294-308, 334-337.
Tiu•

ans,vers. Every constitution save tha t of Idaho required
compensation for the damaging as well as for the takingof property. ::\Jo:::;t of them required also that the compcn.
sation must be paid before possession of the property could
be taken. In three states benefits accruing to the owner a~
a re,mlt of any impro\'ement were not to be com;idercd in
fixing the compensation. In two, th£' amount to be paid
must be assessed by a jury unless tlw jury should be waived
as in other civil cases.'·•
The activities of the corporations in influencing government officials were not often easil~· reached, but one pral'~ice, often regarded as an abuse, was carried on openly
and without apology. This was the custom among railway companies of granting fret> passes to all men of influence in the state administration. In the con\'entions a determined effort was made to abolish the free pass system
as one of the causes for the irresponsiveness of the government to popular wishes. Would a legislator, for example.
who wa,; carrying a pass in his pocket, be entirely unprejudiced when it came to \'oting on a measure for or
against the corporation which was giving him free transportation? Should the railroads be allowed to exert thi!\
" insidious influence" in the making and administration
of the laws? Ought not public servants whe11 engaged in
public business to travel at public expense, rather than to
"sponge on " the very companies whose operations they
were expected to \\iatch over and control?,.~
It was not easy for thr conwnti on:; to deal with thi:1
matter. Most of the delegates had passes at their cli:1posal, and it was drawing rather a fine distinction to sa~·
--8 Idaho, I, 14; .\lontana, III, 14; North Dakota, I, 14; Soulh
Dakota, \"I, 13; Washington, I, 16; Wyoming, I, 33.
The South Dakota constitulion alone took care to specify lhat th,·
fee of land taken for railway tracks or other highways remaim~I in
the owner, subject to lhe use for which it was taken.
;;!• Idaho, Proceeding.~ and DebateR, I, p. 900; North Dakota, /Jr
bates, p. 424; Weekly Oregonian, August 9, 1889, p. 7.
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that they were themselves immune to corrupting influence1which were likely to have a very unwholesome effect upon
future state officials. Several compromise measures werC'
offered. The difficulty, said one North Dakota delegate,
was not in the fact that passes were granted , but th at fa voritism was shown in their diRposal. He proposed, therefore,
that if a railroad should issue a pas8 to one member of
the legislature, it should issue passes t o all members. Another belie,·ed t hat t he matte r could best be settled b~·
requiring rai lroads to furni sh members of the legislature
with tranRpor ta ti on a t t he rate of one cent a mile, thf
same to be charged to the state. 00 The Idaho convention
finally adopted a provision that, whenever any mem be r
traYeled on a free pass in coming to or returning from a
session of the legislature, the number of miles actually
traveled on such pass should be deducted from the mileage
allowed." 1 Two other constitutions retained in their final
dr:1ft clau ses dealing with the pass question. In Washington, by a decisive vote, any person holding public office wa s
forbidden to receiYe a pass, and any corporation was foruidclen to give one."~ In South Dakota, every member of
the legislature was r eq uired to take an oath that he would
not "accept or receive directly or indirectly, any mone~·.
pass, or any other valuable thing, from . any corporation."
Anyone convicted of violating this oath forfeited therebr
his office, and his right to subsequent election to the legiRlature.•·~
Taken as a whole, the articles on corporations were probably as futile a piece of " legislation in the constitution ''
as anything that was attempted. Those wh°ich would havl'
!Jcen most important had their enforcement been possibll'
,;o North Dakotn, Debates, pp. 424, G4S; /11/cr Occn11, August
If;!!!), p. G; Wrckly 01·cyo11ia11, August 2, 1889, p. IO.
'll Idaho, III, 23; Prncecdi11g:s a11d Debut<'B, I, pp. 900-901.
G2 Washington, II, 39; XII, 20; H'f'ek/y nn•r1011ia11, August
188!1, p. 'i.
n:, South Dakota, III, 8.
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were useless because inapplicable to foreign corporations.
Many of the others required the assistance of the legislature
to be carried out in full, and that might he gi\'en or withheld according to the mood of future legislators. Probably
li ttle was accomplished which would not have c~me in tlw
natu ral course of events from legislative enactment; indeed,
many clauses in the articles framed were drawn from
statutes al ready in force in the territories. These fact~
were not ent irely ove rlooked by the men who made the
constitutions, but they were unable to resigt the pressure
from all s ides th a t they s hould " do something " to the corporations. What they did was si mp ly to extract the
more stringent articles on the s ubject from constitutions
already in force, and to add to them occasiona lly from law:i
already in force in state or nation. T he wise r heads realized that in its more important aspects the co r poration
problem waR one which the nati on a lone coul d solve. Their
decl a rati ons registered what they thought ought to obtain
rather than what they thought would obtain . As fa r a:1
the new commonwealths were concerned the way was open
for federal action. They applauded the principles of the
Interstate Commerce Act, did what they could to make
them applicable locally as well as among the seve ral state:1,
and looked for the nation to continue the lead which it had
taken.

V
LABOR AND SOCIAL LEGISLATION
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As 11atural corollaries to the anti-corporation legislation
wltich the new constitution contained, there were a number
nf more or less extensi\'e measures designed for the proll'd ion of the lauorer. In only two states, however, Idaho
and l\Iontana, were labor provisions groupe>d together to
form a :-;eparate article. J'he importance of guarding the
ri~hts of labor had 11ot yet loomed so large in the public
1-,·r as the neccssil\· of restraining the trusts. :--;evertheless,
~~1111e nction \\'as t~ken in nearly e\'ery state. Arr fdaho deleg-atc complained that, although there was but a single repl'l':-cntative of the lahor interests on the floor of the con\'ention, whenever he proposed " some little amendment."
1·,·rryhody made haste to adopt it. The coming rapproachemcnt between the rural classes and the city laborers was
110\\'here more clearly foretold than in the marked solicitude
for the rights of labor shown by these farmer conventions.'
In the Idaho convention a comprehensive section was
introduced which proposed to establish a bureau of immii,:-ration, labor and statistics under the supervision of a
rommissioncr appointed by the governor. It should he the
duty of this commissioner to "collect information upon
the subject of labor, its relation to capital, the hours of labor
and the earnings of laboring men and women, and the
nwans of promoting their material, social, intellectual and
moral prosperity." Reports of the information thus collc•cted and collated were to be made annually to the governor. When some delegate::- remonstrated that there was no
labor problem in Idaho which called for such attention,
Prc:-i<lent Clagett, later a Populist leader, explained in
words revealing the spirit which actuated so many of the
1The n•cc•nt dt•\"c•lopmc·nt of this situation jg indicatcct by the fact
lhat the South Dakota con11titution adopted in 188:i contained not a
word on tht• suhjcet of l;1bor, while each of the five constitutions
f, anw1l in 1R89 had a j!l'eat deal to say about it.

deeds of these conv('ntioni:;. "Right at this particular time,"
he said, "I do not k110\\' that there \\'ill be any great nec1::;.
sity for this action; but we arc assuming that we are goini,:to get into the union as a ::-late, and upon the strength o!'
our atlrnission, that there is going to follow a \'ery great
development of the material resources of th0 territory. If
that is so w.e will \'Cry soon be confronted with problem:,;
of a very difficult nature relating to labor in its \'arious
forms of employment ancl ,·a rious exactions I hat may b1·
imposed upon it by capital. As a basis
enable the lc~islature to act wisely ... it is necessary that all the iniorma.
tion upon the subject that \\'e can gain as to wages, as to
hours of work, as to the manner in which labor is treated,
and the manner in which labor treats capital also, shall h ·
gathe r ed together and reported as in this section provided,
to t he govern or ." 2
The Idaho constitution as finally adopted included !hes"
provisions without modification. Nor was Idaho alone in
creating such an office. Among the electi\·e state otlker~
enumerated by the l'\orth Dakota constitution was om·
called significantly the commissioner of agriculture and
labor, whose duties were to be prescribed by law. Tht•
l\fontana legislature was authorized to create a bureau of
agriculture, labor and industry, to be located at the capitul.
and to be under the supervision of a commission appoint,.tl
by the governor. A bureau of statistics, agricultun• anti
immigration to be established in Washington, under suclt
regulations as the legislature might provide, was doubtle:-~
intended to include labor among its interests. 3
The peculiar conditions attendant upon labor in minr:were responsible for the inclusion of scattering sectio11:on that subject in several com,titution~, and the adopti1111
of a separate article on " l\lines and Mining " in Wyomin){.

to

~ Idaho, I'rorccdi11911 (11ld /)rbatr", II, pp. 1373-1374.
a Id nho, XIII, 1; Montana, XVIII, I; North Dakota, Ill, 82; \\':i,h·
ington, II , 34.
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That it was the duty of the state to oversee the conditions
under which mines were operated was a common assumption. For this purpose the Wyoming constitution required
the legislature to establish the office of inspector of mines
to be held by a person " proven in the manner provided by
law to be competent and practical,'' said officer to be appointed hy the governor of the state.~ The advisability
of creating similar officials was discussed elsewhere, but
this was generally deemed unnecessary.'· Certain requirements, however, were directly laid down in several constitutions. In Washington, legislation was called for to protrct " persons working in mines, factories and other employments dangerous to life and deleterious to health." "
In Wyoming, the legislature was required to provide by law
for the proper de,·elopment, ventilation, drainage, and opl'ration of all mines in the state.·
Woman and child labor could not ha,·e been common
in any of thl•,-e territories, yet it \\"as stringently prohibited
hy several of the new constitutions. One North Dakota
delegate objected. "Were this Massachusetts," he said, "I
~hould certainly vote for it, but here in the absence of all
factories, it seems useless." Such remonstrances were easily
quieted by th e reflection that no one could tell what great
things were in store for the state in futm·<' days. Pre• Cf. Colon1do (187G), X\'I, 1.
~. South llakotn, [)c/1atc", I , pp. !>32-53!>; ll" cckly Orcy o11i1111 , Augui-t
IO, 188!1, Jl. 2; August Hi, 1889, pp. 2, 3.
c Wnshin,::ton, II, 3ii.
1 Wyoming, IX, 2.
Th!' Wromin~ constitution provided that if
\\"ilful failurl' to comply with thl'se provisions (i.e., · those relating- to
111i11i11g-) resultl'tl in any injury to person or property, a right of
1tction should accrue to the injuud party, and rontrnry to the com111on lnw custom, that whenever the death of a · person resultl-d from
such an art, the person or ro rpo1·ntion which would have bl'en liablt·
if death had not ensUt•d, was in that e\·ent to he helcl liable as !<hould
h,, provided by law. Ilut no law might be enactl'd limiting tht•
umuunt of dama~es to he n•eovl'red for causing I ht• injury or death
.,f any perso n . \Vyoming-, IX, 4; X, 4.

ventive legislation was always in order. Sometimes the
idea of forbidding child labor aroused considerable resentment. The farmers who sat in the North Dakota con,·cntion were nnable to see any reason for prohibiting boy:from working. In turn each one recited his life history
to show that such a practice was highly beneficial, and it
required considerable explanation to make clear that. there
was no intention of preventing out-of-door labor such as
every frontiersman had grown up accustomed to. ➔ In \Vy.
oming, where child labor in mines was yet unknown, there
was some objection to robbing the miner of the labor of
his children. 1\lost people of that class had large families,
and needed the assistance of their younger sons, who might
easily be better off in the mines than if they were doing
nothing. A few objected to putting such things in the constitution. " So far as boys und er fourteen years of age arc
concerned," declared one delegate, " I think that is a matter
entirely for the legislature, and as this convention has delegated to woman the right to vote, she ought to have the
right to dig coal if she wants to." 0 Eventually, in Idaho
and Wyoming the labor of children under fourteen year:,
of age in mines was prohibited. IQ In North Dakota the age
limit was placed at tweh-e years, and child labor s~ defined
was not to be tolerated in " mines, factories, and workshops.'' 11 In \Vyoming, "no woman or girl of any age"
could be " employed or permitted to be in or about any coal.
iron or other dangerous mines for the purpose of employment therein.'' 12
A number of other provisions which accorded with the
North Dakota, Debate.s, pp. 506-510.
7Gfi-766.
10 Idaho, XIII, 4; Wyoming, IX, 3. Similar provisions were intro•
dured in Washington, but failed. ll' cckly Oregonian , July l!l, 18~'.'.
p. 2. The same was true of Montana. Tuter Ocean, July 12, )81<'. 1•
p. 3.
11 North Dakota, XVII, 209.
12
Wyoming, IX, 3. Cf. Jo11rnal and Dcbole11, pp. 792-793 .
R

:i Wyoming-, Jollrnal and Debat es, pp.

ilndr('s of th<• laLor leaders were included in the constitutions. Two states, Idaho and Wyoming, made eight
!,ours a lawful day's work on all state and municipal
works, '' and refused emplo~·mcnt thereon to aliens who
had not declared their intention of Lecoming citizens. 1 ·1
111 Wyoming the eight-hour clay was applied also to
111i1ws."· In several eon\"entions anti-Chinese feeling manif1·stcd itself by "·ay of proposed discrimination against the
t'lllployment of Chinese labor by · the gowrnment or by
rnrporations, Lut all such projects, except as covered bv the
Idaho and Wyoming clauses regarding aliens, were ~·oted
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1:1 Idaho, XIII, 2; \\'yarning, XIX, "ConcPrning Labor," l.
Such
a ~l•ction was strikPn out of thP \\'ashington constitution by a vote
of 31 to l!J. ll'cckly r>rl'gonian, July 26, 188!!, p. 7.
u Idaho, XIII, 5; Wyoming, XIX, "Labor on Public \\"orks," l.
In the \\'ashington convention a proposition was submitted prohibiting' the ownership of land by aliens, except whe1·e the same was
11rquirl'd hy inheritance, and declaring- all future conveyances to
nlil'ns lo he void. This had no relation to the Chinese question, but
"lls aimed ('hie-fly at English syn dicates which had been active in
the ll'rrito1·y as "cow-companies" and otherwis<'. Fears of "Irish
landlordism," rl'al or fancied, \\'Pre entertained h:,- some of the dcleJ.:"ates. " The protection of the country, its patriotism and devotion
lo the governr.wnt arise from the ownership of land by its citizens,"
one .speaker declared. "American citizens ought to be owners, and
not tenants of some foreign landlord." In answer, the oft-repeated
question was asked: Ilow were the resources of the state to be
developed without the aid of foreign ca pita)?
And would not
thl•se investments prove to be an excellent insurance against the
r11vag-cs of war? These considerations, however, did not prevent
th e adoJJtion of the section with thl· proviso that it would apply only
~o the ownership of agricultural lands by alil·ns. Any corporation
111 which the majority of the capital stock was owned by foreig;n
('11pital was to be considered an :ilien for these purposes. W nshington, II, 3:.l. Cf. l\lontnna, III, 25; South Dakota, VI, 14; Wyoming,
I, 2!1. Also, ll'cl'kly Orl'go11im1, July 12, 188'.I, p. 3; August lG, 188!1,
Jl. 2; Septemb<'r 20, 188!1, p. 6.
1~' Wyoming, XIX, "Concerning Labor," ]. Cf. Jo11r11al a11d De1,utn:, pp. 607-611.

dO\vn."' The let tin g out of con\'ict labor, \\'hkh was op posed on the ground that it "·ould lend to force down thr
price of free labor, was foruidden uy several stali>s."
The Idaho legi slature was required lo pro,·icle for giving
to mechanics, lauorers, and material men an adequate lieu
on the subject matter of their labor.'' All() there Wa8 a
hint at the minimum wage in the \\'yoming- Bill of Rights
to the effect that the rights of labor shnulcl ha\'e ".iust pro.
tection through }a\\'s eakulated to secure lo the laborc•r
proper rewards for his ser\'ice." '"
The subject of employer's liabilit~· for accidents to lauorcrs Lrought out considerable deuate in the Wyoming
convention. A clause was introduced making it unlawful
for any person, company or corporation to require of
employeg an agreement to \\'aive all 1·ights to damages for
personal injuries recei\'ed by reason of "the negligence of
such person, company or corporation, or the agents or
employes thereof.'' This was designed to abrogate entirely the old " fellow-servant " doctrine, \\'hich the interpretations of the courts had already modified materially.
The objection so frequently repeated whene\'er the prerogatives of wealth were questioned, that this clause would
stand as a menace to the introduction of capital from
auroacl, did not keep the provision out of the Wyoming
constitution, and one very similar was adopted in l\lontana.20
The practice common among certain corporations of
11: \\'yoming, Jo11n1<1l aud Debates, p. -105; Clticogo Trilnrnr, July
12, 188!), p. 2; July 27, 188!!, p. 2; Ireekly Orego11ia11, July 26, 188!1,
p. 3; Inter r>eecrn, July 12, 188!1, p. 3.
11 Idaho, XIII, 3; :'IIontana, XVIII, 2; Washin~ton, II, 2!J; Idaho,
Proceedings and /)e/mtes, II, pp. 1382-1386; Pio11cer Pres::, July 24,
188!), p. 1.
IM Idaho, XIII, 6.
1! 1 Wyoming, I, 22.
20 Montana, XV, 16; Wyoming, XIX, "Labor Contracts," 1; Wyoming, Journal and /Jebates, pp. 443-454, 7!J7-7!J8. Cf. Colorado,
xv, 15.

pa:-sing around blacklists containing the names of objecemployes aroused the wrath of the North Dakota
ron\'ention. This system, it was clai med, was a fr uitful
, 11 urce of strikes.
The blacklist was rarely used for the
purpose of warning other corporations, or the public gen«•rnlly, against incompetent men, but of~ener as a means of
punii,;hment for laborers who had ba nded themselves t o~dhcr for their mutu a l p rotection, as they had a perfect
riid1t to do. It was a menace held over the laboring man to
pre-vent hi m fro m asserting . his rights. It might even be
11:-ed to pu nii,;h fo r poli t ica l offenses. The firm of John V.
Fur\\'ell, of Chicago, one delegate declared, posted a notice
h1•fore each election t o the effect that " Persons employed
in this house are expected to vote for So-and-so, for it is
to the interest of this house." If any employe disobeyed,
his name might go on the blacklist. The fact that the
prohi bition of blacklisting was not likely to put a stop to
tlw practice did not prewnt the c01wention from adopting
the clause proposed. The final draft of the North Dakota
rnnstitution contained in the Declaration of Rights the
~uarantee that every citizen should be free to obtain employment whereYer possible, and that any person, corporat io11, or agent thereof, maliciously interfering or hindering
this in any way should be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor.
This might operate also against unions seeking to interfl·re with the employment of non-union men, but elsewhere
in the same constitution it was provided specifically that
the exchange of blacklists should be prohibited. 21
The use of "Pinkertons" to aid in the suppression of
strikes had caused considerable trouble in ·some of the
t 1•1Titories.
"We have had enough of Pinkerton private
s«1uacls ranging through the west," an Idaho delegate complained!~ In the Wyoming convention this practice was
t ionnble
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. -~, North Dakota, I, 23; XVII, 212;; Deb<1lc", pp. 366-371, 533, 627 .
1 hi• ~nmc proposition was suggested in the Montana convention, but
"''" vot!'d down. Wcel.-ly Orcyo11ia11, Julr 26, 1889, p. 7.
:·t Jdnho, l'rnaf'Cli11yH t111d D,btites, II, p. 1413.

branded as "one of the greatest out1·agcs e,·er perpetrated
upon a ny people." When, during strike clifliculties a few
yea rs before, P inker ton men had been called in, they " stood
around day after day not trying to put clown an in!,urrcction, bu t t ryin g to start one." Some of the men employed.
it was claimed, were "convicts pardoned not ten day:;
before ." 23 T he constitut ion of South Dakota, which Walframed in 1885, was the only one of the six not to aim a
blow at the " Pinkertons." Three consti t utions contained
clauses designed to preYent the bringing of a r med persons
(in Wyoming, "or unarm ed " ) into t he state fo r the purpose of suppressing domestic violence, except on application
of the legislature, or of the governor, when the legislature
could not be convened.'' By the .: fo rth Da kota constitution
all organized bodies of armed men, except the state militia
and the army of the United States, were prohibited from
doing military duty in the state. 2 • And t he Declarati on of
Rights of the Washington constitution deni ed to indi viduals
or corporations any authority to "organi ze, maintain or
employ an armed body of men." 2 0
Possibly no clauses bearing upon the labor problem were
more significant than those adopted in Wyoming and
Idaho which provided for the creation of boards or courts
for the arbitration of labor disputes. In th e North Dakota
convention, where there was a thorough debate on the
subject, an article was introduced ,vhich required that
whenever a difference should arise between any corpora tion and its employes, or an industrial society incorporated
under the laws of the state, "if the disagreement cannot
be adjusted by conference it shall be submitted to arbitrn •
tion under such rules as shall be prescribed by law." ::
1

Wyoming, Jo11r11al a11d Debatte11, pp. 402-403.
Id~?o, XIV, 6; Montana, III, 31; Wroming, XIX, "Police
Powers, 1.
:?~•North Dakola, XIII, 190.
~,: Washington, I, 24; Chicago Trib1111 e, July 27, 1889, p. 2.
~7 North Dakota, Debates, pp. 418-419.
~:i
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Efforts t o conciliate organized labor could not conceal a
,:rowing fee lin g th a t t he interests of th e pu bli c as well a s
1hc interests of t he un ions oug ht to be considered, and many
,lele~ates, co11vinced that it \\'as not only th e right, but also
the du ty of t he state, t o protect society from the. distress
attendant upon labor disturbances, favored this or eve n
a more drastic provision. One s1wake1· pointed to a recent
spectacle in l\linneapolis during which the citizens were
rompellecl to travel on foot,-" a corporation on t he one
side, the employes on the other, and the people in between." "I ask you," he continued, "if corporations or
their employes have the right to step in, and interfere with.
and stop the public business'!""' In the North Dakota con,·ention, by a close vote, the plan for compulsory arbitration was defeated. 2 , The Idaho constitution authorized
the legislature to establish boards of aruitration to hear and
determine all differences and controversies between laborrn; and their employt>rs which should he submitted to them
in writing by all the parties.' " The intent of the Wyoming
convention was evidently that compulsory courts of arbitration should be established, from which, however, appeal
might ue taken to the highest court of the state. 31
The new constitutions, taken as a whole, reveal distinct
progress in the field of purely social legislation. The prohibition propaganda had made great progress. In the
Dakotas the anti-saloon forces hacl steadily grown stronger.
The convention of 1883, after a heated clebate, excluded
prohibition by a vote of sixty-four to twenty-six from the
t~ No1·th Dakola, Dr-balr-1<. p. 423.
~" /1,i,I., p. 52G. A nolher clause provided for tribunals of conciliation, which, many de>l,•,::-all's thou~ht, covere>d the> case. Cf. Norlh
nakot11, IV, 120; Wyoming-, XIX," Arbitralion," 1.
~o Idaho, XIII, 7; l'rorcrdi11us n11d Dd>al<'.s, JI, pp. 138!l-13!J.I,

1485.
31 Wyoming, \', 1, 28; XIX, "Boards of Arbitration," 1; Journa!
a11cl J)dmtr-.,, pp. ·180, f>R0, 5!ll.

con s tituti on a dopted that year."~ The con:-:t itu tional conw 11tion of 1885 :-:11hmitt ecl a pro hib it ory c.:lause to the people of th e sout hern hal f of the terr itory, which carried
by a ma j ority of 233 ont of a vot e of ~H.000."J By 1887,
there were only six ur eight rnu nties which had not ,·oted
out the saloons under :i local option law. Although seve ral
of the le:1clin1,; _counties rescinded t he aet the followin g year.
by 1889 t he prohibitionists had far more than an even
chance of winning." In the South Dakota convention.
probably threc-liftlu; of the clcll'gates farnrecl proh ib it ion.'
Throughout that SPction of the tenitory the anti-liquor
forces were more acti,·e and better organized than their
opponents, \\'ho were admittedly "\\'eak and virtually defeated." "' In North Dakota, sentiment was mori> evenly
c\i\'idecl. Both sides held high hope of \'ictory, the artvantage apparently lying with the liquor men. Each con\'Cntion, in accordance with the wishes of the best thinker!among the prohibitionists, who rt>alized that such an article
as they desired must dL•pcml upon popular ~,;:.i,.pc;·t fv, it~
enforcement, submitted a prohibition clause to be voted on
separately, when the constitution came up for adoption
at the polls. ·'; In South Dakota, out of a total vote of
nearly 75,000, prohibition won by a majority of 5,72.t. less than the temperance advocates had confidently expected.~• In North Dakota, very much to the surprisl'
:ii Chir-nyo
T,-i/11111c, September
Jo.,r-ph Jl'a,·d, p. IG!'i •.

Hi,

IRR~.

p.

3.

Cf.

DurHnrl.

:c, South Dakota, /Jdmtr-,1, I, p. 47.
~ 1 Nr-w }'o,·k Trib1111e, July 7, 1889, p. l.
:i:, / 11l!'r Or-1'<111, July 10, 188!), p. 3,
"" SI. /'1111/ /Ji.s1mtr-h, July 20, 1R8ll, p. 2.
" 7 South llukola, XXJ\';. North llakota, XX, 217; South Daknln,
Dcbutci;, I, pp. a2G-~27; No,·Lh Dukota, Drbatei;, pp. 1<15, 15G-!58.
1
= ~ Thorpe, /.'(·demi <111d Stale Co11stil11tio11s, VI, p. 3408.
An amt>n<I
ment for lhc repeal of this al'licle, submittt•d bv the South 1Jakol11
legislature in Hi%, wus adopted al lhe gene>ral • election of 18% hy
a popular vole of 31,!)01 to 24,!)JO. Prohibition wns not rcincor·
porate>d until 1!) 16.
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of the liquor forces, prohibition also won, although the
majority was slender. an
No one expected prohibition to make a great amount of
hcaciway in the other territories. In Washington, how,,,·er, to quiet the temperance people, the convention by a
rnte of 51 to 11 decided in favor of separate submission.
A rnte previously taken in committee of the whole showed
that the dC'l<'gates \\'ere against prohibition in any form
in the proportion of six to one.'" The referendum vote
n•\"ealecl a majority of nearly 12,000 against the article
out of a total vote of little more tha n 40,000. H
In l\1ontana, the resolution that no citizen should ever be required
to pay a license to do busi ness gained more favor than any
proposition which opposed the saloons, and the temperance
mo\'ement was in no way acknowledged in the constitution.4:
The Idaho con\'ention acfopted a mociification of the temperance plank in the last Republican platform to the effect
that the " first concern of all goon gm·ernmeut is the virtue and sobriety of the people, and the purity of the home."
The legislature should therefore " further all wise and
well direct ed efforts for the promotion of temperance and
morality." H The Wyoming constitution included a similarly high-sounding but innocuous provision. 41
::·• J>io11rrr I'r ...,.~. Augu st l l, 188!), p. 1. The figures gi ve n here
,how a majority of 1.100 for prohibition. The total vote cai::t on the
,·nnst ilution was :l5,!l48.
111
/'inn rr ,· I'rr.,.,. July 18, 1889, p. 1; July 25, 188!), p. I; August
,; , 188!), p. 1.
11 Bancroft, 11'11.,lti11gto11, ldC1lto, n11d .llo11tn11n, p. 3l4.
•~ /'io11f'<'I' I're,:,,, July 18, 188!1, p. 1; Weekly Orego11ia11, July ]!),
1si;:1, p . 3.
,
i:: The Republican national platform of 1888 contained this clause :
.. Th,· firi,;t concern of all good government is the virtue and sohriety
••f !ht· people, and tht• purity of their homes. The Republican party
,· .. r,liall}· sympathizt•s with all wise and wcll-direrted efT01·ts for the
prumolion of tempernnce and morality." Ninth Republican National
, ·.. 11n•11tion, I'n,reedi11g1<, p. 109.
11
Wyoming, VII, 20.

Certain other means were employed for the pUrJ)Osc uf
giving state assistance to plans for social betterment. In
\Vashington, there was to be created a state board of health
and a bureau of vital statistics, while thr legislature was
required to enact laws for the regulation of the praclin·
of medicine ancl surgery, and the sale of drugs and mcdi
cines. ,-, Liberal pro\'isions for charitable ancl penal institutions were made by every constitution, and steps wcr1•
taken to sec ure their proper administration, usually by a
state board of charities and reform.'" The Montana convention recorded a growing public sentiment by insistinl!
that laws for the punishment of crime should be "founded
on the principle of reformation and prevention.",: Woman's rights were recognized, not only by the extension of the
suffrage, but also by the guarantee made to married women
of the right to own property separate from their husbands/• and by liberal homestead provi sions to all heads
of families. 4 ~
\\'ashington, XX, 1, 2.
o Idaho, IV, 18, X; Montana, VII, 20, X • North Dakota, XIX;
South Dakota, XIV; Wyoming, VII, 18.
'
47 Montana, HI, ?4.
4 s North Dakota, XVII, 213; South Dakota, XXI, 5; WyoniinK,
VI," Suffrage," 1; South Dakota, Debat es, I, p. G-17,
411 Montana, XIX, 4;
North Dakota, XVII, 208; South Dakolu,
XXI, 4; Washington, XIX, 1; Wyoming, XIX, "Homesteads, " I;
South Dakota, Debnte11, I, pp. 552-555; North Dakota, Debates, p. 312.
4 ~•
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Want of confidence in t he judgment a nd integrity of
puhlic officials shows conspicuously in t he provisions relatin~ to public indebtedness, revenue, and taxation . E ve r v
~afcguard that could be devised was called into use in a ;,
attempt to insure the people against exploitation at the
hands of the men whom they had elected to office.
To protect the public treasury from "disastrous raids
. . . by men and localities ambitious to expend pu blic
funds regardless of the public welfare," the amount of
indebtedness which might be incurred, and even the amount
of reYcnue which might be collected each year, whether in
state, county, town. or school-district, was definitely limited. It had been customary for many years to fix in tho
constitution a maximum beyond which the legislature might
not run the state into debt. In these conventions the need
for such a provision was not seriously questioned: the
chief point to be settled was the size of the figure. This
was generally low, ranging from $100,000 in South Dakota
and l\Iontana to $--100.000 in \\'ashington.' In those states
where the agricultural resources must be developer! by ii·rigation, these sums were obYiously too small to permit of
state aid to any extensive project. The conventions of
-three states were not read~· to say that such assistance
was not desirable, but they dl-;likerl to trust the matter
to the discretion of the legislature.~ The result was the
1 In North Dakota the limit was fixed at $200,000.
Tl,c Irlaho and
\\"yomin~ conwnlions chnsl' to e!fc>ct the limitation by fo1·bidding the
lcJ:!islaturc to contract in,lt•blt·rlnl'ss hcyond a Cl·rlain per cent of the
11 ~sesSf'(I valuation of the taxahll' prO()('rty of th e stale, one 1111d onehalf per C<'nt in Idaho, an,I one pt:r cent in Wyoming. Idaho, VIII,
I; Montana, XIII, 2; N01·th Dakota, XII, 182; South Dakota, XIII,
:!; Washing-ton, VIII, 1; \\'yomin~. X \'I, I.
~ Idaho, Proccrdi11y.< n11d ncl,C1lc.,, I, pp. 56!), f,82-583; II, p. 20!)2;
~orth Dakota, f)cf>r1fr.<. pp. 427. 4:Hl; South Dakota, D<·b,1tc><, II,
Pl', 4!1G, 508, fil!).

adoption in th ese inf-tances of the re fe rend um of such
laws to popular vote. Indebtedn ess in excess of the ma x.
imum might be contrac ted "for some s ingle object or work
to be di stin ctly s pecified," prov ided that no law of th iikind s houl d tah effect un t il subm itted to the people, a nci
ratified by them by a ma jor ity vote. 3
Li m itations upo n local indebtedness " ·ere deemed even
more esse ntial. than thos(' restricti ng the taxing power
of the state. Communications from N. W. Harris and Co
Bankers, of Chicago, who were la rge purchasers of m~'.
nicipa l honds, advised the rnrious con,·entions t hat th1•
confidence of the investing public woulci be materially
strengthened if the new constitutions forbade munici p~I
corporations to create indebtedness in excess of five per
cent of their assessed valuation.~ This advice, with soml'
modifications, was generally taken. The modifications wert>
due chiefly to the fact that in arid communities -i-t wa~
necessary to allow towns and cities to contract debts for
water supplies, 1·cga nlless of cost. Here the 1•pff'rPndum
principle was again applied, but in several states mon·
than a majority was required. 6
~ Idaho, VIII, 1 ; Montana, XIII. 2; Washington, VIII, 3.
Th,·
Wyoming provision was more stringent than th e rest. No indcbtl'rlncss in excess of on!' pnccntum on the assessed valuation of th,·
taxable property could ever be created, except (as everywhere ~pccificd) to suppress insurrl'ction, or to provide for the public defcnc,·.
And with the samr exception, no debt in excess of the sta.te taxes for
the cu1·rent year could in any manner be created except on refer•
cnclum. Wyoming, XVI, 2. On e state, South Dakota, forbade un
conditionally the ondertaking by the state of any work of internnl
improvement, and two others, \\'yoming and No,·th Dakota, allowrd 11
only by a two-thirds vote of the people. South Dakota, XIII, I •
Wyoming, XVI, 6; North Dakota, XII, 185.
~ South Dakota, V cbctlr1<, I, p. 154; H'ukly 01·cgo11ia11, July 12.
1889, p. 3.
;, The South Dakota constitution provided fo1· a hard and fast lh•·
per cent limit on county and other local indebtedness. In North
Dakota, incorporated cities by a two-thii·ds vote might for ccrl11in
purposes ineur indebtedness in excess of five per cent. In Montnnn,

,b n 11ccei:;sary check against one mode of " corporate

. ,,hht•ry,"" which had been visited upon most of the west-

rn nm1m11nities, every constitution provided that the credit
f rlw state, or of any local unit of government, might
,.,·1 ,.,. be used or granted in aid of any .corporation or
111hl'icl11al. The experience of the preceding generation
",th rnilway i:;ubsidiei:; had shown how greatly thi s privi',·.:,· mig-ht be almi:;ecl, but in at leai:;t one convention, that
•! \\'ashington, a determined effort was made to permit
,,1111tr subi:;idies if authorized by a two-thirds vote. Se,·., 11I t·111mties, which had suffered at the hands of the local
, .11111'11~· monopoly, desired to issue bonds to aid in the
1,,11ldi11~ of competing roads, and claimed that compensa111111 for the amount expended would be received man\'
1
11111•s o,·er in the i:;hape of reduced rates of transportatio~ .
I

o,
0
I

11 11
• 111y might contract
a debt in excesis of five per cent of it,:
•·--•:" valuation, and not for any single purpose to an amount
1
•• • ·•· 1111~
~~0,000, without the approval of a majority of tht>
· lurs.
C1t1es, towns, townships, and school-districts were limited
•hrt·l• P_er ~en.t of their taxable property, but the legislature could
1 111
' •· 1 this ltn11t by authorizing municipal corporations to submit
·' •· '1 1H':<lion to a vote of the tax-payers affected thereby when the
I.? "'"" necessary for a sewerage systl•m or water supply.
The
'"'''· hc,wever, must he owned and controlled by th e municipality,
: •1 1 h,• n•venues therefrom devoted to the payment of the debt.
• 1"' lolaho_con stitution pi-ohibited the contracting- by any local govern1
• '' al 11 111l nf any indebtedn ess exceeding- the annual revenue, except
1111 • n,nscnt of two-thirds of th e electors; this provi sion, however.
· · ""l to a)lply to ordinary and necessary expenses. The \\'ash··•un c-onstilution limited loc;d indebtedness to one and one-half
1t, of the •~SSC>'s1•d valuation, except by a th1·ee--fifths votP, ancl
.
''. clt•bt n11g-ht not exceed fiw per cent. Municipal ownership
, .,, h lll\'(•istments was n•quirccl as in :.lnntana. In \\'yoming as in
· ' ,h,,, nu cll'bt might be incuned in excl•ss of the orclinar/ t:1xcs
l,y the appro\'al of the people. The ordinary limit ~f such
~~e~ at two )lcr cent, hut four per cent mi~ht he incurred
·.
.,. I/lg(, ,mcl any amount for water supply. Idaho, VIII, 3;
11 1
, :,j . : :\~nnt._ina, XIII, G; North Dakot:i, XII, lH:l; :-:-outh Dakota,
;/• \\11,:hnig-ton, \'III, (i; Wyoming-, X\'l , -t, 5.
•ir1111 11 T1111c.<, September lG, 1H85, p. -t.
•

..' . "'i:
•; ';"1

; ·.·· :,\':·_i'.s

After a long tight a majority of the delegates dccid
th:i1
it was inexpedient to trust the people of a loca . · ti,
this extent. One delegate cited the tulip craze in E 'and
and Holland, the George Law excitement in Fran
th,
Scotch railway mania of 1846, and the Wisconsin r: oacl
excitements of 1850 to 1860 as leading examples o l h:11
the people were liable to do if some 1·estraints we
ll1JI
placed upon them.· Clau:-;cs were therefore adopt
n•
moving all danger of such contingencies.~
The limitations upon state and local indebtednes:- ..!I'••
effectively supplemented by limitations upon yea1·l ex penditures and the amount of taxation p0rmissibl,
111
South Dakota not more than two mills on the dollar ,ulrl
be levied for state purposes, but two mills additional ·~hi
be levied to provide for the state debt. In North D ': ota
and Wyoming the state tax might not exceed four nilhi.
and in the latter state, county and town levies were Ii, rited
to twelve and eight mills respectively,- the only pro\ isiou
of this character in the six constitutions. In l\lontana th,·
highest state tax possible without a referendum vote wa:
three mills, but this was to be reduced to two and Olll'
half mills when the taxable property of the state rose to
$100,000,000, and to one and one-half mills when it reacht'tl
$300,000,000. The Idaho provisions were similar to tho~•·
• ll'eekly Orego11ia11, August 9, 1889, pp. 1, :l; August lG, J>;:-'.• .
p. 3. Cf. Idaho, I'rnceeding s und Debates, I, p. 5!17; II, p. 147!1.
>! The Washing-ton clauses on this subject are as follows:
"Sec. 5. The credit of the state shall not, in any manner, be l!i"'"
or loaned to, or in aid of, any individual, association, company or cur•
poration.
"Sec. 7. No county, city, town or other municipal corpuni!i 011
shall hereafter give any money, or propt'rty, or loan its money ur
credit, to or in aid of any individual, association, company or <' 11 1'
poration, except for the necessary support of the poor and infirm, ,,r
become directly or indirectly th e owner of stock in or bond~ of an)
association, company or corporation." \Vashington, VIII, 5, 7. ('f
Idaho, VIII, 2, 4; Montana, Xlll, l; North Dakota, XII, 18!i; 80111h
Dakota, XIII, 1; Wyoming, XVI, 6.
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of Monta na , with a maximum fixed at t e n mill s to be r ed11rcd g radu a lly as the s tate g r ew r ic her to one and onehn lf m ills. T he consti t ut ion of W ashi ngton w a s s il e nt on
this s ubject. "
It was natural that in these debtor com munities an
;1ll(•mpt should be made t o throw as much as p oss ibl e of
the burden of taxation upon wealth . T here was a constant, probably a legitimate, complaint that the poor m an
whose property was all in sight paid more than his share
of the taxes. Once anyone possessed a co,rniderable acr11mulation of wealth, he could by judicious in vestments
("\'acle the payment of his fair proportion for th e s u pport
of ,the government. A favorite plan for the amelioration
nf this condition was the taxation of mortgages, and other
<:\'idences of indebtedness. In the North Dakota convention, for example, a proposition was discussed which
made the mortgage, for purposes of assessment and taxntion, an interest in the property affected thereby. Thr
,·;due of the property less the value of the mortgage was
tu be asse~sed to the owner of the property, :rnrl the value
of the mortgage to the holder or the same. All taxes levied
"ould constitute a lien upon the property and security, and
mig-ht be paid Ly either party. If paid by the holder of
the mortgage, the tax upon the property should becomC'
a part of the delit; if paid by the owner of the property,
:•Idaho, \'II, 9; !'llontana, XII, 9; North Dakota, XI, 174; South
llukota, XI, 1; \\'yominl!, XV, -I; North Dakota, [)r/,n/f's, I, p. 4G0;
C'l1iruyo T,·i/m11c, Octohrr l, 18!<;,, p. 9; Clrfrnyn Time,., Sc•ptrmhPr 2·1,
188;;, p. 3. A scheme which shecls li,::ht upon the western attitude
towards financial quc·stions was ofTl'rc•d by no less a pl'rsonage than th e
l•r<•sident of the Idaho conv<·ntion. Ilt' su~i.:estc·d that, whe11rver
lhc• market value• of the· county warrants of any county shou ld fall
lH•low ei,::hty-fin· n·11t, on the• dollar, thr county commissioners should
''.'l usiclP II certain amount of n'\'l'nue eaC'h y<'ar as a script rcdPmp111111 fund for the purposr of purchasing the outstandin,:: warrants.
This wa::i dpnouncpc) as a mc·ans to force• l he people hold in,:: warrants
'" tnke lt-ss than their face value•, :ind was dc•fentt'd. Idaho, l'rn r,·rdiny., flllll /Jcl,,tfc·H, I, pp. Go:1.G0!i; II, 1'· 1474.

the tax lev ied upon the secu rity co nstituted a pay ment
thereo n. And rn ntract s \\'hi ch a imed a t th rowi11 g the obli g at io n of payi 11g all the ta xes u pon t he d ebtor we re declared null and void. Plans of th is kind were attacked
as less li kely to eq ua lize taxation than to ohstrnct the in fl ux
of capi t:ll so necessa r y to t he ~ettlcrs of a new state, and
\\'Cl'C usually defcated. 1 "
The Washington constitution
ho\\'e\·er, auth1;rized tlw deduction of debts from l'l'cd il;
for purposes of taxation, and both South Dakota and Montana provided for the taxing of moneys, nedits, !':tocks,
and bon ds. 11
The si ngle tax theory was not without friends in each
com·eution. T he streuglh of the appeal lay in the f:id
that the single tax promised to reach the speculators who
held unimpro,·cd lands for a rise in ,·alue, and thus chcckecl
the de,·elopment of the country. To rt>rnedy this evil.
however, dicl not require that the whole scheme be accepted. A clause which had appeared in the California constitution of 1879 seemed lo rnl"et the need. The California
method \\'as tn assess lands and ir.. p, v, t:n,~nts thereon
separately, and to place the same valuation upon unculti• 0 North Dakota, Jo11 rnal, pp. 29-:J0; South Dakota, Debate.•, I.
p. 149; Idaho, I'roc,·edi11gs lllld J)r/,aft•s, II, p. !G39; Chi<·ngn Time•.
September 1G, 1885, p. 4.
11 Washington, VII, 2.
The Montana section is as follows: "Th•·
word property as usrd in this a1·ticle is hereby declared to indu,h·
moneys, credits, bonds, stocks, franchises ancl all other matters an•I
things (real, personul and mixed) capable of private ownership. but
this shall not be constrnt•d so a:- to authorize the taxation of the stoch
of any company or corporation when the property of such company
or corporation represt·nti•cl b:,- rnch stocks is within the state and hu,
hecn taxed." Montana, XII, 17. The South Dakota article w:1•
slightly different:
"The lev:islature shall provide for taxing all
moneys, credits, investments in bonds, stocks, joint-stock companin
or otherwise; and also, for taxing the notes and bills discountt,t
or purchasecl, moneys loaned and all othe r property, effects or dm·•
of every description, of all banks, ,io that all property employed in
banking shall always be subject to tuxation equal to that i111po,,·.J
on the property of individuals." South Dakota, XI, 4.

rntecl lands as upon cultivated lands of the same quality
ncl similarly situated.'" Three conventions adopted some
modification of this plan. The Wyoming constitution prodded that lands and the improvements thereon should be
st•parately assessed; the North Dakota constitution prescribed that for purposes of taxation plowing should not be
considered an improvement, nor add to the value of the
land; and the Idaho constitution permitted the legislature
tu exempt a limited amount of improvements upon land
from taxation.'"
Excited debates took place in se\'eral conventions on the
::110,iE'd of exem pting church property from taxation. A
~reat deal of opposition was manifested even among church
members to the exemption of church property, especially
in excess of a certain valuation. Arguments were made to
show that any number of churches held large amounts of
prLpci ty "under the guise of religion,'' which were actually a means of re,·enue, and as such ought to be taxed
Exemptions, moreover, were likely to encourage putting
loo much money into churches, which necessarily lay idle
most of the time. Possibly, also, taxation might serve to
l'liminate some of the competiilg cle11ominations which
nowded into e,·ery new town whethC!r they were needed
nr not. The Washington convention actually received a
11dition from Unitarian clergymen asking that church
property be taxed. On the other hand. those who favored
the exemption maintained that churches and religious
11
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1~California

(187!!), XII,!!.
Wyoming, X\", l; North Dakota, XI, 177; Idaho, VII, 2; North
flukola, Dcbat,,.,, pp. 470-474; Idaho, l'rocC'f'diugs
Debates, II. p.
l•il:,; W ec/; /y ()n·un11i11 11, July 5, 188!l; p. Jll. In the South Dakota
•·o,11v1•ntion of H,R 5 a clau~l' pl'OvidinJ! for the encourag>C'ment of lrC'e1•l11nting' by exempting" from taxation propl'rty on which trees i;hou!J
1~· plankd wns lost, mainly by the votes of the farmer delej!ates,
""" d1,clan•cl that, ns lhC'y did not fav or the j!rnntinl! of spl'Cial
l• 1wil1•i::1•s to ol ht·r:-:, lht•Y toultl not con:-:i~l1·11tly ask for such privilegl':-:
f.,r th<·m~t•h·l's.
South Dakota, Vd,111.-s, I, pp. 480-4R9; Chic-11y o
1 ,-j/,1111r, SeptC'mht·r 23, 1885, p. 5.
1:1

n,;d

schools enhanced the Yalue of property and, merely a!I a
business proposition, ought to be encourageil. Some delegates declared that the only reason why the customancxemption was opposed was an unworthy desire to crippjl'
the Roman Catholic Church.
By way of compromi~e.
\'arious limits beyond which church property should he
taxed were proposed, but eYentually all the conventions
exempted from taxation, or left the way open for the
legislature so to exempt, all property u~ed for religious and
charitable purposes.''
The taxation of corporations, especially railway corporations, invoked many difficulties. The norm al method of
handling the problem was through a state board of equalization, which assessed the value of the prope rty of railroads and other common carriers doing business in the
state, and apportioned the valuation among the countie:1
concerned according to mileage.
Four states authorized
this procedure, 1 but in South Dakota and Washington the
j

Idaho, VII, 5; Montana, XII, 2; North Dakota, XI 176· South
Dakota, XI, G; \Vashi nJ!tOn, VII, 2; Wyoming, XV, 12 ; S~uth Dakol:1,
Debates, I, pp. 471-475; North Dakota, De lmt es , p. 457; Idaho,
Proceeding s and Debat es , II, p. 1706; Pio11 !'er Press, July 23, 1889,
p. 1; Inter Ocean, August 8, 1889, p. 7. The Nebraska c<.onvention
of 1871 refused to exempt property used by any religious denomination
or society in excess of $5,000, and this had much to do with th,·
rejection at the polls of th e document framed that year. Ncbra~kn
(1871), VIII, 3; printed in Nebraska Stall' Historical Society, J'uhlications, ~III, pp. 437-472. See al~o Albert Watkins, H istory of Nr•
braska (Lincoln, 1913), III, pp. 112-113, 119.
t:, Idaho, VII, 12; Montana, XII, 15, 16; North Dakota, XI, 17:J ;
Wyoming, XV, 9, 10. In Wyoming the s tale board, composed of th,•
state auditor, treasurer, and secretary of state, had somewhat wider
duties as folows: "To fix a valuation each yea r for the assessnwnl
of live stock and to notify the several county boards of equalization
of the rates so fixed at least ten (10) days before the day fixed for
beginning a ssessments; to assess at their actual value the franchis•·~ .
roadway, roadbed, rails and rollin~ stock and all other property, UHt·,1
in the operation of all railroads an,1 other common carriers, excel''
machine shops, rolling mills and hotl'ls in this state; such as~e~~•·•I
valuation shall bt• apportioned to the counlil's in which said ru;ul ,
H
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f,•eli ng t hat only local assessors could be tr usted t o eva lu all• corporate property s'ufficiently high res ulted in a r e111iirement t hat th ese assessments should be made " as near
11s ma~• be hy th e sa me methods as are provided for t he .
11~sl'ss ing an d levyi11g of t axes on individual proper ty." i ,;
In North Da kota, a ft er a lo ng di scussion, the legislature
was au t horized to provide at its option for the payment
hy railway companies of a per ce ntu m of their gross ear11 i11is in lieu of all other taxes. 17 Th is method of railwav
tnxation, which had been used du r ing t he territorial perio(i ,
"·as t urned dow11 by the Dakota con ven t io n of 1885, and
\\'as not high in favor in Nor th Dakota. Its inclusion wasdue to that 11rovision of the charter gran ted by Congres!'\
lo the Northern Pacific which exempted from t axati on the
railroad right of way "within the t err itories of the United
States." Officials of the company claimed t hat the exemp tion was perpetual, and would operate even after sta tehood
had been achi eved. The fear that the SuprE:me Court of
the Unit ed Sta tes might so decide, thu s IL'aving the largest
roa d in the st ate exem pt from taxati on on the larger Jlart
common carriers a r c loca t l·<l, as a hasis f or ta xa tion of such
property; 11rov1dcd, thal t he assess men t so ma d e shall nol a pply to
111corporated towns nn<l cities. Snid hoa rd s h n ll al so ha\'e the powe r
lo l'C]Ualize the valunlion on all property in the se veral counti es
for the state revenue and imch other d u ties as ma y bl' prescribc>d
l,y law." Cf. Wyomi n g, Jo11nwl a11 d D ebate.• , p. 70!J.
i,; So uth l1 akola, XI, 2; \\' as h ing-to n, VII , 3 ; South Dakota, Dc1,ul('s, I, pp. 4Gl--l<,5; 5~3-5•1G. T h<' Wash in gto n co nstituti on provid c>d
lloa t t he• "rolling stock and all ot her moveable p roperty belo ngin g lo
1111y rnilroad ('Ompany or corporation in this sta te, shall be cons id ered
l'r r~onal Pl"O)ll'rly, and sh all he li abl e lo taxa t ion , a nd to ex ec ution
11nJ sail' in lhl' s:rnlC' mannl·r as t he personal p rnperty of individual:<
1111d suc h p roperly sh ••. ! not bL• exe mpted from l•xec ution and sale."
\\'nshingt on, XII , 17 ; d. Sou th Da kota, XVII , 13.
11 Dul "no rea l C'sl n te of saicl co rpornt ions s h a ll be e xemptc•d from
ln~ntion in th r s nlll l' man n(•1·, and on th e s am e ba s is a s other !'Pal
,·,l ut e is tax c>d , excep t l'oa <l lw<l, r i1d1l of wa y, s hops an,J buildini::s
llwd 1:xclu s ively in lhl'ir bu siness as com mon c·a rr il• r s . . . . "
North
llnk nta, XI, 176.
11111 I

of its proper ty, led to the adoption of a provision maki ng ii
possible for t he legislature to inst itute t he gross earni11g:1
system. This was done only in the last da ys of th e con .
vent ion, a ncl a fter t he pl'Opos ition hacl been repeatedly \'0ted
down. Spokes men for the railroads, who favo r ed th e cont inuation of the gross earnings scheme, pointed out that
the tax es r ccc iYed while a law of thi s kind was in forc1•
in the territor y were a ll that could be expected. They
decl ared that the pl'i uc iple upon wh ich it was based wa~
just and equita ble. "If you and I .. . had poo r crops,
we would like to ha ve our tax rebated . If we have excellent crops we ,vould be wi lling to pay a good heavy
tax. The railroads are placed in t he same position. They
say, 'so long as we are making money we will pay the tax
gladly, and we would like t o ha ve this matter arra nged so
tha t if our earnings fa ll off ou r tax \\'Ot1ld keep along with
our earnin gs.' " T his a rgument carried little weight wi th
farm ers w ho could not recall exemptions from taxation
when their crops were poor, and thr prov ision- was swallowed with undi sgui sed reluctance. 1 "
In the mountain states one of the most difficult qu estions
to be answered was: How shall the mines be taxed? Because of the fact that their value could rarely be estimated
with any degree of accuracy, for purposes of taxation no
parallel could be drawn between mines and other kinds of
prope rty. In some of the ,vestern states it had been the
custom to exempt mines from taxation for a certain period,
and thereafter to tax only the net proceeds. 1 0 Such u
pract ice could be defended on the ground that it encourage,!
invest men t and led to the speedy development of the state.
So long as the industry remained uncertain, and yield~tl
little profit to t he investors, taxation should be remitted, but
JR Nor th Dakota, Debates , pp. 465-469, 616-Gl7; South D11koln,
Drbates , I , pp. 545-546; Pion eer I'1·cs.~, July 20, 1889, p. !J; :"-ugu•~
18, 1889, p. l; lnt c 1· nccau, July 17, 1889, p. 6; St. I'a11l Di spatch,
A ugust 3, 188!), p. 1.
1:, Cf. Colorado, X, 3; Nevada, X, 1.

on becoming productive, it should bear its j ust proportion
of t he cost of g overnment.
'fhe most important debate on the subject took place
iu the Wyoming con vention. There were few deposits of
precious metals in Wyoming, but the coal business was the
lurgcst single ind ustry in the terri t ory, and bid fair to make
of the new state t he "Pennsylvania of the West." It was
11hown clearly t hat d uring the t e rritorial stage mining
prope r ty had p ractically escaped taxation. ~0 Statistics de1luced from the assessment rolls of the preceding year reH:aled that th e tax on coal lands in the territory amounted
to but one and one- half per cent of the total amount collected, as against live-stock, for example, which paid thirtyfour per cent. The maximum amount received by the terrilMy from min es in any one year was $1,250. One mining
company in Sweetwater County, with an investment worth
probably $250,000, paid just $255.52 in taxes, less than
woald have been collected from any citizen worth $50,000. 21
The president of the Wyoming convention, M. C. Brown,
had been a resident of Pennsylvania, where by legisl:rtive
enactment a tax was levied upon each ton of coal produced.
lie proposed to place in the new state constitution a similar
pro\·ision requiring a tonnage tax of one and one-half
t'l•nts on all coal mined.~:
This proposition had many attractive features. Anv tax
lt·Yied upon an article of commerce was supposed to be so
much taken out of the pocket of the consumer. Most of the
roal produced in Wyoming was exported to adjoining
i<lates.: 3 Why not require that those who benefited from
lhl• resources of the state should help bear ·the burden of
tuxation? Was there any justice in allowing the new state
to be " depleted of its wealth in coal, the coal taken and
~"' Wyoming, Jour11nl 011d Debate11, pp. 641, 658, 689.
l'r .. rrcdi11gs nnd Debates, II, pp. 1707, 1754.
~• Wyoming, Jo11nial 011d Debates, pp. 639, 666, 689.
~~ /1,j,/_, p. 65!1.
:•11,;,1,, p. 638.

Cf. Idaho,

carried to other ~tates and territories around us, to he USl'•l
for t heir purposes, and we get no benetit in the way of tax
ation to support the state government'!""' By incorporat.
ing the rate of taxation in the constitution, the influent·•i
in the legi:>.lature of men " \\'earing the brass collan; uf
min ing corporations" would be avoided, and a just lax
would be levied, whereas otherwise the mines, like the railroads, wo ul d be :lble to dictate legislation to suit thl'ir
fancy.".; l\ loreo\·er, it was estimated that the proposed tax
would produ ce about $100,000 annu all y, su tfide n t to guarantee the expenses of a s tate gon' rnm en t."'' The tax wouh!
be the" life-blood of th e state." It wou ld r emove all doubt~
as to the ability of Wyoming t o pay t he new bills whlrh
statehood would bring, a nd at the sa me ti me it would sa,·,.
the people from burdensome taxation Y
,There was no lack of opposition to t he proposed schenw
It amount ed to this, decl a r ed one delegate: " We ... ha,·,,
a staple article , ... the refore let us sa y to the rest of tlw
s~'ltes come up and pay our expenses and we will show you
how a state should be run." 2 " Suppose th.it in t he new
state of Dakota, where wheat was king, the a rgument hat!
been advanced that, because the people of Dakota could not ,
begin to eat up the wheat which they could produce, or
turn it into flour before exporting it, that consequently
there should be a tax levied on each bushel of wheat procluced. What would the Farmers' Alliance say?"9 Thcr•·
was a fallacy, some said, in the belief that this sort of
tax would fall on the consumer. Wyoming had no monopul~
on the production of coal. The selling price of that com modity could in no way be affected by the proposed tax .
but must be fixed by competition with producers in other
::1 \Vyoming, Jo11nrnl aud Delwtci<, pp. 638, 641.
::.-, I bid., pp. 667-668.
::c; //.,id., p. 669.
::1 I bid., p. 643.
::~ I bid., p. 654.
::! I Ibid ., p. 6fi3 .

~rah·s of the Union where no such tax existed.

There were
t\\'o perso ns u po n whom the tax could fall, the man
,,hu mined the <'oal, or the man who had it mined. "If
i tw rn r po ralion has t he cinch on t he mine r, so that the
rn ii ll' r has to a gree an d come to the term s of the corporal 11 , 11 , it will fa ll upon t he m iner.
If the min er has th e
, 111rh on the proprieto1·, ... it will fa ll on the p ropr ietor." :o
,\ nd ho\\·ever desirable s uch a tax m ight be, it was a bi;u nl
lo lix the rate in the constitution.
Nothin g of th e kin d
had e,·cr before been attempted by consti tut ional <> na ct1111·11l; ·' change in ease the policy p roYed mi staken woul d
1,,. diflicult; and if the mines of the state de\'eloped as
\\IIS expected the tax woulcl soon reach a prodigious figure,
which would tempt to corruption and extravagance."~
The debate, as so frequently happened, ended in a compn,mis(•. To escape the charge that a tax on proceeds dis1·ri111inated against the man who worked his mine, and in
fa,or of the man who held coal lands for spcculati\·e purl"•~l•s. it was prescril,ed that all coal lands from which
1ual \\'a); net !wing- mi1wd );hould be listed for assesgment.
,11l11ed for taxatio11, and assessed according to \'alne. But
all mines and mining claims "from which gold. giJver and
11 1lll'r
J>l't'eious metal:-;, soda, saline, coal, mineral oil or
,,1 hL·r Y:tlual,le deposit, is or may be produced," \\'ere to bc>
1;1:-:l'd "in addition to the surface impro,·ementg, and in lieu
11 f laXl'S on the lands, on the gross product thc>rc>of, as mar
1,,. prescribl'd b;\· law; pro,·ided, that the produet of all
111ir1l•s shall hp taxed in proportion to the vah1c> lherc>of."
111 .\l1111ta11a a h<·:rtl•d contest between the cattle men ·a nd the
r11i11ers result<·d in the taxation of mineral deprn~its at the
r,rin• pai1! by the! pur('hasers for the same to the United
:--1:ill's go,·C'rnment. of all surface ground ugeful for other
1, 11 1
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·" Wyo111i111!', ./11111·1111/ ,wtl ndmtcs, JlJl. i.51, G!;4.
1
11,i,l., pp. GI-I, G-18.
-~ 11,i,I., JI)', G•IX, GGI.
,., \\'yorni11g-, X\', 2, 3.

than mining purpose~ at its value for such othe r JH1rpo:,;es,
of all machinery used in mining and all prope rty and
surface impro,·ements appurtenant to th e m ines, and of
the annual net proceeds as might he pro \'i ded by law.;• The
Idaho con\'e nt ion talked itself out on the subject, probabl \'
fa\'oring th e t axati on of net proceeds al t he end, bu t tinall;·
decided t o lea \'e t he whole matte r to t he legislature. 3 .;

VII
l\lI SCELLANEOUS

Electfre Officials. W hile all manner of restrictions, tending to show t ha t t he people had been unable to select good
me n fo r oflke, we r e piled upon electi\'e otlicial!'., nevertheless, one of the most striking features of the debates in
these conventions was the supreme confidence everywhere
exhibited in the infallibility of the electorate. Just as in
English constitutional law it is an axiom that "The King
can do no wrong," so in American political theory, one
would think, there must be a parallel assumption that "The
People can do 110 wrong." If corruption in the government
revealed itself, or if the administration of the Jaws proved
inefficient, it was not through any fault of the people, but
because their desires had been defeated. The Farmer!I'
Alliance, and the \'arious labor organizations which petitioned the conventions, urged that there be as few appointive offices as posl'lible. Any tendency in the opposite
direction was immediately branded as " un-American, unrepublican, un-democratic," and "monarchical." " If you
cannot rely upon the intelligence and \'il'tue of the peopli•
to take care of thege questions," then representative go\'ernment m ust be an "absolute failure." Was it right to provide on the one hand for the division of powers, and then,

'

"~ Montana, X II , 3; Wcek/11 Or~go11ia11 , July 12, 188!), p. 2.
:i~. Idaho, VII, n; l'rocudiugtt a11d Dtbatts, II, pp. 1707, 1720-176:1.

in the case of an appointive judiciary, to give one department the right to appoint the other?'
Ordinarily there was so little difference of opinion on
thi~ subject that it failed to arouse debate. Delegates took
occasion to remark that the President, United States Sen11tors, and all other public officials, even post-masters, ought
to be elected by direct vote of the people. 2 Such offices as
~upreme court reporter and clerk, many maintained, should
uo longer be at the disposal of the justices. It was a violation of the "principle of government of the people and by
the people" to permit these lucrative and important positions to be disposed of according to favoritism. The duties
were such that any man with fair ability could discharge
them, and the gifts of this office, like all the rest, should
he in the hands of the people. Fallacious as these arguments appear to be, the clerk of the supreme court was made
.. 1ective in Montana, and in Washington the legislature
might, if it chose, adopt a similar pi-ovision.a
The Suffrage. Probably the delegates were not often
,·onsciously affected l>y the fact that the constitutions as a
whole were to increase enormously the responsibilities of
future voters, but they ne\•ertheless adopted measures
which were clearly designed to better the quality of the
electorate, and to insure, in so far as possible, an honest
,•xpression of the popular will. Few questions which came
before the conventions aroused greater interest than that
of the suffrage. For some reason, as one observer remarked, when this matter was broached, " whether upon
the basis of educational qualifications, financial status, common intelligence, or sex, . . . all the discordant 'elements
which wait upor. unreason and intolerance " broke loose. 4
11 ~
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- i ~ a k o t a , Debates, pp. 217-220; Idaho, Proecrdi11g.~ and DeII, pp. 1512-1516; Jreel.-111 Orego11ia11, July 12, 1889, p. 3.
~ Icluho, Proceeding.~ nml Drbntr.<, II, pp. 1512-1521.
:, Idaho, V, 15; Montana, VIll, !); Xorlh Dakota, IV, tl3; South
llukota, V, 12; ,va!<hington, IV, 22; Wyoming, V, 9.
1
ll'eekly Oregouinu, AUl!'\l!<t 2, 188!), p. 10.

l,ttfrH,

\Voman suffrage was ardently advocated in cvp1•y connintion, aud met with equally ardent opposition. Th"
familiar arguments both pro and con were ably presented.
In addition to numerous local agitators, II. B. Rlackwcll .
Secretary of the Woman's Suffrage Association of America,
addressed most of the conventions in the interest of vote),
for women ..-. Sometimes the campaign became moderatchpicturesque. In 1\Iontana, for example, circulars heatle;I
"Universal Suffrage-Reasons Why Women Should Vote,"
were pasted on every member's deRk, sticking so closely
that they could be removed only with great difficulty.''
The Olympia convention reached the point where it recei\'ed ,vith enthusiasm an affidavit reciting that a petition
of some 25,000 signatures had been destroyed in the Seattle
tire, and agreed that if Blackwell, or any other person,
desired to address the delegates, he might hire a hall and
invite them to attend! Nevertheless, the merits of the
question were carefully considered, and in each convention
the suffragists won something. In Wyoming, woman suffrage had already become a tradition. It had been adopted
during the legislative session of 1869-1870. and by the time
the constitutional convention met, the custom was so finnl v
fixed that opposition was all but entirely wanting.~ In South
Dakota the legislature was required, and in North Dakota
was permitted, to submit to popular ,·ote a law providini.c
for universal suffrage. In Washington, the question wa:submitted by the convention itself, but was rejected at tilt'

.; N'orth •oakota, Debate:<, p. 34, tT; Idaho, Proel'cding.~ a11d Deb11to,
New York Tl'ib1111e, July 9, 188!), p. 4; Wul.·111
Orego11ia11, August 2, 1889, p. 7; SI. Pa11l Dis11a tch, July 11, IAA!1,
p. 4.
,; lute,· Oel'a11, July 16, 1889, p. 1.
• Pioneer Pres.~, July 24, 1889, p. 1; July 21, 1889, p. I.
,. Wyoming, VI, 1; Jo11rnal and Debates, p. 34!). Cf. Susan JI.
Anthony, llixtoriJ of Woman Suffrage (New York, 1881-1!)02), Ill .
pp. 72!!-731.

__I, pp. 89, 1G5 ff;
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polls.'' In every i:.tate women might exercise equal rights
in i-chool elections, and in Montana, women who were taxpayers might rnte on all questions submitted for the
spl'cial clecision of property holders.' 0 _
•
Along with this expansion of the nght of suffrage came
rertain restrictions. There was a pronounced movement
in fa\'Or of denying the ballot to all but native-born or
naturalized citizens of the United States. The rapid inrn•ase in foreign immigration during the preceding clecacle
had forced this matter upon public attention, and many
people bcg:rn to frt•l that £'\'ery voter ought to have a greater
knowledge of American in!'.titutions, and a more permanent interest in his new home, than had been required in
1he past. So far as the nation at large was concerned, \he
time was proLalily ripr. for the adoption of such a qualifirntion, but in these western states the desire for a larger
population and a speedy development sometimes outweighed
111 her considt•rations. The con\'cntions clivided equally on
lh1• subject. In l\lontana, Washington. and W;-•oming, the
r1•siclcnct> qualifiu1tion was fixed at one year, and only such
pnso11s could nitC' as wen:! citizens or had ·been \·oters at
1 hl· time when the constitution was aclopted. In two of the
.. 1hcr sta((•s, an open bid for immigration was made by
1·\lt·1Hling the suffrage to those who had resided in tht•
,1at1· for si>.. months. ancl in all three of them the franchise
"as gi\'en tu a liens who had declared their intention, as
\\'t•ll as tu citizens.'
·· Suuth llakola, \·11, 2; North Dakota, V, 122; \\'ushin)!;ton, XX\'11,
1·; _ Thol'jH·, 1-·,.,li-,u/ 11r11/ Stale Co11slil11ti,111!<, \'II, p. 4008.
'" Idaho, \"I, 2, i1J,,nlana, lX, 10-12; North I>nkotn, V, 128; Soulh
1•.,l.tota, \'II,!>; \\'a , hing-ton, VI, 2. Cf. South Dakota, Vd,a~cn, I_, p.
: 1:: IT: -Jli'.I IT; North Dukola, D,·batrs, p. 34 IT; 193 fT; \\ yoming-,
!.,,.,,,,,/ 11,11/ /Jd,utn, 1,. :H~• If; ll'rrl:/11 Orr9011irw, Aug-ust IG, 188! 1,
;·: l,L.1 111, \"I. 2; :11,,lllana, 2; North Jlakc,ta, \', 121; South Dakotn,
·. 11, ::; \\'a,hing-!on, \"I, l; \\'yoming-, \'I, l, 10. Cf. le/a/in A 1•,,le111rh,·
• ii,,., t"it~ ), Au1,:11,t 10, 188!>, p. 2.

Property qualifications were rarely suggested, except
where a vote of the tax-payers was required to authorize
spec ial local inrlehteclness.'" An ecluca t ional qualification,
however, wa s repeatedly urged, but in the end was adop ted
on ly by the Wyoming convention. Opponents of s uch a res tricti on branded it as "un-repuhlican," objected to takin1
the right of suffrage from many persons who had been
\'Oters for years, anc-1 pointed to the pau city of educational
facilities on the frontier as au excust> for illiteracy. Som<'
e\·en asserted that a clause should be acloptcd which would
forbid any tlis1111alitkation for \·oting or holding omce
based on a litC't·acy test. As a matter of fact, the per cent
of illiterates in these territories was i11signifkant, anrl
doubtless this, rather than the merits of the case, dccicled
the issue. 13
The Idaho convention had a special suffrage question to
deal with on account of the presence of a large Mormon
population in the territory. Already the number of Mormon immigr:ints was estimated at 1!5,000, and when they
possessed the ballot, \'oting as they did at th1> direction or
church officials," they \\'ere able to holci tht> balance of
power in all elections. The fear was often expressed, that,
in order to get out of the juristliction of Congress, the
l\lormons were bent on quietly colonizing Idaho, and securing control of the JH"OSpecth·e state go\'ernment. Attempt:1
to disfranchise them during the territorial period had not
met with a great deal of succesi:.. Complaint was mad,•
that when polygamists \\'ere prohibited from voting, tlw
~ ~ h o , I, 20; Montana, XIII, G. The Irlaho ~l!clion forba<li:> nn)'
prop<'rty qualification whatsoever.
13 Wyoming, VI, "SulTrnge," 9; Jo11nial and Debates, pp. 372, :J!JO.
-1:l0, .\ 32, 440; Idaho, I'roeerdi11gs and DclmteR, l, pp. 37G-:l!12, :IRli:
I'ionur I'r cs.,, Jul y 2G, 1889, p. 1; ll'uk/11 Orcgo11ia11, August 2, JHH'.•.
p. 7.
.
11 They wer e accus('d of voting the Republican ticket in Wyonun,r
nnd Colorado, and th(" Dt•mocratic ticket in Utah, Idaho, and Ariwni1.
I~aho, I'rocet·dings and Debate11, II, p. 1014. Cf. Bishop F.thclb,.'rl
Talhot, !1111 I'enple nf the I'lai11 11 (New York, ]!)06). pp. 234-2:15.
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~lormons promptly swore that they were not polygamists;
wh<'n those who taught polygamy were discriminated
11gninst, everybody immediately became silent on that subjc>ct; and when members of organizations which advocated
puly~amy were denied the ballot, they withdrew in large
numbers from the Mormon church. If Idaho was to become
n state it must guarantee to Congress, and to the nation at
large, that it could handle the Mormon problem; otherwise,
ii~ chances would be little better than those of Utah. The
111o~t strenuous efforts were therefore made to frame a
!iUffrage clause which would meet the situation. When thi s
Juul heen done, the majority, in order to be doubly sure of
the matter, insisted on leaving to the legislature full authority to " prescribe qualifications, limitations, and con1litions for the right of suffrage additional to those pre~rribed" in the constitution.,:, This clause was hotlv con11•:-tcd. It was in sharp contrast with the usual ·policy
of placing restrictions upon the legislature, and some del e~ates insisted that it conferred power enough to authorize
I ht• legislature to disfranchise any class of citizens because
llwy were Protestants, Catholics, members of a secret so1·it•ty, or of a certain political party. The exigencies of the
,ituation, however, outweighed all fears of what the legislature might do, and the section was adopted with only a
f,·w dissenting Yotes. 16
r:trct iou s. The meeting of these six constitutional con11·11tions coincided ,vith the agitation for the secret. or
"Australian," ballot, which was at that time sweeping
i•:-j;laho, VI, 4.
, _•nl,laho, P1·ocerrli11y.,

,rnd Drlint r., , I, pp. 138-13!1; 202; 11, pp. 71!1,

'I•• !t:Jl, !154, !lGl, 1017, 1041-10-tG; Wukly Orcyo11ia11, July 19, 188!1,
:•. :i;

July 2~, 1889, p. 1; August 2, 1889, p. 7; ONohl'r 18, 1889, p. 8;

the country. Naturally, there was a considerable am o,
of interest in the subject on the part of the dclc~a•
l\[ost of them felt that the reform was desirable, but th ,
was a decided difTcrence of opinion as to whether or
the new idea Rhould be adopted outright by the conventii
or left for the various legislatures to decide. Inasm1,
as little opportunity had yet been offered to test the wn1
ings of the system, much could be sai<l against placini·
hard and fast rule in the constitution. Ne•.:ertheless,
convention, that of Wyoming, determined on this emu
and prescribed definitely that the names of all candid:ll
for the same office sho uld be printed on the sa me bat ,.
at public expense, and that secrecy in voting s hould 1
made compulsory.•: In three states, No rth Dakota, \Va
ington, and Idaho, the legislature was required to prov1
by law for a secret ballot. The Montana, Washington, n·
Wyoming constitutions also authorize<l registration fa,
I n 1\Ionta na, the passage of a registration law was optin, ,
with the legislature; in Washington, it was only for to\\"'
and cities above five hundred inhabitants; but in Wyomi11 ·
a general registration law was required. '' In the Sou ·
Dakota convention of 1889 sentiment overwhelmingly In
ored the Australian IJallot, but the delegates felt that th,
had no authority under the provisions of the Omnibus t: •
to change the constitution of 1885 to so great an exll•:.
That document, however, ga\:e to the legislature authori•
to provide for the numbering of ballots " for the pur p11
of preventing and detecting frauds ." t!l
Curiously, it was in :\fontana, the only one of the> •.
states whose convention was unwilling to require some for•
of secret ballot, that the new idea received one of 11
first adequate tests. The territorial legislature, in the :-•

hirnyo Tnln111e, August 1, 1889, p. 4; Pioneer l'rr si<, May 11, 188!1 ,

10; Idaho A 1•ala11rhc, Augu st 3, 1889, p. 2. ThE' Mormon question
"'"' ruii-cd in thl' \\'y omin!! con\"\•ntion, but wa!'l not II prominl'nt issul',
' " 11·r !So s mall n Pl'r cent of the inhabitnnts of tht> territory Wl'rl'
! lh11l fnith, Wyoming, Journal a11d Dehatri<, p. ~38 ff.
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\Vy'>ming, VI," Suffrage," 11; J o11nw l a11cl /) chnlrs, pp. ;_1~8.-; ·
Montana, IX, 9; Wa shington, VI, 7; Wyoming, VI, "Sulfr:11: ·

12.
1' 1 South

Dakota , VII, :J; D P/iate.'I , II, pp. 348, 31i:'i, 370.

.-i11n immediatPly preceding the formation of the co1rntitu-

had macll' proYision for the Au ::;tralian system of vot,n~. and according to the terms of thi s law the first elections
The results were gener1111 dcr the const ituti on were held.
ally deemed satisfactory, alth ough the closeness of the
1·011tl'st made some di scontent in ev itable/''
/,ocal Gon:n1111r11t. In th e field of local go\'ernm ent. fe\\'
rll·partures are t o be record ed . In general, the county syslt'lll \\·a:,; adopted, and further sul.Hlh·isions of these units
11110 townships wa::; authorized at thl• disc retion of th l' lcgislnturc, or of the incli\'idual counties."' The purely dl'part11H"nlal character of tlw states, so eYident from a glancl'
at tlie map, is almost as marked in the case of the counties.
This point is neatly illustraterl by a provision in the coni.tilution of South Dakota that "whenever the population
is sufficient and the natural boundaries will permit, the ci\·il
townships shall be rn-extensi\'e with the congressional town,hips." "" In the states farther west the same regularity
rould not l'Xist ou account of the mountainous character of
I 11(' tountry, all cl thP srnrcity of population 1·<•sultPd in a
t,·11dency to form a county from the territory tributary to
1in11,
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St. I'H11l Dis,,ntrh, July 30, 188!1, p. -I; I'io11ec1· I'rc.,.•, Octnl er 1,
C'f. P.. ll. Dana," Th<' Australian Systl'm of Voling," in
l,1111,ls nf th,· A111rl'ira11 ,lrade111y nf l'n/itiral a11d Sorin/ SrirHr•·,
,,,). II, :'\lay, 1R92, pp. 73:3-7.~0.
~• In :-forth Daknla th,·rc was a strenuous fight on•r the report
,,f lhl· c·ommitlr(• nn county and township organization. The com1111ll<'c• w:1111<'1' to embody in the constitution an articll' which would
1• 0 11111('1 lhc adoption of lhP supervisor sy;;tc-111 in f'ach county.
F.ach
'""'"~hip would h1· rec111in·d to org-nnizc and elect thn•c directors, Lhl'
'lruinnan of this boa1·d lo he a county supen·isor, and the- supt'rviso,·s
tl111s provided for lo tak,· lhc plac,· usually oc·cupi1•d by the county com.
111 1.-~i,,11,•rs. A lai gl' numlH·r of counties, however, we1·c not organized
1111 1 ,·,vii townships, and pn•fcrrcd the- systtm to which they h,;d been
11 .-rustumcd. The constilution, as adoptl-d provided for !oral option on
lh,. su l,jc•ct. North l>aknla, T>cbalc,,, pp. 88, 1::~. -l~fi. C'f. Idaho, f'rnr, 1·di1111s 1111d T>, bat,·.,, 11. p. 1813 ff; \\'yoming, Jo11r11t1l am/ [)r/,11tf',<,
J'. :110.
~~ South Dakotu, IX, ~:u

l><~!l, p. 4.

each important town. Anticipating rapid increases in popu lation, provision was made in e\·ery stat e for the formation
of new counties, county seats, etc., but rarely without care.
ful referendum to the people concernl'cl. The legi~la ture,
always by general and uniform laws , was auth orized to provide for the necessary county officers. County as well as
state treasurers were usually limited to s ho rt terms. The
whole scheme of local government was such as the se ttlers
haci been accustomed to before they em igrated, and was
only a replica of that existiug in such stat es as Wisconsin
and New York.23
It is not surprising that with so few cities of any consequence in a ny of the states concerned their constitution~
should make small provision for municipal government.
This work, for the most part, was wisely left to the legislatures. The inhibition of special legislation, however, required that" municipal corporations'' should be classified in
some such manner as was proposed in the constitutions of
South Dakota and Wyoming, where a division into four
classes was prescrihed." As an exception to the general
rule, the Washington convention did provide for modified
home rule for cities, following closely the precedent set b,r
California in 1879. Any city of more than twenty thousand
inhabitants could frame a charter for its go\'ernment, "consistent with and subjeet to the constitution and laws of thi~
state." 2 •
Irrigation and Wat er Rights. The demand for systematic
state control of irrigation in the arid region of thes••
new states added another burden to the already length,·
list of duties which the government was now expected to
i:i Id aho, XVIII; Montana, XVI; North Dakota, X; South DnkolA,
IX ; Washington, XI; Wyoming, XII. ("[. F. N. Thorpe," Recent 1011•
stit uti on-making in the United States," in A 1111a/s of the A mrrirn 11
Academy of Political and Soria[ Sriencc, vol. II, Sl•ptemhcr, J~!)I.
pp. 34-37.
2 4 South Dakota, X, 1; Wyoming, XIII, 1.
~~ W ashington, XI, 10. Cf. California (1879), XI, 8.
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pt•rform. The amount of water available for irrigation purpo~cs in any locality was always far less than t he amount
uf land capable of being irrigated. Care must the r efore be
1·,l'rcised to insure that the greatest possible amount of
i:oo<I should be accomplished with the limited water s upply
1\\'ailable, and, at the same time, that the rights of indivicl1111I~ i;hould be infringed no more than necessa r y. T he solu tion of such a problem could not be trusted entirely to in1! i\'idu al en ter p ri se, but urgently demanded the intervention
of the state.
From the very beginning of irrigation in the West, there
hnd been an irrepressible conflict between the proYisions
of the common law and the necessities of the agricultural
11it11ation. According to the legal doctrine handed down for
many generations, each riparian proprietor had a right to
ill·mand that water flowing over his land should be undi minished in quantity and unadulterated in quality by any
, IH imant abo\'e him on the stream. This struck at the very
fouuclations of agriculture by irrigation, which proposed to
tlin·rt and use up the water on the adjoining land. The
hr!lt settlers in the arid regions, without troubling them•l'l \'es greatly a bout t heir rights t o the water, appropr ialt•d ull they needed, or all they co uld get, to their own use.
,\~ other settlers came in, howeve r, they also took out
11 11 tl'r, a nd difficulties began to develop.
Som etimes the
11t' WComers wou ld settle farther up the stream, and would
11 ••· Ho much water that the land first settled would be left
dry nnd worthless. Respect for vested rights speedily led
111 the enactment of laws for the protection of those who
11 ilcl firHt appropriated the water. The principle upon which
111 1·!1<' laws were founded was that priority of appropriation
f,,r a licm·fi cial use ga\'e the better title, and that rights
· h,uld descend to other claimants in the order of the dates
• r their rcspecti\'e appropriations. =r. To make certain
'-" lrri~ution in the United States," in ApplC'ton's A111111al Cyclo.,,,.,, l!;l!!I, p. 454: J. C. Ulrich, "Irrigation in the Rockr :'.\fountnin

of t he overthrow of the old order, two of the conve11t1,,
incor porated this new doctrine of priority right in the do,
ments which they framed. The constitution of Wyomi•
stated simply that priority of appropriation for bcnl'ti1·
uses gave the better right?; The constitution of [d:i
enlarged upon the subject. Priority of appropriation )!a·
the better r ight as between those using the water-, but wJ,
the waters of a natural stream were not sufficient for :,
desiring the use of the sam e, domestic uses took precede11
o,·er agricultural uses, and ag ric ultu re over man ufact ur inAs a special concess ion to the mining in terests, however.
was provided that in any organized mining district "the,
us ing the water for mining purposes or milling pur po:,:,
connected with n'lining" should have precedence o\·,.
"those using the same for manufacturing or agricult ur:1
purposes." 2 "
How to ·secu re adeq uate en fo rcemen t of these or :;11c
other regulations as might be made by law was a ma tt,
of fundamental importance in every irrigat ion comm un ib
In an address before the North Dakota constitutional con
vention, Major John W. Powell, Director of the Uni tt,,1
States Geological Survey, urged that all wa ter capa ble 01
use for irrigation purposes should be dec lared t he proper!,
of the state. " You should forb id t he right t o acquire property in water, " he declared. "The property should be in th,
land, and the right to the water s hould inhere in t he ln ncl
and no company or indi\'idual s hould have property in ti1,
running streams. Such a provision will prevent your gn•11'
agricultural [re]sources falling into the hands of t i:,
States," United States Departmen t of Agricul ture, Oflke of I-:x p,·r
ment Sta lions, Bullet i11 no. 73, pp. 43 -45, 58-61; report of the St•nnt •
Committee on Irrigation and Reclamation of Arid Lands, ~fll } •
18!J0, 51 st Cong., 1st sess., Seu. Reµ. no. !128, serial 2i08, pp. Ii I ••
:r,·wyoming, VIII, 3.
~~Idaho, X\', 3; l'rncC"1•di11ys a11d Ocbatcs, II, p p. 1147, 11 :iG, 1:!"1351.
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tt•w." "'' In conformity with thi::- advice a clause was in111rp11rated in the .:--:orth Dakota constitution which made all
llowing streams and natural \\'ater courses forever th{'
prnp!'rty of the ::-tate for mining, irrigation, and manufac1uri11g purpo::-e::-.-'"
The Idaho, Mon ta11a, and Washington
,·1111,·ention::- were content to declare the use of water approprin ted, or to lw appropriated, a public use, and thu s subject
!o lhe regulation and control of the statc.3 1
The members of the W yoming con\'ention were unu suall v
'"·II-informed on the irrigation problem, an d took mor~'
adrn11ced ground. All public water was declared to be the
, ... rpetual property of the state. The legislature was to
di,·ide the state into four water divisions, each to be ad111ini::-tered Ly a sup{'rintencient to be appointed as might
lie provided by law. The four superintendents, together
with a state engineer chosen by the governor, were to con~1 itute a state board of control, of which the state engineer
~110uld be r:r o.(ficio president. Under such regulations as
1lw legislature might pro\'ide, this hoard was given " the
:--upervision of the waters of the State, and of their appro1,riation, distributiop, and diversion, and of the various
ollicers connect<'d thrrewith, its decisions to be subject to
n·\'icw by th{' courts of the State." The state engineer haci
"general supervision of the water of the State and of the
11 lliePrR co111wctecl with its distribution."
This article of
I hl' \\'yoming constitution was a distinct ach·ance over anvtliing ever bdoro.: attflmptPcl, and together with the legisJ;_
I 1011 which was sp Pedily enacted to can-~· it into force, bernnw the pattc>rn after which legislation in other states,
111 C'anadn, and e\"en in Austrnlia has been framed. '"!
;" J\:orth Tlakota, D,·/,n/c .s , p. 412.
'" !'\orlh I>akotn, X\'11, ~10; I>,·l,nt,·.s, pp. f>23, 527.
' 11 I,lnho, X\', 1; '.\lonluna, III, 15; \\'ashinglon, XXI, 1.
. •~ Wyoming, \'III; .loun,al nm/ Dcbnlci:, pp. 2!14-2!)6, 4!J8, 500 508,
.::~,.;,:17; I-'. Bond and .J. l\l. \\'ilson, "Th!' Irrigation Sv~tt>m of \\:vom111:.:," U. 8. ll<>parlnwnt of Agricullur!', Olficc• of Expe~·imt>nt Stnt.inns,
1:,,11, 1111 110 • •%, pp. 47-!10; Elwood !\lead, "\\'alt.'r nights on tht> Mis-

r:m inent Dn111ain . To meet the neccssiti, •:. of mining and
irrigation communities, ce rtain e11largcm1·n " upon the ordinary right of emine nt domain were r equired. T his had
been accomplished in the Colorado cons· it ution by tht·
declaration thnt prirnte prop,,rt~· might n ,t he take n for
private use unlt'ss by consent of the O\\ 111 r, "except for
private ways of necessity, and except for I e~ •n·oirs, ·drains.
tlttm Ps, or ditche s on 01· across the lands of others, for mining-, milling, domestic, or sanitary purposes." ·" This clausr
wns incorporated in the \\' yoming constitution without opposi tion, but when proposed in the I<laho convention, it
occasioned a long debate.~• The idea of taking private
property for prh·ate use was repugnant to a number of delegates, especially to certain reprcsentati\'es of the mining
interests who feare d that the proposed clause might protect
agriculturalists in tnking property in such a way as to interfere with the operation of mines, as might happen, for
example, if dams were built where a mine would be flooded
as a necessary result. ''' The clause tinally adopted boro
marks of the painstaking consideration of a majority of the
members of the convention, working on it through three
committees (Bill of Rights, l\lines and :\lining, and Irrigation), as well as in open session.~" It attempted to reconcile
all conflicting interests by declaring the "necessarv use of
lands for the construction of reservoirs or storag~ ba~in!.,
for the purpose of irrigation, or for rights of way for thr
construction of canals, <litches, flumes, or pipes, to convey
water to a place of use, for any useful, beneficial, or necessary purpose, or for drainage; or for the drainage of mine!'!.
souri Rivt>r and its Tributaries," U. S. Depa~tnwnt of Agriculture.
Office of Experiment Stations. /J111/Ptin 110 . Ml, pp. 68-77; W. E.
Smythe, Th e Cnnqrrcst of Al'id America (New York, 1905), p11.
230-231.
~~ Colorado,. II, 14.
:u Wyoming, l , 32: Washington, I, 16; Idaho, I'rocreding• 011d
Dcbateir, I, p. 268 ff; Il, p. 1608 ff.
~~. Idaho, l'roccedi11g11 and Debatea, I, pp. 305, 340, 361.
::n Ibid., p. 326.
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,,r the working thereof, ... or any other use necessary to the
0 ,mplcte deYelopment of the material resources of the State,
or the preservation of the health of its inhabitants," to be
8 public use, for which private property might be taken in
The Montana constitu11 mnnner to be prescribed by law.
tion contained a shorter clause framed upon the same
l(l'IICral principle. a:
Amendment. The convention of North Dakota was app11rently so well satisfied with its work that it was unwilling
tu provide for an easy method of amendment. A majority
of all the members elected to each of the houses in two sucrt>~sive legislatures was required to submit any proposed
C"oni;titutional change to the people. At the polls, however,
a majority of the electors voting on the proposition was
,iufficient to ratify. In the other states the method was more
~imple and direct. In South Dakota there were fewer
lr11rr1ers to constitutional changes than anywhere else.
Amendments might be proposed by a majority vote of both
houses of the legislature, and adopted on ratification by a
majority of the electors voting thereon at the polls. The
four other states l'equirerl the approval of two-thirds of the
members of each house of the legislature before an amendment could be submitted. Idaho and Wyoming required for
rntification "a majority of the electors." In Montana, not
more than three amendments could be submitted at the
~amc general election. In North Dakota, no provh,ion
wbatcYcr, was made for the revision of the constitution by
nll'ans of a constitutional convention, but in each of the
11 I her
states the legislature was authorized by a twot lrinls vote to submit the matter to the elect~rs, and if the
\·ute l'csulted favorably to the convention, to provide by law
for railing the same. South Dakota alone failed to require
tliut any constitution so framed should be submitted to the
Pe<,plc for ratification. 3 "
'

1

ltl:i.ho, I, 14; Montana, 111, 15.

l ~• ld_n~o, XX; Montana, XIX, 8-9; North Dnkota, XV; South Da"111• XXJJI; Wushington, XXIII; Wyoming, XX.

ADMISSION

According to the prnvisions of the r:nabling Act, the constitutions were submitted to the elcctol's of each of the
Omnibus States on the tirst of October, 1889. The result~
of these elections were ne\'cr in doubt. The only opposition
worthy of the name was in North Dakota, where certain
d_istricts which had been discriminate<! against in the location of public institutions felt disgnmtled, and in Washing-t?n, whel'e the demand for railway subsiclies and the considerate treatment of capital was still strong. In Idaho and
Wyoming there was some opposition to statehood, and a
gl'eat deal of indifference, but both constitutions were
ratitiecl at special elections held November 5. 1 The formal
admission of North and South Dakota came November 2
183!), by presidential proclamation: :\Iontana and Washing'.
ton entered the Union in like ma11ner November 8, and
November 11, respectively. The admission of Idaho and
·wyoming_was a settled policy of the Republicans, ancl at the
n_ext R:ss1011 of Congress received only perfunctory cons1de1"at10n and debate. Idaho became a state by virtue of
an act of Congress signed July 3, 1890, and the act ad
1
The Idaho convention was in session from July 4 to August G;
:'.lontana, July 4 to Au~ust 17; ~forth Dakota, July 4 to August 17;
S?uth _Dakota, July ·I to August 5; \Vashington, July 4 to August 22;
\\ ro~mg, September 2 to September 30. The popular votes 0 ~
adoptton were as follows:
·
Yeas
Nays
l\lajorily
Idaho .................................... ..
12,398
1,773
10,62~
)[ontana ............................... .
24,676
2,274
22,402
Xorth Dakota ....................... .
27,441
8,107
19,334
South Dakota ....................... .
70,131
3,2G7
6G,86-l
"' ashington ......................... .
40,152
11,87!)
28,273
\\'yoming ............................ ..
6,272
1,023
.i..:uo

ruitting Wyoming received President Harl' ison's signature
\'.eek later.~
The New York Notion considered it an "outrage" that
\\'~·oming and Idaho should have the weight of states in
tlw Senatc, 3 Lut the admission of the other states waR
n•c!'i\'cd throughout the country with great satisfaction.
The l'ion cer Press was gratified to see the \Vest "climbing
into the saddle," and quoted the words which Whittier
had used a generation earlier of l\linnesota:

11

" Thr rudiments of rmpire here
Arr plastic yet and warm;
The chaos of a mighty world
Just rounding into form."•
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The San Francisco fl ullctin saw in the Omnibus States" the
Ill'\\' weights" that were "to shift the center of political
gra\'it~• from the slums of New York to the purer air of the
\\'pst." ° Foreign observers viewed the phenomenon with
undisguised amazement. Certainly the stabili ty of the Republic must in a measure he endangered l,y changes so great
and possible consequPnct•s so far-reaching. The L ondon
TimC'.~ declarccl it" impossible for a unity like America not
lo I,e transformed by the plunging into it of realm after
l'l•alm."" Rut c>ven the conservative states of the Atlantic
s1•,d,oarcl were not excited. To the American mind the admission of new wc~tern states seemed the natural and
~ lt1·port of House Committee on Territories on "Admission of
ldalio into the Uninn," in 51st Cong-., 1st sess., llo11sc R<'JJ. no 1064,
so•ri,d 2810, pp. 1-:,2; r"porl of the House Committee on Territories
0 11
"Admission of Wyoming inlo the Union," in 51:;t Cong., !st
,,.~s., llo11sc R<"J•. no. 3!J, serial 2807, pp. 1-62; Cnugrcssio11(1 f R<"cord,
~larch :w, IR!J0, p. 2fifi3 ff; April 2, 18!!0, p. 2!!27 IT.
'New York ,\'otio11, April 10, 1889, p. 287; September 18, 18fl0 .

.,, ~21.
1

l'i,,11ccr l'rt's~, ,January 3, IRR!J, p. l; April 20, 188!\, p. !J.
· Sr111 Fn111ci.~co t:11/ll'li11, ,July 3, 188!1, p. 2.
'· Q110!1•d by Chi<'ogo Trilmnc, July •I, 188!!, p. -1.

normal thing,- something to stimulate pride and arous,
patriotism. 7
The \Vest was indeed the stronghold of nationalism. Eacl,
of these new states entered the Union under certain c,m.
clitions prescribed by Congress. Each willingly acccp1ed
these conditions" by ordinance irreYokable without the consent of the United States." South Dakota, in spite of !he
long-continued neglect of Congress, steadfastly refused to
adhere to the doctrine that she was a political society independent of the national authority, and therefore capable of
establishing at will a sove reign governmcnt. 8 The Sioux
Falls com·ention of 1889, although desirous of making many
changes in the constitution adopted four ypars earlier, exercised great care not to transgress in any way the limitations
upon its actions which Congress had laid down. 0 "Squatter
Sovereignty," and "States Rights," were indeed dead. Most
of the new states had no separate local history, and few
native citizens. Their highly artificial boundary lines suggested that they were little more than convenient units
organized to sec ure th e blessings of local self-government.
To be sure, there was no section of the country in \\'hich
this privilege was esteemed more highly. " I believe," declared a Wyoming delegate, "that nothing should be done
at Washington that can as well be done in the state, and
nothing should be done at the seat of state government
that can as well be done at the county-seat, and that nothing
should be done at the county-scat that can as well be done
in the township." 10 But this was only for the purpose of
securing freedom from exkrnal interference in local affairs.
State attachments and state importance were cultivated only
in the East and South.
The admission of these new states was one of the incidents connected with the vanishing of the American fronNew York Tribune, July 8, 1889, p. 4.
South Dakota, Debnl eR, 1, pp. 340, 342, 347, G:l8, 653.
n Ibid., II, pp. 25, 70-73, 86, 310.
10 \Vyoming, Journal and Debate,, p. 471.
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tier, but the spirit of the West survived in the constitutiom,
xdopted. The administration of the state lands, for example, attracted attention out of all proportion to the importance of the subject,- it furnished a convenient opportunity for the expression of western ideals on the land
question. Transportation, then as always during the history of the West, was a vital issue. Where the railroads
were insufficient, as was at this time rarely the case, the
old willingness to make any sacrifice to secure them remained. Where they :were plentiful the reaction had come.
Instead of a necessity to be purchased at any cost, these
corporations were viewed as monopolies who delighted to
trample the rights of the people under foot. Their political
machinations, their supposedly enormous profits, and their
unjust discriminations were the things of which men
thought. Finance, the other great problem of the West,
had emerged further into the realm of national control,
but frontier notions were still in evidence. Financial assistance from the outside world could not yet be dispensed
with in most of this region, and in the conventions the saying that " capital is needed to develop the state " became a
tiresome refrain. Occasionally the old antipathy for banks,
and loose thinking about the obligations of debtors, cropped
out. The final effort of the West for inflation, this time by
means of free silver, was already under way. But even
i-o, three states worked out an admirable plan for debt
rPlief by means of loans from the school fund on real estate.
The abandonment of doubtful expedients, and the substitution therefor of constructive measures of state assistance,
was already in sight.
Whether the West had swallowed the Nation or the Nation had swallowed the West would be a difficult question
to decide. Whate,·er the proper answer, certainly the reflections of local conditions seen in these constitutions \\'ere
di!itinctly secondary in importance to provisions which had
an equal application anywhere in the Union. The vision of

thf'se western constitution-makers was not restricted to their
own state lines. The problemg which they saw and attempted to soh·e were the broad problems of slate go\'cl'llment. What duties should Le expected of the state'! Anti
what changes should be made in the method of go\'ernment
in order to secure the honest anc\ efficient enforcement of
the laws?
Efforts to answer these questions in the new constitution:-;
reveal two apparently contradictory tendencies. The first
was to withclraw from the recognized departments of go\'ernment, legislati\'e, executi\'e, and judicial, many old powers and prerogatives. This was clone in part through
constitutional limitations upon the freedom of ttction of the
various oflicials, and in part through a usurpation by the
conventions themselves of many important fields of legislation. The distrust which this action indicates grew oul
of the conuption so common in public life. Some little
attempt was made by means of anti-bribery clauses and the
like at reforming the men who were elected to office, but
the constitution framers themselves put little confidence in
these efforts. They were convinced that, whate\'er the
result of these experiments, the historic branches of the
government were not to be trustee!. The second tendenc,·,
which appears to contradict the first, was to burden the
state government with a huge volume of new labor, the
result of the growing complexity of American life. Corporations of all kinds, common carriers, banks, insurance
companies, irrigation companies, all must be conlrollecl and
regulated by the state. New educational institutions i11
keeping with the spirit and teaching of the times must be
founded and fostered by the state. Water for the generation of power, or for irrigation purposes, must be owned
and administered by the state. The interests of the worki11~
classes," their material, social, intellectual, and moral prosperity " must be protected by the state.
These matters were not primarily executive, legislati\'e,
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or judicial, but administrative. Dimly conscious of this fact,
the conventions themselves, representing the popular wish,
us they thought. more truly than the legislat ures which
:-hould succeed them, created various boards, commissions ,
and uureaus, either outlining their duties in full, or else re quiring that the same be done by law. There wer e to be
rommissioners of public lands, commissioners of public in. -truction, commissioners of agriculture and labor, railway
rnmmissioners, hoards of water control, boards of arbitration, hoards of pardons, boards of charities and reform,
bureaus of statistics, of immigration, of public health. In
illustration of the ultra-democratic character of the constitutions, a surprisingly large number of these officers were
lo be electiYe. Others were to be composed of t wo or three
officials elected primarily for different duties,- interlocking boards curiously frpe from popular control. Still others
\\'ere aµpointi\·e, "subject to the confirmation of the seni1te.'' Ilowe\'er filled, these oflices were in a measure incleP<'IHlent of the three original departments, for they had
li~en created l,y the people, and only in the same manner
rould they be auolished. Their duties, moreover, often in,·oh·ed a mixture of legislative, executi\'e, and judicial functions. To these officers, rather than to the traditional departments of goYernment, the people looked for the performance of the new duties imposed upon the state. The contradittion, then, is apparent rather than real: there was to be
more goYernment, not less.
The men who framed these constitutions did not consciously admit an~· lack of confidence in democratic goYernnwnt.
Direct popular control was to their minds the
panacea for all ills. Every effort ,ms made to place public
0 11icials in such a position that they must respond to the
desires of the people. The use of the referendum became
rnorc common. The length of the ballot increased. The
~real weakness of the system lay in this o,·er-estimation
of the capabilities of the people. Changes in the laws which

th e constitution l'ontaincd could lie cffedecl only by constitutional ame11clnwnt, and alth ough that process wa s u:rnall \'
mad e easy, inte llige nt decisions on the part of the electo ral~•
were lik ely to be difficult to obtain. The increase in tht•
number of clecti\·e ollit:ers aclded a further burden . lk
gn rdl ess of the question as to who is best fitted to till administrati\'e and judicial oflices, the fact remains, that,
voting on a large number of candidates at one time, popular
interest is likely to be divided and po1rnlar juclgment uncertain. ::'\e\'ertheless, the trend ~owar<ls direct participation by the people in the government had not yet reached
its climax. The initiative, the more expanded use of th ..
referendum, and the recall were yet to come. And e\'l'n
now, a third of a century later, it may well ue doubted
if any distinct reacti~n has set in.
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Washing-ton: Govl'rnment Printing Office, 190!). 59th Cong., 2d
S<'SS., lln 11sr r>ne. no. 3fi7, serials fil!.l0-51!14.
Not carefully edited,
but useful.
l'11il,·i/ State., Slo/1111·8 nl l,<11"ge.
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STATE DOCU;1JF,~TS
1·.. 11,til11fin11 of 1/11 St,,te <•i .llolllmw a., Adof'led by lhl' Co11slil11tio110/
rn11n 11lio11 11111I ul llele11<1, J11/J1 ~. lSii.Q, n11d also <111 Address In
ti,.- l'e<>/•lr Published hy authority. Helena: Independent Publi:hinJ! Co 11 d.
, ·.,,,_,f ,I 11l1111",/ C1 ,, , 1 f iou hr·l,I nl Sioux FHll.s, Srpt., 1885. (Binder'!>
tit!t, ''C,n •ituti11Pal Dc>bates," in 2 vols.; vol. I, Convention
188:: \',,I. 11, t·,., w•ntion !Rf<!l). F:ditl'd by Doane Rohinson.
llurun, 1!107.
r· .. ,,,f,t11tin11ol Cn11
1fi
held nf Sio11x Folli<, J11l11, 188fl. (BPingVol. II of" Cc 1,;t tutional lkbates" referred to in pn·vious tit.le).
Edited by noanl' Rohin~on. Huron, n. d.

[)c/111/e., and I' rnet't'dillg., of the Califon1ia Cn11.,til11lio1111/ C1111re11ti1n 1
of 1878-187.'I. Reported by E. P. Willis and P. K. Stockton.
Sacramento: Stale Office, .J. D. Young, Supt. 1880-1881.
./011rnal of tire Corrslil11lior111l ('0111•1'11/io,r for North lJ11 /.:olu. llel<I
at Bismarck, July -I to Aug. 17, 188!). 8isn1111·ck: Tribun<', Stall•
PrintC'rs and Bin,lcrs. 188!).
Jounrul of tire Corrsli/11/ioun/ Co111•t·11li111r of S1111lh Daku/a. Held at
Sioux Fall s, July, 18S9. Brown and Sat•nger, 11rintl'rs. 1889.
Journal uml J)eba/c., of tir e Co11slil11lior1al Cn11re11tin11 of the Stn/1•
of ll'110111i11y . Cheyenne: The Daily Sun. 1893.
Sl'l,rnska Corr.sfil11lio11al Co11t•o1lio11s. Ollicial Report of the Dcbatl's
and Proceedings in thr Convention of 1871. F.dited by Addison
E. Sheldon and Albert Watkins. Nebraska State Historical
Society, 1'11blicatio11.,, vols. XI-XIII.
0/jieinl R,•pnrl of /l,e Debat es nml Proeeedi,ry., i11 the Co11stilutio1111l
Convention of the Stale of .Vevada. San Francisco: Frank Eastman, Printer. 1866.
l'roreeding s a11d DchHle., nf the Co11stit11tio11al Co111'e 11tio11 of Idaho.
2 Vols. Caldwell, Ida.: Caxton Printers, ltd., 1912.
I',·oecediuys uml Del,ales of th e First Co11stli11li1111al Convention of
.Vorth !Jako/11 , R. M. Tuttle, Official Stenographer. Bismarck:
Tribune, State Pdnters. 1889.
Rules of the Constitutional Cmr1•e11lion nf the Ten·ilory of ,llonlann
convened at Jlcle11a, July 4, 1889, a11d the Act of Cmry,-css
,mthorizi11g said Co11ve11lion. Helena: lndepenrlenl. 188!).
Stale of H'a8hi11gto11. E11ah/i11g Act cwd Co11.•tilutin11 10ifl, .~ide ,,olt~
and index. Published by authority. Olympia: 0. C. White, State
Printer. 1891.
Statehood for Dakota. Proreedings of the Territn,·io/ Con1•entio11
held at Aberdeen, n. T., 1R88. Washington: Gibson Brothers.
Printers. 1888.

NEWSPAPERS
Chicayo Inter Oeea11, 188!). Probably devoted more space to territorial affairs than any other Chicago paper.
Chicago Times, 1883-188!).
A Democratic organ which reflected in
its editorials the attitude of that party.
Chicago Tribune, 1883-1889. An ardent supporter of the statehood
movement, Republican in sympathy.
Idaho At1ala11che (Silver City), 1889. A weekly newspaper of thr
ordinary character. Contains letters from the convention with
occasional unin~pired editorial comment.

,\'ru• York Trib1111e, 1889. Contains many special articles on the new
~\11\<.'s, as well as frequent editorial comment.
/'o,·tluud Weekly Orego11inll, 1889. Contains abstracts o! th e debates
in the Olympia convention, and gives considerable attention to the
others.
St. I'a11l Di,.vntch, 1889. Occasional editorials of value. This paper
could generally be relied upon to defend th e railroads.
St. l'aul Pioneer Press, 1887-1889. Very full accounts of the Dakota
conventions. F.ach week a territorial supplement reviewed tho
happen ings in all the Northwest.
Snu Prn11ci11co Bul/diu, 1889. Does not report the conventions, but
the editorial <.'ommcnt is sometimes illuminating.
PERIODICALS AND SPECIAL ARTICLES
A/'J1lrlm1'., A111111nl Cycloµnedin, 1883-1890.
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New York: D. Appleton
and Company. 1884-1891. A good contemporary chronicle drawn
largely from newspaper and documentary sources.
Beadle, Wm. IL H. " Per sona l Memoirs," in South Dakota Historical
Colleclio11s, \'ol. III. An account o( the statehood movement, and
the fight for the prescr\'ation of the school lands in Dakota,
by one of the chief participants.
Bond, F., and Wilson, J. 1\1. "The Irrigation System in Wyoming."
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Office of Experiment Station s.
Bulletin .\'o. 96 . Washington : Go\'er nment Printing Office. 1901.
Describes th e constitutional provisions i:1 regard to irrigation,
and the way in which they haYe been enforced.
l>ixon, W. M. "Sketch of the Life and Character of Wm. H. Clagget," in Historical Sodety of Montana, Co11lrib11lio11s, Vol. IV.
Clagget was Presid<.'nt of the Idaho convention.
Dana, R.H. "The Australian System of Voting." In A1111nls of lite
America11 Academy of l'oliticnl n11d Social Scie11ce, Vol. II , l\1ay,
1892, pp. 733-i50. An earlr investigation intcr the workings of
the system.
Knapp, L. J. "The Origin of the Constitution of the State of Washington." 11'n.d1i11yl u11 /J i:;lorical Quarterly, Vol. IV, pp. 227-275.
~!«?ad, Elwood. "Water Rights of the 1\li ssouri River and its Tributaries." U. S. Department of Agricultur<', Offke of Experiment
Stations. B111/cti11 No. 58. Washington: Government Printing
Office. 1899. Contains material on the legal aspects of th<'
irrigation prob!em.

Moffett, S. E. "The l{ uilroa,! Commission of California," in A1111n/~
of th e A111rricn11 1lcndc111y uf l'o/iticnl nud Sorin/ Science, 1895,
Vol. \'I, pp. -!G!J-li7. Shows the failure of the commis~ion \n
achieve the purpose for which it was created.
.Vntin11, 1889-1890. Fail:1 to undl·rstand westc>rn conditions, and for
the most part ignon~s them.
Pax son, F. L. "Tht: Admisl'<ion of the Omnibus States," in Stall.'
Histol'ical Society of Wisconsin, l'rocf'cdi11ys, 1\)11, pp. 77-96.
Contains much matel'ial on the stat<.'hood mo\'ement.
Paxson, F. L. "The Pacific Railroads anrl the Disappearnnce of th!'
Fro11tie1· in America." In American Historical Association, Au
n11al Repo r t, WOi. Vol. I, pp. 105-122. Furnishes nn excellent
background for the study of rnilwny problems in the West.
Sanders, J. U. "Con,;titutional Conventions of Montana." In Hi,,.
torical Society of l\Iontana, Co11frib11tio11.,, Vol. II, pp. 3U4-398.
Contains lists of the ,ldcgates to all the )lontana conYentions.
Thorpe, F. N. " Recent Constitution Making in the United States,''
in Annals of lh l' A111rrica11 Acndcmy oj P u/iticnl n11<l SQcial Scie11ce, Vol. II, Sept. 18!)1, pp. 1-1:;-:?0l. ,\ contemporary study u(
the constitutions of the Omnibu s Stat.:.;, ':.'!,e .... ;h,ir notes th1•
attempt to define more clearly an administrntive department.
Thorpe, F .N. "Washington and Montana. Have they made a mistake in their Constitutions?" in Ce11t11ry Jln ga:::i11c, Feb. 1890.
A pessimistic view of the work of th e two conventions.
Tribune Almanac, 1889-1890. New York: The Tribune Association.
1889-1890. Statistics and politics.
Trimble, W. J. "The Mining Advance into the Inland Empire."
University of Wiscon s in, Bulletin .Vo. (j.J8, H is tory Series, Vol.
III, no. 2, pp. l:l7-392. Gives in detail the events leading up to
the formation of the variou,; territories in the mining region.
Ulrich, J. C. "Irrigation in the I!ockr Mountain States,'' U. S. Uepartment of Agriculture, Office of Experiment Stations, 811//eti 11
No. 73. Washington: Government Pl'inting Oflice. 1899. Con•
tains information regarding the irrigation law of the West.
Ward, Joseph. "The territorial System of the United State:1," in
Andover Ret•icw, July, 1888. The protest of a prominent Dakot;,
citizen.
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\1tth1111 y, Su san B. Il is tory of ll'oma11 Su lfray c. New York: Fowlrr
nllll W ells, Pu bli shers. 1881-1 ~02. T he standard authority .
llancroft, II. II. ll'oshinyton, Idaho, m1<l Montana. San Francisco:
The !Ih;tory Company, Publishers. 1890. Contain s goo<l aci·ounts of t he carlr sct_tlemcnts, but little tha t is u se ful on th r
nlllstitutional history of the states concer ned.
l111wh·~. Samuel. OHi' .Vcw l\"cst. Records of tra \·cl between th e
lllissis~ippi Ri\"el' and the Pacific Ocean. Hartford, Ct. : H a r tfor d
Publishing Co. 1870.
,· .. utant, C. G. The 1/i.,tory of ll'yomi11y. Laramie: Chaplin, Spafford and ;\lathii;on, Printers. 189~. Designed to be a t hreP
volume work. Only one \'olume, bringing the h istory of t he
territory down to 1869, has appeared.
llus l'ai;sos, J. R. The lntc,--State Co111macc Act. New York; G. P.
Putnam's Sons. 1887. Contains the text of t he Act, and also
its historical and legal background.
llurnnd, Geo. H. Josrph Ward of Dakota. Boston; The Pilgrim Press.
1913. An unusually good popular biography, Yaluable because of
!:', ,,·,u·d's connection with the statehood movt•mcnt in Dakota.
llagcrty, F. H. The Territory of Vn/;ota, 1889. A statistical abstrnct. Abcr<lc>('n; Daily ;s.;cws Press. 1889. Contains ,l short
account of the stateh<•o<I movement.
llaiky, John. The Jlistor11 of Idaho. Bobe: Srms-York Company.
l!JlO. The best history of Idaho which has yet appeared.
1/istory of the Society of the Frnmers of the Co11stitution of the
Stale of ,1/ont,wa. Edited b:,- Henry Knippenberg-: n. p. 18!!0.
Contains biographical sketches of all members.
lludson, J. F. The lfoilwnys a11d the Republic. New York: Harper
nnd Brothers. 1886. A contemporary view of the railway
problem.
~h•any, E. S. Iiis/01·11 oj the State oj ll'ashiny/011. New York: Th,
Macmillan Company. 190!). The best short history of the stat<'.
11,moirs of Ilc11r!f \"i/111r<I, Jo1v11a/ist a11d Fi11a11cia, JRSS-1.'IVU. Iloston: lloughton, lllilTiin anct Company. 1!!04. Es~ential fur a
clear un<lerstanding of railway de\'clopment in the Northwest
\'cl() States, The . Anonymous pamphlet. New York: llvbon, Blak,•lllan and Comp11ny, JS!JO. Re\'iews the various !-tatehoo<l mov1·
ments, and dc~.:ribt•s the incollling :;t11tt·s.
lllit·rholt,wr, E. I'. The It,·fcrc11d11111 i11 A m~rica. l'hila<lclphia; n. p
18!1:I. The standar<l authority on the su bject.

Pnx son, F. L. The l,a.~t A 111erfrn11 Frantic,·. :--: ew York: The l\Iacmillan Com pany. 1010. A g-c ne ral ~tud y of t he W es t brought
1lown to a bou t 18!10.
I:obin so n, Doane. A E ric/ ll i.,tory of So11 th /)n/,ola. l'\ew York :
A merica n Dook Company. l'.ll2. Elementary, hut \'aluablc be.
cam;(' written by t he most able student of South Dakota histor y.
Smyt he , W. E. The Co11 q11cst oj .-1,·id America. New York: The l\1ncmillan Company. 1903. A popular appreciation of what irrigatio n has 1lorte for th e \\' est.
Swift, F . .N. ,1 HistorJI of the Public l'cr111n11e11t Co111111011 School
Pzrncls in the Uuitcd States, 17'93-1!105. :S:ew York: Henry Holt
and Company. 1911. A painstaking collection of widcly-scattc:-cct
material. The value of constitutional provisions in regard to
school lands is clearly shown.
Talbot, Bishop Ethe!Lert. J/y People oj the l'lai1111. ~ew Yor k:
H arper and Brothers. H.106. The West as seen through the
eyes of a keen and scholarly observer.
Thorpe, F. N. Cons/it11tio11a! History of the ,·l111aiea11 People. New
York: Harper and Brothers. 1808. A scholarly study of constitutional conventions prior to 1850, indispensable for a clear
un<lcrstan<ling of this field of Arneric:in history.
Watkins, Albert. Histo,·y of Nebraska. Lincoln: Western Publishing
and Eng·raving Companr. 1903-1913. ~lu<'h above the a\"crage
oluminous st:ite historr. Contains considerable material on constitutional questions.
\Yilloughbr, \\". F. Territo1·ies a11d Depc11d.-11eies of the United States.
New York: The Century Company. 1905. The best description
of the territorial system in its final form.
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